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ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE · 
UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT, KENTUCKY 
(Parts of Bell, Harlan, Letcher, and Whitley Counties) 
James C. Currens', Linda Jean Bragg2 , and James C. Hower' 
ABSTRACT 
Chemical and petrographic data ore presented for 57 samples of cool collected in the Upper 
Cumberland District, eastern Kentucky. These data include sample-site locations, sampling condi-
tions, stratigraphic position, megoscopic description of the cool, oir-orying loss, proximate and ultimate 
analyses, Btu content, forms of sulfur, initial deformation temperature, softening temperature, fluid 
temperature, free-swelling index, concentration of major- and minor-oxides and trace elements, 
and petrographic analyses. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Eastern Kentucky Cool Field hos been subdivided 
into six reserve districts to facilitate the tabulation of cool-
resource estimates. These districts ore the Princess, Big 
Sandy, licking River, Southwestern, Hazard, and Upper 
Cumberland. This report on the Upper Cumberland 
District (Fig. 1) is one in o series of cool-quality publica-
tions planned for each of the districts. This report pro-
vides easily accessible geological and analytical data 
describing the quality of cools in the Upper Cumberland 
District, which includes ports of Bell, Harlan, Letcher, and 
Whitley Counties. 
Fifty-seven samples of cool were collected for 
chemical and petrographic analyses. Field-sampling 
data, proximate and ultimate analyses, Btu content, 
forms of sulfur, free-swelling index, determinations of 
major- and minor-oxides and trace elements, and 
petrographic analyses ore contained in this report. 
Brant (1982, 1983) and Brant and others (19830-d) 
estimated the cool resources for each of the six districts 
in the Eastern Kentucky Cool Field. Brant and others 
(1983d) reported that 24 cool beds (Fig. 2) in the Upper 
Cumberland District originally contained 9.99 billion tons 
of cool. lsopoch mops (Brant and others, 1983d) ore 
published for the Harlan, Kellioko, and Wollins Creek 
cool beds. When used together, the cool-resource and 
cool-quality reports provide the essential tools for in-
tegrating the quantity and quality of eastern Kentucky 
cools on o regional basis. 
METHODS 
Although this report contains only the results for 
samples collected in the Upper Cumberland District, the 
1Kentucky Geological Survey, Lexington, Kentucky. 
2U.S. Geological Survey, Restan, Virginia. 
3Kenlucky Center for Energy Research lobororory, lexinglon, 
Kentucky. 
methods of sampling were developed to determine cool 
quality for the entire Eastern Kentucky Cool Field. The 
choice of sampling sites and field techniques was largely 
determined by the logistical constraints associated with 
the collection of more than 600 cool samples distributed 
over o stratigraphic section containing more than 30 ma-
jor cool zones and on area including oil or ports of 38 
eastern Kentucky counties. Therefore, expediency, 
uniform areal and stratigraphic distribution of sample 
sites, consistent sampling technique, and thorough sam-
ple documentation were major considerations in sam-
ple collection. 
Sample Sites 
The selection of sample sites was influenced by many 
factors. First, maintaining o consistent distribution of 
samples over o cool bed area, regardless of cool 
thickness, was important to delineate the regional 
characteristics of the cool beds. However, exposures of 
cool beds of mineoble thickness were selected where 
possible to make the data economically relevant. Sec-
ond, sites were chosen where many cool beds were ex-
posed and easily accessible so that changes in cool-
quolity chorocteristics from one cool bed to another could 
be identified. Therefore, many of the samples ore either 
from roodcuts along major highways that were under 
construction at the time of sampling or from surface 
mines. Third, thin cool beds were sampled in oreos 
where the cools might be mineoble by themselves or in 
conjunction with overlying or underlying beds, or in 
areas of widespread cool occurrence. 
The freshness of the exposed cool was also o major 
consideration in the choice of sample sites. In general, 
o cool outcrop was not sampled if it hod been exposed 
for more than 6 weeks. Exceptions were mode if other 
opportunities to sample the cool bed were unlikely. The 
freshness of the exposures along highway construction 
projects ranged from o few months to several hours. 
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Figure 1. Locations of coal-sampling sites in the Upper Cumberland District. 
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Figure 2. Key stratigraphic units in the Upper Cumberland District. 
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Samples from surface mines and prospect openings were 
generally fresh, but a few samples were taken in areas 
where deeply weathered coal beds were being mined. 
Underground mines generally provided the freshest 
samples, but because of the time and effort needed to 
travel to the working face, above-ground exposures 
were used where available. Nevertheless, more than 100 
underground mines were sampled in eastern Kentucky. 
A few core samples were obtained for analysis; these 
samples were normally in excellent condition. 
Elevations of sample sites were determined by several 
methods. A barometric altimeter was used for many 
determinations, and all two-way traverses from bench-
mark to sample site were adjusted for temperature 
changes and pressure fluctuations. Wherever possible, 
local leveling surveys were used to determine elevation. 
Underground elevations were typically determined from 
mine maps. Hand-leveling was used extensively to tie 
sample sites to benchmarks and to measure elevation 







roodcuts. Topographic mops were used to estimate 
elevations in remote a reas wherE· other methods were 
not feasible. 
Sampling Methods 
Two sampling regimes were used. During the first 6 
months of collection the guidelines of Swanson and Huff-
man (1976) were followed, and portings less than 10 cm 
(4 in.) thick were included in thE• sample (Fig. 3). The 
method of Holmes (1918) was adopted ofter rhe first field 
season and was used for rhe majority of the samples. 
The Holmes method is the standard method of the 
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) for 
collecting channel samples for the determination of rank 
(ASTM, 1981 ). Under the Holmes method, all partings 
greater than 1 cm (3/ 8 in. ) ore excluded from the sam-
ple. The sampling regime is recorded in the Sampling 
Report (Appendix I). The guidelines for the exclusion of 
partings of either regime were exceeded al some ex-
posures ro mok.e the samples conform to local m ining 
LITHOLOGY PARTING 
................. ................. 
: :::_: .. ·::.:_.·,;.: ::;~ 
THICKNESS 
PYRITE 
< 1.3 cm 
11/2in.J 
llolOcm 
> 10 cm 
< 1 cm 
13/ 8 in.J 
Figure 3. Diagrammatic column showing different criteria for exc luding partings in the sampl ir g methods of Ho lmes 





































SAMPLI NG METHODS 5 
practice. These samples o re described in Appendix I as 
having " thick partings included." The some guidelines 
were also applied lo core samples. The sampling 
guidelines for several samples collected before June 
1979 ore unknown and ore so noted. 
Dimensions of channel cuts were commonly adjusted 
to the thickness of the coo l bed. The channels were 
typically 4 lo 6 inches square (10 to 15 cm), and none 
was less than 3 inches (8 cm) square. In thick coal beds 
these channel cuts produced a large volume of sample, 
which was split in the field by coning and quartering. 
However, after the first 2 years of the sampling program, 
field splitting was discontinued. All of the core samples 
were 2.25 (6.4 cm) inches in diameter. 
Megascopic Description 
The descriptive methods of Schopf (1960) were chosen 
as a basis for the megoscopic descriptions, but modifica-
tions were mode in the terminology. Semiquantitative 
terms were chosen to reflect the thickness and abun-
dance ranges defined by Schopf. The terms "bright ot-
lritol," "dull ottritol," and "nonbonded " were replaced 
by "cloroin," "duroin," and "conneloid," respectively. 
Additional concentration categories were used; "scat-
tered" was defined as 5 to 15 percent, and "sparse" was 
redefined as less than 5 percent. "Dominant" was 
changed to "very abundant," and "moderate" was 
changed to "common." The total seam thickness was 
measured and recorded separately from the megoscopic 
description. 
Sample Preparation 
Samples with field-identification numbers higher than 
063 were delivered to the University of Kentucky Institute 
for Mining and Minerals Research (IMMR) at the Ken-
tucky Center for Energy Research Laboratory for drying, 
crushing, splilling, and repack.aging. The samples were 
air-dried and crushed to 0.5-inch (1 .3 cm) maximum size 
before splitting to minimize the possibility of contamina-
tion. Generally, three splits of each sample were 
prepared; 50 percent went to the U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS), 25 percent went to IMMR for petrographic and 
other analyses, and the remainder is stored at the Ken-
tucky Geological Survey' s (KGS) Well Sample and Core 
Library. Sma l l samples were not split. The 0.5-inch (1.3 
cm ) samples were crushed to 0.1 inch (0.3 cm) by the 
USGS. The split for chemical analysis was crushed to 0.08 
inch (0. 177 mm). The pulverizer used for the crushing 
was equipped with ceramic plates to minimize 
contamination. 
PRESENTATION OF DAT A 
Field Notes and Laboratory Analyses 
The coal-sampling reports (field notes) and th~ cool-
onalysis reports (laboratory analyses) for each sample 
ore presented on focing pages in Appendix I. The field 
notes and analyses ore arranged in numerical ord1~r by 
the USGS identification number. Most of the inform,:ition 
in the field notes is self explana tory, but a few items 
need clar ification. For example, the dote on the sam-
pling report is the day the sample was collected. 
However, samples KGS 001 through KGS 041, which were 
collected before the cooperative USGS/KGS samp ling 
program began, hove a sampling date of Janua ry 1, 
1978, to indicate that the sample was collected some•time 
during that year. All thickness measurements except total 
seam thickness hove been converted from meters to feet. 
The section in each sampling report on structural features 
applies primarily to cleat azimuths, which were 
measured for most exposures. Structural features other 
than jointing (cleat) were seldom encountered during 
the sampling program. The dips of cleat surfaces were 
recorded if the dips were measurably different from ver-
tical; these data ore available from the Kentucky 
Geological Survey. The "IN SAMPLE?" column indic:otes 
which units were included in the sample. 
The laboratory analyses were performed by the U.S. 
Bureau of Mines (USBM) and Geochemical Testing, Inc. 
(Geo Test). The as-received values ore shown as reported 
by the laboratory. The moisture-free and moisture- and 
ash-free values hove been recalculated using standard 
formulas (ASTM, 1981) (ASTM D-3180-74). Other 
calculated values not shown on these analysis reports, 
such as volume-percent mineral matter and moist, 
mineral-matter-free Btu, ore available from KGS. Specific 
gravity, Hardgrove grindobility, woshobility, and similar 
tests were not performed. Most of the laboratory 
analyses were completed within 3 months ofter the 
samples were received by USGS. However, some o f the 
samples from the Upper Cumberland District were st,:ired 
for as long as a year, and these samples may hove 
undergone some oxidation. 
Tobie 1 of Appendix II shows the location, rank, and 
thickness of coal samples collected from the Upper 
Cumberland District. The apparent rank of each sample 
was calculated by using data in the cool -analysis reports 
(Appendix I) and the Parr formulas (ASTM, 1981) (ASTM 
D-388-77). Apparent ranks for these samples ore high-
volotile A and high-volatile B bituminous coal. 
Chemical Analyses 
Major- and minor-oxide and trace-element concentra-
tions ore reported for 56 cool samples and nine rock 
samples from the Upper Cumberland District. Tobie 2 
(Appendix II) presents the results of analyses (in w e ight 
percent ) performed on cool ash, and Table 3 (Appendix 
II) contains the results of analyses for 23 trace elements 
(in ports per million) in the whole cool. Tobie 4 (Appen-
dix II) summarizes the results for all of the chem ical 
species on a whole cool basis. A total of 65 elements 
.................................................................................. , ................ ~~ ..... 
6 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
was searched for, ond the following 12 elements were 
not found: Au, Bi, In, Ir, Os, Pd, Pt, Re, Rh, Ru, Te, ond 
Zr. The whole-cool determinations were performed on 
air-dried cool (32°C) by wet chemical analysis, atomic 
absorption spectroscopy, X-ray fluorescence spec-
troscopy, and instrumental neutron activation analysis. 
The chem ical composition of the ash (from cool ashed 
at 525°C) wos determined by wet chemical analysis, X-
roy fluorescence, ond optical emission spectroscopy. 
Branch of Analytical Chemistry. Analytica l procedures 
used by the USGS were described by Swanson and Huff-
man (1976). 
Petrographic Analyses 
Petrographic analyses were performed at the Kentucky 
Center for Energy Research Laboratory. This laboratory 
is equipped with four Leitz petro~1raphic m icroscopes, in-
cluding one MPV-II and two MPV-Compact photometer 
systems for the determination of vitrinite maximum 
reflectance. Preparation and exornination of the samples 
followed ASTM (1981) standards 0-2797-72 (preparation), 
Figure 4 is a flow diagram that illustrates the various 
stages of preparation and analysis involved in process-
ing cool samples. Analyses were performed by the USGS 
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Figure 4. Flow d iagram of procedures used for the analysis of coal sal1l)les collected. (ASTM·-American Society for JI 
Testing and Materials-analyses performed by U.S. Bureau of Mines, U.S. Dept. of E:nergy, and Geochemi-





















PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSES 7 
D-2796-81 and D-2799-72 (mocerol analysis), and 
D-2798-79 (vitrlnite reflectance). Results of the 
petrographic analyses for 56 samples ore shown in Ap-
pendix Ill. · 
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8 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
APPENDIX I: 
COAL SAMPLING AND CLASSICAL ANALYSIS REPORlS 





LABORATORY NO : K97577 FIELD NO : KGS 199 
SAMPLER: Currens & Kung AGENCY : KGS 
U.S.G.S. NO: W20781l Ii 
DATE: Aug/07/1979 
7.5 1 QUAD : Kayjay COUNTY : Bell 
CARTER COORDINATE : SEC 7 ROW B TIER 69 
LATITUDE : 36 DEG 38 MIN 57 SEC 
DISTRICl: Upper Cumberland 
5750 FT FSL , 4400 FT FEL II 
LONGITUDE: 83 CEG 48 MIN 54 SEC I 
ELEVATION (FT): 2280.00 , OF POINT AT base of 199 , USING survey 
COMMENTARY : 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Fire Clay GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Lower Hignite 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Lower Hignite FORMATION OR MEMB ER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC.) : full thickness 
EXPOSURE : TYPE, underground ; CONDITION, active 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME : Swanson & Huffman 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA. , CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 49.8, SAMPLE 49.8, COAL ONLY 45.1 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 245 , SET 2 155 , SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
\ 










































Shale roof , carbonaceous . 
Clarain, with abundant vitrain. 
Siltstone , black, carbonaceous , nonlaminated 
(KGS 193, W211179) . 






Clara in , 
Clara in . 
Fusain . 
Clara in . 
Pyrite . 
grading to durain at base . 
grading to durain at base . 
grading to durai n at base. 
Clarain , with vitrain. 
Pyrite. 
Clara in. 
Shale , medium-gray , carbonaceous, laminated, 
slickensided, coaly (KGS 196, W211180). 
Clarain, with abundant interlaminated durain , 
pyritic. 
Underclay, slightly silty , rooted, slightly 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97577 
LABORATORY: USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 199 U.S.G.S. NO: W207811 
REPORT DATE: Dec/13/1979 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1.20% 
AS RECEIVED MO ISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS : 
TOTAL MOISTURE 3.00% 
VOLATILE MATTER 29 . 70% 30.62% 
FIXED CARBON 44 . 00% 45 . 36% 
ASH 23.30% 24.02% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 4. 50% 4.29% 
CARBON 60.20% 62.06% 
NITROGEN 1.40% 1.44% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1.20% 1.24% 
OXYGEN 9.40% 6.95% 
ASH 23.30% 24.02% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB) : 10745 11077 
SULFUR FORMS : 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITIC 0.56% 0.58% 
ORGANIC 0.60% 0. 62% 




2550 deg F 
2660 deg F 
2780 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 4.0 














10 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMP LI NG REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97578 FIELD NO: KGS 204 U.S .G.S. NO: W2078 L2 
SAMPLER: Currens & Kung AGENCY: KGS DATE: Aug/07/1979 
7.5' QUAD: Kayjay COUNTY: Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 7 ROW B TIER 69 3700 FT FSL, 2150 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 38 MTN 37 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 48 MIN 26 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 2313.00, OF POINT AT base of 204 , USING survey 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Fire Clay GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Lower Hignite 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Lower Hignite FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES , ETC . ) : full thickness 
EXPOSURE : TYPE, underground; CONDITION, active 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Helmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS . ): 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 36.2, SAMPLE 36 .2, COAL ONLY 36 .0 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 245 , SET 2 155, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 











Y 0. 39 






Siltstone , dark-gray, laminated to bioturbated 
(KGS 203 , W211183) . 
Clarain, with calcite in cleat. 
Shale, dark-gray, carbonaceous . 
Ourain. 
Clara in . 
Fusain . 
Vitrain and fusain. 
Vitrain. 
Clara in. 
Durain , interlaminated with clarain; scattered 
fusain . 
Clarain , with abundant durain. 
Clarain, with abundant vitrain. 
Fusain . 
Clara in . 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97578 
LABORATORY : USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 204 U.S .G.S. NO: W207812 
REPORT DATE: Dec/13/1979 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.90% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS : 
TOTAL MO I STU RE 3.00% 
VOLATILE MATTER 36.00% 37 . 11% 
FIXED CARBON 56.50% 58.25% 
ASH 4. 50% 4.64% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS : 
HYDROGEN 5.40% 5.22% 
CARBON 77 . 20% 79 . 59% 
NITROGEN 1.80% 1.86% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0. 60% 0.62% 
OXYGEN 10.40% 8.07% 
ASH 4.50% 4.64% 
HEATING VALUE {BTU/LB} : 13770 14196 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0. 01% 0.01% 
PYRITIC 0.12% 0.12% 
ORGANIC 0.47% 0.48% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTEN I NG TEMP . 
FLU ID TEMP. 
2750 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 5.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97580 FIELD NO: KGS 224 U.S.G. S. NO: W207813 
SAMPLER: Currens & Kung AGENCY: KGS DATE: Aug/08/1979 
7.5 1 QUAD: Kayjay COUNTY: Bell DISTRICT : Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 7 ROW B TIER 69 2500 FT FSL, 4200 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 38 MIN 25 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 48 MIN 52 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1977.00, OF POINT AT base of 224 , USING survey 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Poplar Lick 
FORMATION OR MEMBER : Breathitt 
ETC . ): full thickness 
COMM ENTARY: Portal of deep mine . 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Amburgy zone 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Poplar Lick 
RANGE SAMP LED (SPLITS , BENCHES, 
EXPOSURE : TYPE, mine portal; 
SAMPLE CONDITION: clean , dry 
CONDITION, 9 months old , faced-up 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME : Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA. , CHANNE L SIZE, OR LBS . ) : 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 29 .5, SAMPLE 29.5, COAL ONLY 29.1 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 230 , SET 2 315, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 13 .12 
Y 0.79 






Y 0. 10 
Y O . 16 




Shale, black , carbonaceous, sideritic 
("Kendrick"). 
Clarain , with abundant durain . 
Vitrain. 
Clarain , wi th abundant vitrain. 
Shale , black, carbonaceous. 
Clara in. 
Durain . 




Clara in . 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97580 
LABO RA TORY: USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 224 U.S.G.S. NO: W207813 
REPORT DATE: Dec/13/1979 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1.00% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2. 80% 
VO LAT I LE MATTER 35.90% 36.93% 
FIXED CARBON 52.70% 54.22% 
ASH 8.60% 8.85% 
ULT_IMATE ANALYSIS : 
HYDROGEN 5.30% 5 . 13% 
CARBON 73 . 80% 75.93% 
NITROGEN 1. 90% 1.95% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0. 70% 0.72% 
OXYGEN 9.80% 7.42% 
ASH 8.60% 8.85% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 13253 13635 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITIC 0.23% 0.24% 
ORGANIC 0.49% 0. 50% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP . 
FLUID TEMP. 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 5.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO : K97563 FIELD NO: KGS 225 U.S.G.S. NO: W2C7814 
SAMPLER: Currens & Kung AGENCY: KGS DATE: Aug/08/1979 
7.5' QUAD: Kayjay COUNTY: Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 7 ROW B TIER 69 2300 FT FSL, 4150 Fl FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 38 MIN 23 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 48 MIN 51 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 1977.00, OF POI NT AT base of 225, USING survey 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Amburgy zone GEO. MAP COAL NAME : Poplar Lick 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Poplar Lick FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES, ETC . ): ful l thickness 
EXPOSURE : TYPE , underground ; CONDITION, 9 months old, faced-up 
SAMPLE COND ITION : slightly weathered 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLI NG REGIME: Swanson & Huffman 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS . ): 3 x 3 in . 
TH ICKNESS (I NCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 27.2 , SAMPLE 27 .2, COAL ONLY 26.4 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat , SEPARATION : 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 230 , SET 2 315 , SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 











OESCRI PT ION 





Clara in . 
Clarain, with durai n. 
Shale, black . 
Clara in. 
Dura in . 
Clara in . 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97563 
LABORATORY: USBM 
FIELD NO : KGS 225 U.S.G.S. NO : W207814 
REPORT DATE: Dec/10/1979 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1.30% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS : 
TOTAL MOISTURE 3.50% 
VOLATILE MATTER 35.40% 36.69% 
FIXED CARBON 53.30% 55.23% 
ASH 7. 80% 8.08% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5. 30% 5.09% 
CARBON 73 . 30% 75.96% 
NITROGEN 1. 90% 1.97% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0.70% 0.73% 
OXYGEN 10.90% 8.17% 
ASH 7 .80% 8.08% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB) : 13142 13619 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITIC 0. 20% 0.21% 
ORGANIC 0. 50% 0.52% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLU ID TEMP. 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 3. 5 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97579 FIELD NO : KGS 218 U.S .G . S. NO: W207822 
SAMPLER: Currens & Kung AGENCY: KGS DATE : Aug/08/1979 
7. 5' QUAD : Kayjay COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT : Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE : SEC 6 ROW B TIER 69 5050 FT FSL , 600 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 38 MIN 50 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 49 MIN 7 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 2344 .00 , OF POINT AT base of 218 , USI NG altimeter 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Fire Clay 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Hignite 
GEO . MAP COAL NAM E: Hignite 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
bottom bench RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC.) : 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, surface mine; CONDITIO N, abandoned, faced-up 
SAMPLE CONDITION: slightly weathered 
RE COVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Swanson & Huffman 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA ., CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS.) : 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 29 .5, SAMPLE 29 . 5, COAL ONLY 27.8 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 70 , SET 2 325, SET 3 

































0 . 07 
0. 26 
DESCR IPTION 
Horizon KGS 216. 
Shale , black , carbonaceous , l aminated . 
Clara in. 
Durain . 





Dura in . 
Clarain, with abundant vi train . 
Shale, dark-gray . carbonaceous. 
Clara in . 
Shale , dark-gray, carbonaceous . 
Clarain, pyritic . 
Shale, dark-gray , slightly silty, carbonaceous , 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO : K97579 
LABORATORY: USBM 
FIELD NO : KGS 218 U. S.G.S. NO : W207822 
REPORT DATE: Dec/13/1979 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1. 40% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 3. 50% 
VO LA TI LE MATTER 34 . 80% 36 .06% 
FIXED CARBON 54. 30% 56.27% 
ASH 7.40% 7.67% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.20% 4.98% 
CARBON 73. 70% 76.38% 
NITROGEN 1.60% 1.66% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1. 30% 1.35% 
OXYGEN 10. 70% 7 .96% 
ASH 7.40% 7.67% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 13052 13526 
SULFUR FORMS : 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITI C 0. 59% 0. 61% 
ORGANIC 0. 73% 0. 76% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP . 
FLU ID TEMP. 
2210 deg F 
2300 deg F 
2420 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 2.5 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97849 FIELD NO: KGS 212 U. S.G.S. NO: W207866 
SAMPLER: Currens & Kung AGENCY: KGS DATE: Aug/08/1979 
7.5' QUAD : Fork Ridge COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT : Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 15 ROW B TIER 69 2900 FT FSL , 1100 FT FEL 
LATITUDE : 36 DEG 37 MIN 29 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 49 MIN 13 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1889.00, OF POINT AT base of 212 , USING survey 
COMMENTARY: Full channel at same location as KGS 209 
REGIONAL COAL NAME : U Elkhorn No.3 GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Buckeye Spring 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Buckeye Spring FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES , ETC . ): full thickness 
EXPOSURE : TYPE, underground; CONDITION, active 
SAMPLE CONDITION : very fresh 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLI NG REGIME: Swanson & Huffman 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA. , CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS . ) : 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 31 .3, SAMPLE 31.3 , COAL ONLY 29.7 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 250 , SET 2 , SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
N Shale, light-gray to brown , carbonaceous , 
abundant plant fr agments . 
y 0. 23 Vitrain. 
y 0. 21 Durain. 
y 0.66 Clara in. 
y 0. 10 Vi train. 
y 0.13 Dura in . 
y 0.26 Clara in . 
with 
y 0.13 Siltstone , black , arenaceous , carbonaceous, 
very hard . 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97849 
LABORATORY: USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 212 U. S. G.S . NO: W207866 
REPORT DATE: Dec/26/1979 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1. 30% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.50% 
9VOLATILE MATTER 33.10% 33.95% 
FIXED CARBON 52 . 30% 53.64% 
ASH 12 . 10% 12.41% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5. 10% 4.94% 
CARBON 71. 70% 73.54% 
NITROGEN 1.80% 1.85% 
TOTA L SULFUR 0. 70% 0. 72% 
OXYGEN 8. 60% 6.54% 
ASH 12. 10% 12.41% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 12701 13026 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITIC 0. 14% 0.14% 
ORGA NI C 0.60% 0. 62% 




2570 deg F 
2700 deg F 
2790 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 4.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K9?561 FIELD NO: KGS 208 U.S .G.S. NO: W207897 
SAMPLER: Currens & Kung AGENCY : KGS DATE: Aug/07/1979 
7.5' QUAD: Fork Ridge COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 15 ROW B TIER 69 1150 FT FSL, 1300 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 37 MIN 11 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 49 MIN 16 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1912.00, OF POINT AT base of 208 , USING survey 
COMMENTARY : 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: U Elkhorn No.3 GEO . MAP COAL NAME: Buckeye Spring 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Buckeye Spring FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES , ETC.): full thickness 
EXPOSURE : TYPE , underground; CONDITION, active 
SAMPLE CONDITION : very f resh 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Swanson & Huf fman 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in . 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 31.3 , SAMPLE 31.3 , COAL ONLY 28.1 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 240, SET 2 130, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THI CK NESS 
N 
Y 0.10 
Y O .13 
Y 0.03 
Y 0. 49 
Y 0.02 
Y 1.05 




Shale, light to dark-gray, silty, carbonaceous , 
with abundant plant fragments. 
Vitrain. 
Clarain, pyriti c. 
Shale , carbonaceous, laminated . 
Dura in. 
Fusain . 
Clarain, with abundant durain. 
Siltstone, black, arenaceous, carbonaceous , 
nonlaminated , very hard. 
Clarain , pyritic. 
Shale , light- to dark-gray, silty, rooted; full 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO : K97561 
LABORATORY: USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 208 U.S.G.S . NO : W207897 
REPORT DATE: Oec/10/1979 
AIR DRIED LOSS : 0.90% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.40% 
VOLATILE MATTER 30.70% 31.46% 
FIXED CARBON 45 . 30% 46.41% 
ASH 21.60% 22.13% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 4.50% 4.34% 
CARBON 62 . 00% 63.53% 
NITROGEN 1.60% 1.64% 
TOTAL SULFUR 2. 20% 2. 25% 
OXYGEN 8.10% 6.11% 
ASH 21. 60% 22 .13% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 11206 11482 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITI C 1. 90% 1.95% 
ORGANIC 0.28% 0.29% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLU ID TEMP. 
2520 deg F 
2630 deg F 
2710 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 5.0 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MI LLION BTU 3.9 
MOISTURE/ASH FREE 
40.40% 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97562 FIELD NO: KGS 220 U.S.G.S. NO : W207899 
SAMPLER: Currens & Kung AGENCY : KGS DATE : Aug/08/1979 
7.5' QUAD : Kayjay COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 6 ROW B TIER 69 5050 FT FSL , 600 FT FEL 
LATITUDE : 36 DEG 38 MIN 50 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 49 MIN 7 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 2344.00 , OF POINT AT base of 220 , USING altimeter 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Fire Clay 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Hignite 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Hignite 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
full thickness RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES , ETC . ): 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, surface mine; 
SAMP LE CONDITION : slightly weat hered 
CONDITION, abandoned, faced-up 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: thick partings included 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in . 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 74.0 , SAMPLE 73 .8, COAL ONLY 57.1 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZI MUTHS : SET 1 70 , SET 2 325 , SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 


















y 0. 26 
N 
DESCRIPTION 
Sandstone, medium-gray, crossbedded to massive, 
carbonaceous, micaceous , feldspathic . 
Shale, medium-gray, silty , carbonaceous, 
sideritic , bioturbated (KGS 213 , W211184). 
Durain , with sparse thi ck-banded vitrain. 
Durain and clarain, interbedded, grading to 
clarain at base. 
Shale , dark-gray , sl ightly silty, rooted (~GS 
215 , W211185}. 
Clarain , wi th abundant thin- to very thick-
banded vitrain. 
Siltstone, dark-g ray, carbonaceous, rooted 
(KGS 217 , W211186) . 
Shale, black , carbonaceous , laminated. 
Clara in . 





Clarain . with abundant vitrain . 
Shale , dark -gray, carbonaceous. 
Clara in . 
Shale, dark -gray, carbonaceous. 
Clarain , pyritic. 
Shale , dark -gray, carbonaceous , slightly 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K9?562 
LABORATORY: USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 220 U.S.G .S. NO : W207899 
REPORT DATE: Dec/10/1979 
AIR DRI ED LOSS: 1.00% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MO ISTURE 2.80% 
VOLATILE MATTER 27.70% 28 . 50% 
FIXED CARBON 37 . 70% 38 . 79% 
ASH 31.80% 32 . 72% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS : 
HYDROGEN 4.00% 3.79% 
CARBON 52.30% 53.81% 
NITROGEN 1.30% 1.34% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0.80% 0.82% 
OXYGEN 9.70% 7.52% 
ASH 31.80% 32.72% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 9382 9652 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITI C 0.23% 0.24% 
ORGANIC 0.59% 0.61% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP . 
FLU ID TEMP. 
2790 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 1.0 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLION BTU 1.7 
MOISTURE/ASH FREE 
42 . 36% 
57.65% 
5.64% 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97564 FIELD NO : KGS 228 U.S.G.S. NO : W207900 
SAMPLER: Currens & Kung AGE NCY : KGS DATE : Aug/08/1979 
7.5' QUAD : Kayjay COUNTY: Bell DISTRICT : Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 10 ROW B TIER 68 2400 FT FSL , 3000 FT FEL 
LATITUDE : 36 DEG 38 MIN 24 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 50 MIN 37 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 2780 .00 , OF POINT AT base of 228 , USI NG topo 
COMM ENTARY : Full channel at same location as KGS 226 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Hazard zone GEO. MAP COAL NAME : Red Springs 
REPORTED COAL NAME : Red Springs FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC . ) : full thickness 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underground ; CONDITION, 2 months old, faced-up 
SAMPLE CONDITION : slightly weathered , clean, damp 
RECOVERY METHOD : channe l SAMPLING REGIME: Swanson & Huffman 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS.) : 3 x 3 in . 
THICKNESS (I NCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 30.3 , SAMPLE 30 .3, COAL ONLY 25 .0 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STR IKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 245 , SET 2 190, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 16.40 
Y 0. 26 
Y 0.23 
Y 0.46 












Sandstone, dark -gray to buff , very 
carbonaceous , with abundant plant fragments , 
crossbedded, feldspathic to micaceous. 
Durain , interlaminated with clarain. 
Clarain, with scattered vitrain. 
Durain , grading to clarai n at base . 
Dura in . 
Clarain , with abundant vitr ai n at base. 
Shale , medium-gray , rooted. 
Clara in, with abundant vitrain. 
Sha le, medium-gray, silty , rooted . 
Vitra in . 
Shale , medium-gray, s ilty , rooted . 
Clara in. 
Shale , medium-gray, silty , rooted . 
Clara in . 
Shale , medium-gray , plastic , silty , rooted, 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97564 
LABORATORY: USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 228 U.S.G.S. NO: W207900 
REPORT DATE: Dec/11/1979 
AIR DRI ED LOSS: 1.50% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 3. 60% 
VO LA TI LE MATTER 32.90% 34.13% 
FIXED CARBON 43.70% 45.33% 
ASH 19 . 80% 20 .54% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 4. 70% 4.46% 
CARBON 62.70% 65 .04% 
NITROGEN 1. 30% 1.35% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0.60% 0.62% 
OXYGEN 11. 00% 7.99% 
ASH 19. 80% 20.54% 
HEATING VALUE {BTU/LB ): 11206 11624 
SULFUR FORMS : 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYR I TIC 0.12% 0.12% 
ORGANIC 0.45% 0.47% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLU ID TEMP . 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 1.5 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97565 FIELD NO: KGS 242 U.S.G.S. NO: W207901 
SAMPLER: Currens & Pollock AGENCY: KGS DATE: Aug/20/1979 
7.5' QUAD: Varilla COUNTY: Bell DISTR ICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 15 ROW C TIER 72 1000 FT FSL, 1800 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 42 MIN 10 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 34 MIN 2? SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1705.00, OF POINT AT base of 242, USING survey 
COMMENTARY : The units in the upper part of the section were 
inaccessible; therefore, the thicknesses are estimated 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Manchester GEO . MAP COAL NAME: Hance 
REPORT ED COAL NAME: Hance FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC . ): bottom split 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, surface mine; CONDITION, 1 month old 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Swanson & Huffman 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in. 
THI CKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 36 .6, SAMPLE 36.6, COAL ONLY 35 .4 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 , SET 2 , SET 3 



































Siltstone, medium- to dark-gray, sideritic. 
Clarain, wi th abundant vitrain. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97565 
LABORATORY: USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 242 U.S.G.S. NO : W207901 
REPORT DATE: Dec/10/1979 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.80% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.40% 
VO LA TI LE MATTER 37.60% 38.52% 
FIXED CARBON 56.20% 57.58% 
ASH 3.80% 3.89% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.60% 5.46% 
CARBON 79.20% 81.15% 
NITROGEN 2.10% 2 .15% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0.70% 0. 72% 
OXYGEN 8.60% 6.63% 
ASH 3.80% 3.89% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 14268 14619 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITIC 0.17% 0.17% 
ORGANIC 0.54% 0.55% 




2640 deg F 
2760 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 7.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97868 FIELD NO: KGS 270 U.S.G.S . NO: W208056 
SAMPLER: Currens , Pollock, Kung AGENCY: KGS DATE: Sep/27/1979 
7.5 1 QUAD: Varilla COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 16 ROW C TIER 72 1700 FT FSL, 3200 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 41 MIN 17 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 34 MIN 39 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1625.00 , OF POINT AT base of 270, USING survey 
COMMENTARY : 
REGIONAL COAL NAME : Glamorgan zone 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Mason 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Mason 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
full thickness RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES, ETC.): 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underground; CONDITION, active 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh, clean, dry 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME : Swanson & Huffman 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS . ): 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 45.5, SAMPLE 45.5, COAL ONLY 42.7 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 40, SET 2 113, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 








y 1. 77 
N 
DESCRIPTION 
Siltstone, black, laminated, carbonaceous . with 
with abundant plant fragments. 
Clara in. 
Fusain. 
Durain . with scattered thin- to medium-banded 
vitrain. 
Fusain. 
Clarain, with abundant thin- to medium-banded 
vitrain , scattered durain . 
Clarain, with abundant medium- to thick-banded 
vitrain, scattered thin durain, pyritic. 
Siltstone , black, coaly, laminated to part ' y 
bioturbated . 
Clarain , with 5-mm-thick pyrite nodule at base. 
Clarain , with abundant thin- to thick-banded 
vitrain, scattered thin-banded fusain, thin-
banded pyrite; graphitic texture. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97868 
LABORATORY: USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 270 U.S .G.S . NO: W208056 
REPORT DATE: Dec/26/1979 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1.20% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS : 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.20% 
VOLATILE MATTER 34.40% 35 .17% 
FIXED CARBON 45.10% 46 . 11% 
ASH 18.30% 18. 71% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.00% 4.86% 
CARBON 64 . 90% 66.36% 
NITROGEN 1. 90% 1.94% 
TOTAL SULFUR 2.30% 2.35% 
OXYGEN 7.70% 5.78% 
ASH 18.30% 18. 71% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 11844 12111 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRI TIC 1.64% 1.68% 
ORGANIC 0.66% 0. 67% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTEN ING TEMP . 
FLU ID TEMP . 
2420 deg F 
2510 deg F 
2600 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 6.5 
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LABORATORY NO: K97869 FIELD NO: KGS 271 
SAMPLER: Currens & Kung AGENCY : KGS 
7. 51 QUAD: Varilla COUNTY: Bell 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 16 ROW C TIER 72 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 41 MIN 17 SEC 
ELEVAT ION (FT): 1625.00, OF POINT AT base of 271, 
COMM ENTARY: 
U.S.G . S. NO: W208057 I 
DATE: Sep/27/1979 
DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
1750 FT FSL, 2900 FT FEL 
LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 34 MIN 36 SEC II 
USING survey 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Glamorgan zone GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Mason ll 
REPORTED COAL NAME : Mason FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES, ETC.): full thickness 
EXPOSURE : TYPE , underground; CONDITION, active 11 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh I 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Swanson & Huffman 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA. , CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in. II 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 42.3 , SAMPLE 42 . 3, COAL ONLY 39.6 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 , SET 2 , SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 













Siltstone , dark-gray to black, carbonaceous, 
with abundant plant fragments. 
Clara in . 
Vitrain . 
Fusain. 
Clarain, with abundant thin-banded vi t rain , 
pyrit ic. 
Fusain . 
Clarain , with abundant thin- to thick -banded 
vit ra in, scattered thin-banded fusain. 
Siltstone , medium-gray , micaceous. 
Clarain , with abundant thin-banded vitrain; 
bottom 20 cm slickensided , with graph i ti c 
texture ; pyrite i n cleat. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97869 
LABORATORY: USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 271 U.S.G.S. NO: W208057 
REPORT DATE : Dec/26/1979 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1.20% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.20% 
VO LAT I LE MATTER 35.00% 35.79% 
FIXED CARBON 44.90% 45.91% 
ASH 17.90% 18.30% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 4.90% 4.76% 
CARBON 64.90% 66.36% 
NITROGEN 1. 90% 1.94% 
TOTAL SULFUR 2.60% 2.66% 
OXYGEN 7.80% 5.98% 
ASH 17.90% 18.30% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 11932 12201 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.08% 0.08% 
PYRIT IC 1.93% 1.97% 
ORGANIC 0.55% 0. 56% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATM_DSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTEN I NG TEMP. 
FLUID TEMP . 
2260 deg F 
2370 deg F 
2480 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 7.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97870 FIELD NO: KGS 272 U.S.G.S. NO : W208058 
SAMPLER: Currens , Pollock, Kung AGENCY : KGS DATE: Sep/27/1979 
7. 51 QUAD: Varilla COUNTY : Bell DISTR ICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 19 ROW C TIER 71 1900 FT FSL, 4400 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 41 MIN 19 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 36 MIN 54 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 1375.00, OF POINT AT base of 272, USING survey 
COMMENTARY: 
REG IONAL COAL NAME : Gray Hawk 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Splitseam 
GEO . MAP COAL NAM E: Splitseam 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathi t t 
full thickness RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC . ): 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underground; ' 
SAMPLE COND IT ION : very fresh 
CONDITION, active 
RECOVERY METHOD : channel SAMPLING REGIME: thick partings included 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA. , CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in . 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 49.6, SAMP LE 49.6, COAL ONLY 40.6 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 235 , SET 2 285, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
N Roof, black , laminated, carbonaceous . 
y 0.79 Clarain , with abundant thin- to medium-banced 
vitrain, scattered fusain. 
y 0. 30 Durain. 
y 0.56 Clarain , with thin- to medium-banded vitrain, 
scattered fusain . 
y 0. 43 Siltstone , medium- to dark-gray, nonlaminated, 
rooted, carbonaceous. 
y 0.03 Clara in . 
y 0.03 Shale . 
y 0.08 Clara in. 
y 0.05 Vitrain. 
y 0.49 Clara in , with abundant medium- to thick-banded 
vitrain . 
y 0.30 Siltstone, dark-gray, partially laminated, 
slickensided, rooted. 
y 0. 36 Durain, with scattered thin-banded vitrain. 
y 0.72 Clarain , with abundant thin- to thi ck-banded 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K97870 
LABORATORY: USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 272 U.S.G.S. NO: W208058 
REPORT DATE : Dec/26/1979 
AIR DRIED LOSS : 1.30% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2. 20% 
VOLATILE MATTER 32.20% 32.92% 
FIXED CARBON 48.80% 49 .90% 
ASH 16.80% 17 . 18% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 4.90% 4. 76% 
CARBON 67.90% 69.43% 
NITROGEN 1.80% 1.84% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1.10% 1.12% 
OXYGEN 7.40% 5.67% 
ASH 16.80% 17 . 18% 
HEAT ING VALUE {BTU/LB) : 12224 12499 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SU LFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRIT IC 0.62% 0.63% 
ORGANIC 0.48% 0.49% 




2660 deg F 
2780 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 7.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K99439 FIELD NO: KGS 240 U.S.G. S. NO: W208200 
SAMPLER: Currens & Pollock AGENCY: KGS DATE: Aug/20/1979 
7. 5' QUAD: Varilla COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 18 ROW C TIER 71 1400 FT FSL, 900 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 41 MIN 14 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 37 MIN 11 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 1688 .60 , OF POINT AT base of 240 , USING survey 
COMMENTARY : 
REGIONAL COAL NAME : Manchester 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Hance 
GEO . MAP COAL NAME: Hance 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
top split RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC.) : 
EXPOSURE : TYPE , surface mine; 
SAMPLE CONDITION : fresh 
CONDITIO N, 2 weeks old 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPL ING REGIME : Holmes 
SAMP LE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS . ) : 3 x 3 in. 
TH ICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 16.5, SAMPLE 16.5, COAL ONLY 16.5 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STR IKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 300, SET 2 40, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 




Y 0. 79 
DESCRIPTION 
Siltstone , medium- to dark-gray , laminated to 
partly bioturbated , carbonaceous , with abundant 
plant fragments. 
Clarain , with abundant vitrain. 
Clarain, with abundant fusain . 
Clara in. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO : K99439 
LABORATORY : USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 240 U.S.G.S. NO: W208200 
REPORT DATE: Feb/13/1980 
AIR DRIED LOSS : 1.00% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.20% 
VOLATILE MATTER 37 . 30% 38 . 14% 
FIXED CARBON 57.40% 58.69% 
ASH 3.10% 3.17% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS : 
HYDROGEN 5. 60% 5.47% 
CARBON 79.80% 81.60% 
NITROGEN 2. 20% 2.25% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0.70% 0.72% 
OXYGEN 8.60% 6.79% 
ASH 3.10% 3. 17% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB) : 11425 11682 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITIC 0.10% 0.10% 
ORGANIC 0.63% 0. 64% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP . 
FLU ID TEMP. 
2330 deg F 
2440 deg F 
2550 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 4.5 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO : K99437 FIELD NO: KGS 241 U.S .G.S. NO: W208201 
SAMPLER: Currens & Pollock AGENCY : KGS DATE : Aug/20/1979 
7. 5' QUAD: Varilla COUNTY: Bell DISTRICT : Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 18 ROW C TIER 71 1400 FT FSL , 900 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 41 MIN 14 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 37 MIN 11 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 1680.00 , OF POINT AT base of 241, USI NG survey 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME : Manchester 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Hance 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Hance 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathi t t 
ETC.): middle split RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES , 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, surface mine ; 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh 
CONDITION, 2 weeks old 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME : thick partings included 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.) : 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HE IGHT 60.6, SAMPLE 60 .6, COAL ONLY 53.5 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET l 300 , SET 2 40, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED JN FEET 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 3.58 
Y 0. 33 









Y 0. 20 




Horizon KGS 240 . 
Shale , medium-gray , slickensided, carbonac~ous , 
rooted , with scattered coal stringers. 
Clara in. 
Durain, interbedded with scattered clarain . 
Clara in. 
Vitrain . 
Clarain , with scattered fusain. 
Clara in. 
Vitrain . 
Clara in . 
Shale, dark-gray to black, silty , carbonaceous, 
rooted . 
Clara in. 
Dura in . 
Clara in . 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K99437 
LABO RA TORY : USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 241 U.S.G.S. NO: W208201 
REPORT DATE: Feb/13/1980 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1. 00% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS : 
TOTAL MO I STU RE 2. 10% 
VO LA TI LE MATTER 31.10% 31.77% 
FIXED CARBON 45.20% 46 . 17% 
ASH 21. 60% 22 .06% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 4. 90% 4.77% 
CARBON 63. 00% 64.35% 
NITROGEN 1.80% 1.84% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0. 70% 0.72% 
OXYGEN 7 .90% 6.26% 
ASH 21. 60% 22.06% 
HEATI NG VALUE (BTU/LB) : 11255 11497 
SULFUR FORMS : 
SULFATE 0. 01% 0.01% 
PYRITIC 0. 12% 0.12% 
ORGA NIC 0.56% 0. 57% 




2630 deg F 
2740 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 5.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K99455 FIELD NO: KGS 209 U.S.G.S. NO: W208221 
SAMPLER: Currens & Kung AGENCY : KGS DATE: Aug/08/ 1979 
7. 5' QUAD: Fork Ridge COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 15 ROW B TIER 69 2900 FT FSL, 1100 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 37 MIN 29 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 49 MIN 13 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 1890 .00 , OF POINT AT base of 209 , USING survey 
COMMENTARY : 
REGIONAL COAL NAME : U Elkhorn No .3 GEO. MAP COAL NAME : Buckeye Spring 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Buckeye Spring FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES , ETC . ): top bench 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underg round; CONDITION, active 
SAMP LE CONDITION : very fresh 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, 
THICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 19 .1, 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, 
SAMPLING REGIME : Holmes 
OR LBS . ) : 3 x 3 i n . 
SAMPLE 19 .1, COAL ONLY 19.1 
SEPARATION : 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 250, SET 2 , SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FE ET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
N Shale , light-gray to brown , carbonaceous, ~,;th 
y 0.23 
abundant plant fragments. 
Vitrain. 
y 0.21 Dura in. 
y 0.66 Clarain . 
y 0 .10 Vitrain. 
y 0 .13 Dur a in. 
y 0.26 Clara in . 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K99455 
LABO RA TORY: USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 209 U.S .G.S. NO: W208221 
REPORT DATE : Feb/15/1980 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1.00% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.20% 
VOLATILE MATTER 34.70% 35.48% 
FIXED CARBON 53.50% 54.70% 
ASH 9. 60% 9.82% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.10% 4.96% 
CARBON 73.40% 75.05% 
NITROGEN 2.10% 2 .15% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1.40% 1.43% 
OXYGEN 8. 30% 6.59% 
ASH 9.60% 9.82% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 13105 13400 
SULFUR FORMS : 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITIC 0.41% 0.42% 
ORGANIC 0.96% 0.98% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLU ID TEMP. 
2560 deg F 
2640 deg F 
2730 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 6. 5 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLI ON BTU 2. 1 
MOISTURE/ASH FREE 












40 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO : K99454 FIELD NO: KGS 211 U.S .G. S. NO: W208222 
SAMPLER: Currens & Kung AGE NCY : KGS DATE: Aug/08/1979 
7.5' QUAD: Fork Ridge COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT : Up per Cumber land 
CARTER COORDINATE : SEC 15 ROW B TIER 69 2900 FT FSL , 1100 FT FEL 
LATITUDE : 36 DEG 37 MI N 29 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 49 MIN 13 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 1889.00 , OF POINT AT base of 211 , USI NG survey 
COMMENTARY : 
REGIONAL COAL NAME : U Elkhorn No.3 GEO . MAP COAL NAME: Buckeye Spring 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Buckeye Spring FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breat hitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES, ETC . ) : bottom bench 
EXPOSURE : TYPE , underground; CONDITION, very fresh 
SAMPLE CONDITION: very fresh 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE , 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 10.6 , 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , 
SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
OR LBS . ): 3 x 3 in. 
SAMPLE 10.6, COAL ONLY 10. 6 
SEPARATION : 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 250, SET 2 , SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 








Horizon KGS 209 . 
Siltstone , black , arenaceous, very hard. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K99454 
LABO RA TORY: USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 211 U.S .G.S . NO: W208222 
REPORT DATE: Feb/15/1980 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1.10% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MO I STU RE 2.30% 
VO LA TI LE MATTER 37.20% 38.07% 
FIXED CARBON 55 . 40% 56.70% 
ASH 5.10% 5.22% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS : 
HYDROGEN 5.40% 5.26% 
CARBON 77 .60% 79.42% 
NITROGEN 2.10% 2.15% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0.70% 0.72% 
OXYGEN 9.10% 7 .23% 
ASH 5.10% 5.22% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 13932 14259 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITI C 0.02% 0.02% 
ORGANIC 0. 69% 0.71% 




2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 6.5 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K99458 FIELD NO: KGS 226 U. S.G.S. NO: W208223 
SAMPLER: Currens & Kung AGENCY: KGS DATE : Aug/08/1979 
7.5' QUAD : Kayjay COUNTY : Bell DISTR ICT : Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 10 ROW B TIER 68 2400 FT FSL, 3000 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 38 MIN 24 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 50 MIN 37 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 2780.00, OF POINT AT base of 226 , USING topo 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Hazard zone GEO . MAP COAL NAME: Red Springs 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Red Springs FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathi t t 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES , ETC.): top bench 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underground; CONDITION , 2 months old, faced-up 
SAMPLE CONDITION: slightly weathered , clean, damp 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA . , CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in . 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 20.5, SAMPLE 20. 5, COAL ONLY 20.5 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZ IMUTHS : SET 1 245, SET 2 190, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 
Y 0.26 
Y 0. 23 
Y 0. 36 
Y O . 10 
Y 0.10 
Y 0.66 
N 0. 10 
N 0. 20 
N 0.20 
N 0.07 






Sandstone, dark-gray to buff, crossbedded to 
thick-bedded, carbonaceous, with abundant plant 
fragments, feldspathic, micaceous. 
Durain , with abundant clarain. 
Clarain, with scattered vitrain. 
Durain, with clarain. 
Clara in. 
Dura in. 
Clarain, with abundant vitrain at base. 
Shale, medium-gray , rooted . 
Clarain, with abundant vitrain (KGS 227). 
Shale , medium-gray, silty, rooted. 
Vi train . 
Shale, medium-gray , silty , rooted. 
Clara in . 
Shale, medium-gray, silty, rooted. 
Clarain. · 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: K99458 
LABORATORY: USBM 
FIELD NO: KGS 226 U.S.G.S. NO: W208223 
REPORT DATE : Feb/15/1980 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1. 60% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 3.10% 
VOLATILE MATTER 38.70% 39.94% 
FIXED CARBON 54.60% 56.35% 
ASH 3.60% 3.72% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS : 
HYDROGEN 5.60% 5.42% 
CARBON 78.00% 80.50% 
NITROGEN 1. 90% 1.96% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0. 70% 0.72% 
OXYGEN 10.40% 7.68% 
ASH 3.60% 3. 72% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB) : 13897 14342 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITIC 0.03% 0.03% 
ORGANIC 0.61% 0.63% 




2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWE LLI NG INDEX 4.5 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MIL LION BTU 1.0 
MOISTURE/ASH FREE 
41. 48% 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0043 FIELD NO: KGS 397 U.S.G .S. NO: W211638 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE: Sep/14/1980 
7.5' QUAD: Evarts COUNTY: Harlan DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 18 ROWE TIER 76 2500 FT FSL, 3150 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 51 MIN 25 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 12 MIN 39 SEC 
ELEVATION {FT): 1340.00, OF POINT AT base of 397, USING topo 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: L Elkhorn GEO. MAP COAL NAME: L Path Fork 
REPORTED COAL NAME: L Path Fork FORMATION OR MEMBER : Breathi t t 
RANGE SAMPLED {SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC.): full thickness 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underground ; CONDlTION, 6 weeks old, fa ced-up 
SAMPLE CONDIT ION: fresh, dry 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SlZE (CORE DIA. , CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in. 
TH ICKNESS {INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 26.9, SAMPLE 26 .9, COAL ONLY 26.9 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET l 350 , SET 2 , SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 













See KGS 398 for overlying strata. 
Siltstone, interbedded with fine- to medium-
grained sandstone , light-gray; low-angle, 
longitudinal crossbeds; top 1.5 foot rootec 
clays tone . 
Clara in. 
Fusai n. 
Clarain, with very abundant thin-banded 
vitrain, scattered medium-banded fusain. 
Fusain. 
Clarain, with abundant medium-banded vitrain, 
scattered medium-banded fusain. 
Fusain. 
Durain, with scattered medium-banded vitrain. 
Clarain , with abundant medium-banded vitrain, 
slightly pyritic. 
Fusain , interlaminated with thin-banded 
vitrain, argillaceous. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0043 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 397 U.S.G.S. NO: W211638 
REPORT DATE: Nov/11/1981 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.19% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 1.85% 
VOLATILE MATTER 33.10% 33 . 72% 
FIXED CARBON 50.00% 50.94% 
ASH 15.05% 15.33% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS : 
HYDROGEN 4.87% 4. 75% 
CARBON 69.69% 71.00% 
NITROGEN 1.61% 1.64% 
TOTAL SULFUR o. 56% 0.57% 
OXYGEN 8.22% 6.71% 
ASH 15.05% 15 . 33% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 12263 12494 
SULFUR FORMS : 
SULFATE 0.00% 0.00% 
PYRITI C 0.04% 0.04% 
ORGANIC 0.52% 0.53% 




2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 2.0 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLION BTU 0.9 
MOISTURE/ASH FREE 
39 . 83% 
60.17% 
5. 61% 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0044 FIELD NO: KGS 398 U.S.G.S . NO: W211639 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE: Aug/14/1980 
7.5 1 QUAD: Evarts COUNTY: Harlan DISTRICT : Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDI NATE: SEC 18 ROWE TIER 76 2300 FT FSL, 3150 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 51 MIN 23 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 12 MIN 39 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT}: 1350.00, OF POINT AT base of 398, USING topo 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: L Elkhorn 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Path Fork 
GEO. MAP COAL NAM E: Path Fork 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
full thickness RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC.): 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underground; 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh, dry 
CONDITION, active 
RECOVERY METHOD : channe l SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.) : 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 27.6, SAMPLE 24.8, COAL ONLY 24 . 4 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 95, SET 2 320, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
N 7.87 Siltstone, medium-gray , sideritic. 
N 0.49 Coal. 
N 5 .91 Siltstone, 
sideritic. 
medium-gray, intensively rooted, 
N 0. 26 Siltstone, highly carbonaceous, 
failure surface . 
laminated; roof 
N 4.92 Siltstone , medium-gray, sideritic arenaceous at 
top, laminated. 
y 0.33 Clara in. 
y 0. 26 Dura in. 
y 0.03 Vitrain. 
y 0.20 Dura in. 
y 0.20 Clara in. 
y 0.03 Pyrite. 
y 0.75 Clarain, with abundant thin-banded vitrain. 
N 0.23 Siltstone, dark-grayi sh-brown, carbonaceous, 
rooted. 
y 0.26 Clara in. 
N 0. 43 Clays tone, medium-gray, rooted, plastic when 
wet. 
N 0. 10 Clara in . 
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LABORATORY NO: Ul0044 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.13% 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 
VO LA TI LE MATTER 














ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTEN I NG TEMP. 
FLUID TEMP. 
COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
FIELD NO: KGS 398 U.S.G .S. NO: W211639 
REPORT DATE: Nov/11/1981 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE MOISTURE/ASH FREE 
1. 54% 
35. 62% 36. 18% 
49. 79% 50.57% 
13. 05% 13.25% 
4.98% 4.88% 








0.69% 0. 70% 
(REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
2140 deg F 
2490 deg F 












FREE SWELLING INDEX 6.0 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLION BTU 4. 1 
48 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES . FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO : Ul0268 FIELD NO: KGS 482 U.S.G .S. NO: W213022 
SAMP LER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE : Mar/03/1981 
7.5' QUAD: Balkan COUNTY : Bell DISTR ICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 23 ROW D TIER 72 1900 FT FSL , 2400 FT FEL 
LATITUDE : 36 DEG 45 MIN 19 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 32 MlN 29 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1372 .60, OF POINT AT base of 482 , USING altimeter 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Manchester 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Hance 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, surface mine ; 
SAMP LE CONDITION : fresh, dry 
GEO. MA P COAL NAME: Hance 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
ETC . ): top split 
CONDITION, acti ve 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS . ): 3 x 3 in . 
THICKNESS {INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 48.4, SAMPLE 40. 2, COAL ONLY 40 . 2 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATION : 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 120, SET 2 185, SET 3 
THE MEASUR ED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTlON 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 16.40 
N 0.07 
N 8. 20 
y 0.56 
N 0.49 







Sandstone, light-gray, coarse-grained, 
carbonaceous, crossbedded{?} (disturbed by 
blasting) . 
Shale, black , carbonaceous . 
Siltstone , medium-gray, arenaceous , sideritic; 
rooted at top; discontinuous. 
Clarain, with abundant medium-banded vitrain. 
Siltstone (to 3 cm thick}, light-gray to tan, 
grading to black at base, soft , carbonaceous, 
rooted. 
Clarai n. 
Siltstone , dark-gray to brown , hard, 
a re naceou s. 
Clarain , with abundant medium- to thick-banded 
vitrain ; scattered thin-banded fusain at 15 cm 
above base. 
Claystone, dark-gray, soft, probably rooted. 
Clarain, with abundant medium- to thin-banded 
vitrain, scattered thin-banded fusain, slightly 
pyritic ; argillaceous at base. 
Siltstone(?) , medium-gray , rooted (ganister?); 
underlain by three more splits of Hance 
Also see KGS 498, 499, 500 (W213944, W213945, 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0268 FIELD NO: KGS 482 U.S.G . S. NO: W213022 
LABORATORY: Geo Test REPORT DATE: Jan/25/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.19% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE MOISTURE/ASH FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 1.99% 
VOLATILE MATTER 36 . 94% 37.69% 
FIXED CARBON 54 . 72% 55.83% 
ASH 6.35% 6.48% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.38% 5.26% 
CARBON 77. 25% 78.82% 
NITROGEN 1.90% 1.94% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1.94% 1.98% 
OXYGEN 7. 18% 5.52% 
ASH 6.35% 6.48% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 13845 14126 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.05% 0.05% 
PYRITIC 1.07% 1.09% 
ORGANIC 0.82% 0.84% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTEN ING TEMP. 
FLUID TEMP. 
2140 deg F 
2330 deg F 
2510 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 7. 5 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLI ON BTU 2.8 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0277 FIELD NO: KGS 483 U.S.G .S. NO: W213023 
DATE: Mar/03/1981 
DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
1000 FT FSL , 3700 FT FEL 
LONGITUDE: 83 D[G 33 MIN 45 SEC 
US ING a 1t imeter 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY : KGS 
7. 51 QUAD: Balkan COUNTY: Bell 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 24 ROW D TIER 72 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 45 MIN 10 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1187.80, OF POINT AT base of 483 , 
COMMENTARY : 
REGIONAL COAL NAME : G 1 amorgan zone GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Mason 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Mason FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC . ) : full thi ckness 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, construction site ; COND [TION, 3 weeks old 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh 
RECOVERY METHOD : channel SAMPL [NG REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA . , CHAN NEL SIZE , OR LBS.) : 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 34.8 , SAMPLE 34 .8, COAL ONLY 34.8 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET l 215 , SET 2 135, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 13 .12 




Y O .49 
Y 1.02 
N 1. 64 
N 0. 72 
N 3. 97 









Vitrain, with laminae 1 to 3 cm thick. 
Clarain, with abundant medium- to thick -banded 
vitrain. 
Vitrain, with laminae 1 to 3 cm thick. 
Clarai n, with abundant medium- to thick-banded 
vitrain. 
Siltstone, medium-gray, intensively rooted, 
plastic at top, sideritic . 
Shale, black , silty , highly carbonaceous ; 
canneloid in center ; with abundant plant 
fossils , but no marine fossils observed. 
Siltstone, medium-gray, highly arenaceous, 
carbonaceous , sideritic, rooted(?) . 
Clarain, with 3-cm parting . 
Shale , plasti c, light-gray, rooted. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0277 
LABORATORY : Geo Test 
FIELD NO : KGS 483 U. S.G.S. NO : W213023 
REPORT DATE: Jan/25/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS : 0. 19% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2. 00% 
VOLATILE MATTER 38 . 58% 39.37% 
FIXED CARBON 56. 20% 57 .35% 
ASH 3. 22% 3.29% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS : 
HYDROGEN 5. 56% 5.45% 
CARBON 79. 69% 81.32% 
NITROGEN 2. 41% 2.46% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1. 56% 1.59% 
OXYGE N 7.56% 5.89% 
ASH 3. 22% 3.29% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB) : 14377 14670 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.05% 0.05% 
PYR lTI C 0. 42% 0.43% 
ORGANIC 1. 09% 1.11% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTE NING TEMP. 
FLUID TEMP . 
2140 deg F 
2210 deg F 
2330 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 8.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO : Ul0269 FIELD NO: KGS 484 U.S.G.S . NO: W213024 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY : KGS DATE: Mar/03/1981 
7.5' QUAD: Balkan COUNTY: Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 18 ROW D TIER 72 600 FT FSL, 2500 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 46 MIN 6 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 32 MIN 31 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1659.21, OF POINT AT base of 484, USING survey 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME : L Elkhorn 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Path Fork 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Path Fork 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathi tt 
full thickness RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES , ETC . ) : 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underground; 
SAMPLE CONDITION : fresh, dry 
CONDITION, active 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 33 .9, SAMPLE 30.7, COAL ONLY 30.7 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 235, SET 2 , SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 
y 0.66 








Siltstone, arenaceous, or fine-grained 
sandstone, with abundant plant fragments . 
Clarain, with scattered medium- to thin-banded 
vitrain . 
Siltstone , carbonaceous , hard, brittle . 
Canneloid coal , metallic (dull) gray, very 
hard , with conchoidal fracture . 
Clarain, grading to durain, with abundant thin-
banded vitrain at top , abundant thin- to th ic k-
banded at base . 
Shale, dark-gray to brown , carbonaceous. 
Clarain, with abundant medium- to thick-banded 
vitrain, pyriti c. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0269 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 484 U.S.G.S. NO: W213024 
REPORT DATE: Jan/25/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.17% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 1.82% 
VOLATILE MATTER 36 . 03% 36.70% 
FIXED CARBON 46.67% 47.53% 
ASH 15.48% 15.77% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 4.94% 4.82% 
CARBON 68.90% 70.17% 
NITROGEN 1.64% 1.67% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1. 54% 1. 57% 
OXYGEN 7.50% 6.00% 
ASH 15.48% 15. 77% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 12364 12593 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.03% 0.03% 
PYRITIC 0. 80% 0.81% 
ORGANIC 0. 71% 0.72% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLU lD TEMP. 
2390 deg F 
2720 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 6.5 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLION BTU 2.5 
MOISTURE/ASH FREE 











54 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0280 FIELD NO: KGS 498 U. S.G.S. NO: W21.3944 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY : KGS DATE: Apr/02/l981 
7.5 1 QUAD : Balkan COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE : SEC 23 ROW D TIER 72 2250 FT FSL , 2300 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 45 MIN 22 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 32 MIN 28 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1341 .00 , OF POINT AT base of 498 , USING altimeter 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Manchester 
REPORTED COAL NAME : Hance 
GEO . MAP COAL NAME: H,ince 
FORMATION OR MEMBER : Breathitt 
third split from bottom 
CONDITION , active 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC . ): 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, surface mine ; 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh, wet 
RECOVERY METHOD : channel SAMPLING REGI ME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA. , CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS .): 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 19.3 , SAMPLE 19.3 , COAL ONLY 19.3 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 25, SET 2 125, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 6.89 




Horizon KGS 482 (W213022). 
Siltstone , light-gray , sideritic ; arenaceous 
toward top; intensively rooted at top. 
Clarain, largely obscured ; with abundant 
medium-banded vitrain(?), scattered t hi ck-
banded fusain ; pyritic. 
Dura in. 







































APPENDIX I: COAL SAMPLING AND CLASSICAL ANALYS IS REPORTS 55 
COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0280 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 498 U.S.G . S. NO: W213944 
REPORT DATE: Jan/25/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS : 1. 86% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 3.60% 
VO LA TI LE MATTER 37 . 30% 38.69% 
FIXED CARBON 55 . 50% 57.57% 
ASH 3.60% 3.73% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.55% 5. 34% 
CARBON 78 . 83% 81. 77% 
NITROGEN 1. 92% 1.99% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0.91% 0.94% 
OXYGEN 9.19% 6.23% 
ASH 3. 60% 3. 73% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 14009 14532 
SULFUR FORMS : 
SULFATE 0.13% 0.13% 
PYRITI C 0. 07% 0.07% 
ORGA NIC 0. 71% 0.74% 




2350 deg F 
2570 deg F 
2700 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 6.5 













56 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0281 FIELD NO: KGS 499 U.S.G .S. NO: W213945 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY : KGS DATE: Apr/02/1981 
7.5' QUAD : Balkan COUNTY: Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberla nd 
CARTER COORDINATE : SEC 23 ROW D TIER 72 2250 FT FSL, 2300 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 45 MfN 22 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 32 MIN 28 SEC 
ELEVATfON (FT): 1339.90. OF POINT AT base of 499, USING altimeter 
COMMENTARY : 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Manchester 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Hance 
GEO . MAP COAL NAME : Hance 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
ETC.) : second split from bottom 
CONDITION , active 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES. 
EXPOSURE: TYPE , surface mine; 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh, dry 
RECOVERY METHOD : channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS.} : 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 16.l, SAMPLE 13.0, COAL ONLY 13.0 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 310 , SET 2 50 , SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTfON 




y 0. 56 
y 0.03 
y 0. 30 
DESCRIPTION 
Horizon KGS 498 . 
Siltstone , arenaceous. carbonaceous, rooted. 
Canneloid coal , argillaceous , with scattered 
thin-banded vitrain . 
Shale , black, carbonaceous, rooted, silty. 
Clarain, with scattered thin-banded vitrain, 
scattered thin-banded fusain. 
Fusain. 
Clarain , with abundant medium- to thi ck-banded 
vi train . 







































APPENDIX I: COAL SAMPLING AND CLASSICAL ANALYSIS REPORTS 57 
COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0281 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 499 U.S.G.S. NO: W213945 
REPORT DATE: Jan/25/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0. 26% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 1.86% 
VOLATILE MATTER 33. 28% 33.91% 
FIXED CARBON 51. 36% 52.34% 
ASH 13.50% 13. 76% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 4.93% 4.81% 
CARBON 71.82% 73 . 18% 
NITROGEN 1. 80% 1.83% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0. 76% 0.77% 
OXYGEN 7 .19% 5.65% 
ASH 13.50% 13. 76% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB) : 12793 13036 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0. 05% 0.05% 
PYRITIC 0.10% 0.10% 
ORGANIC 0.61% 0.62% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLUID TEMP . 
2500 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 7.0 













58 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0402 FIELD NO: KGS 500 U.S.G.S. NO: W2U9.46 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY : KGS DATE : Apr/02/l981 
7. 51 QUAD: Bal kan COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT : Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE : SEC 23 ROW D TIER 72 2250 FT FSL, 2300 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 45 MIN 22 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 32 MIN 28 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1331 .40 , OF POI NT AT base of 500, USING altimeter 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Manchester GEO. MAP COAL NAME: H,mce 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
ETC . ): bottom split 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Hance 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES , 
EXPOSURE: TYPE , surface mine; 
SAMPLE CONDITION : fresh , dry 
CONDITION , ac: ive 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME : Holmes 
OR LBS. ) : 3 x 3 in . SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE , 
THICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 20 . 1, 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat . 
SAMPLE 20.1 , COAL ONLY 20 . l 
SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 50, SET 2 • SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
IN SAMPLE? THI CK NESS 
N 9 . 51 
Y 0.46 
Y 0.23 
Y 0 .98 
N 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
UESCH1 Pr !ON 
Horizon KGS 499. 
Siltstone, medium-gray, laminated, with some 
small ripple bedding, sparsely sideritic; 
arenaceous at base ; top meter intensively 
rooted . 
Clarain , with abundant thick-banded vitrain, 
scattered thin-banded fusain. 
Vitrain, with medium to thick laminae. 
Clarain, with abundant medium- to thick-banded 
vitrain, pyritic. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0402 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 500 U.S.G.S . NO: W213946 
REPORT DATE : Feb/22/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.14% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 1.64% 
VOLATILE MATTER 38.00% 38 .63% 
FIXED CARBON 57.79% 58. 76% 
ASH 2.57% 2.61% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.56% 5.47% 
CARBON 80 . 66% 82.01% 
NITROGEN 2.17% 2.21% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1.21% 1.23% 
OXYGEN 7.83% 6.47% 
ASH 2. 57% 2. 61% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 14526 14769 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.04% 0.04% 
PYR ITIC 0.22% 0.22% 
ORGANIC 0.95% 0.97% 




2250 deg F 
2450 deg F 
2500 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 5.5 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLI ON BTU 1.7 
MOISTURE/ASH FREE 











60 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0245 FIELD NO: KGS 554 U.S.G .S. NO: W214792 
SAMP LER: Currens AGENCY : KGS DATE: Aug/13/1981 
7.5 1 QUAD: Louellen COUNTY: Harlan DISTRICT : Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 10 ROWE TIER 77 1150 FT FSL , 150 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 53 MIN 11 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 5 MIN 2 SEC 
ELEVATION {FT) : 2972 .00 , OF POINT AT base of 554 , USING survey 
COMM ENTARY : Highsplint mine, No .4 entry. 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Hazard zone GEO . MAP COAL NAME: High Sp li nt 
REPORTED COAL NAME: High Splint FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breath i tt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC . ): full thickness 
EXPOSURE : TYPE , underg round; CONDIT ION, 
SAMPLE CONDITION: clean , dry 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Ho lmes 
SAMPLE SIZE {CORE DIA. , CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS . ) : 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 57 . 1, SAMPLE 55 .9, COAL ONLY 55.9 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZI MUTHS : SET l 265 , SET 2 180, SET 3 


























Sandstone, coarse-grained , massive. 
Siltstone , dark-gray, laminated . 
Coal. 
Siltstone , carbonaceous, laminated . 
Durain . 
Clarain, with common thin- to thick-banded 
vitrain, scattered thin-banded fus ain ; locally 
contains coal balls and pyrite . 
Durain , with scattered thin-banded vitrain. 
Clarain, with abundant medium-banded vitrain, 
scattered medium-banded fusain . 
Siltstone, dark-brown, brittle . 
Clarai n, with scatt ered thin-banded vitrain, 
interbedded with durain. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0245 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 554 U.S.G.S. NO: W214792 
REPORT DATE: Dec/31/1981 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1.47% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 3.94% 
VOLATILE MATTER 35.88% 37.35% 
FIXED CARBON 51.69% 53.81% 
ASH 8.49% 8.84% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.28% 5.04% 
CARBON 72.65% 75 .63% 
NITROGEN 1.41% 1.47% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0.90% 0.94% 
OXYGEN 11. 27% 8.08% 
ASH 8.49% 8.84% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB) : 12816 13342 
SU LFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.02% 0.02% 
PYRITIC 0.31% 0.32% 
ORGANIC 0. 57% 0.59% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATI ON 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLUID TEMP. 
2600 deg F 
2720 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 3.0 














62 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0311 FIELD NO: KGS 555 U.S.G.S. NO: W214793 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE: Aug/13/l981 
7.5' QUAD : Pennington Gap COUNTY: Harlan DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 11 ROWE TIER 77 2900 FT FSL, 1700 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 52 MIN 29 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 5 MIN 21 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 2892.00 , OF POINT AT base of 555, USING altimeter 
COMMENTARY: Reported elevation is 80 feet below KGS 554 location, JY 
altimeter. 
REGIONAL COAL NAME : Haddix zone GEO . MAP COAL NAME: Mo rris 
REPORTED COAL NAME : Morris FORMATlON OR MEMBER: Breat,itt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC.) : full thickness 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, prospect; CONDITION, few weeks old , 11outcroppy 11 
SAMPLE CONDITION : slightly weathered, clean , dry 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGlME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DlA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.) : 3 x 3 in . 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 31.5 , SAMPLE 31.5, COAL ONLY 31.5 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 80, SET 2 220, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED lN FEET 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 







Abandoned surface mine in the High Splint. 
Covered. 
Coa 1. 
Siltstone, medium-gray , arenaceous; laminated 
in bottom 4.5 m; dark-gray and sideritic in t op 
half; rooted at top. 
Clarain , with very abundant thin- to thick-
banded vitrain , scattered thin-banded fusain; 
very homogenous, no pyrite observed, slightly 
weathered . 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0311 
LABORATORY : Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 555 U.S.G.S. NO : W214793 
REPORT DATE: Jan/25/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS : 1. 34% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS : 
TOTAL MOISTURE 4. 04% 
VO LA TI LE MATTER 38.83% 40 .46% 
FIXED CARBON 54. 69% 56.99% 
ASH 2.44% 2.54% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5. 62% 5.39% 
CARBON 76.82% 80 .05% 
NITROGEN 1. 67% 1.74% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0.76% 0.79% 
OXYGEN 12. 69% 9. 49% 
ASH 2.44% 2.54% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 13507 14076 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.00% 0.00% 
PYRITIC 0.11% 0.11% 
ORGANIC 0.65% 0.68% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP . 
FLU IO TEMP. 
2410 deg F 
2470 deg F 
2570 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 2.0 













64 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0575 FIELD NO: KGS 583 U.S.G .S. NO: W215389 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY : KGS DATE: Oct/06/1981 
7.5 1 QUAD : Fork Ridge COUNTY: Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 18 ROW B TIER 69 600 FT FSL, 0 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 36 MIN 6 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 47 MIN O SEC 
ELEVATION (FT}: 2403.30, OF POINT AT base of 583 , USING altimeter 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME : Fire Clay GEO . MAP COAL NAME: Higiite 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Hignite FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breat,itt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES, ETC.): full thickness 
EXPOSURE: TYPE , surface mi ne; CONDITION, a few weeks old, faced-up 
SAMPLE CONDITION : clean, dry 
RECOVERY METHOD : channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA. , CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS . }: 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES}: SEAM HEIGHT 34.3 , SAMPLE 34.3 , COAL ONLY 34 . 3 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 80, SET 2 155, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SEC TION 
IN SAMPLE? TH I CK NESS 
N 13 . 12 
N 1.64 
N 16 .40 
N 0.98 










OE SCRIPT ION 
Horizon KGS 576 (W215421) . 
Siltstone , light-gray , rooted. 
Coal. 
Siltstone, medium-gray , sandy. 
Coa 1. 
Shale, dark-gray, laminated, sideritic , coaly; 
rooted at top . 
Sandstone, dark-gray , coarse-grained, 
crossbedded , carbonaceous. 
Covered . 
Siltstone, dark-gray, coaly . 
Clarain, with abundant thin-banded vitrain, 
common thin-banded fusain. 
Fusain. 
Clarain, with abundant thin- to thick-banded 
vitrain, scattered medium-banded fusain , 
scattered , interlaminated durain to 1 cm th ·i ck. 
Fusain. 
Clarain, with abundant thick-banded vitrain . 
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LABORATORY NO: Ul0575 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.62% 





COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
FIELD NO: KGS 583 U.S.G . S. NO: W215389 
REPORT DATE: Mar/31/1982 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE MOISTURE/ASH FREE 
2. 51% 
34.74% 35.63% 36.98% 
59.21% 60 .73% 63.02% 
3.54% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS 
HYDROGEN 5. 49% 5. 34% 5. 54% 
CARBON 78 . 06% 80.07% 83. 09% 
NITROGEN l. 77% 1.82% 1.88% 
TOTAL SULFUR o. 77% 0. 79% 0. 82% 
OXYGEN 10. 37% 8. 35% 8.67% 
ASH 3. 54% 3.63% 
VALUE (BTU/LB}: 14105 14468 15013 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 
PYRITI C 0.08% 0.08% 0.09% 
ORGANI C 0.67% 0.69% 0. 71% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 2580 deg F 
SOFTENING TEMP . 2720 deg F 
FLUID TEMP . 2750 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 4.5 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLION BTU l. l 
...................................................................................................................................................... ~ 
66 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMB ERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0576 FIELD NO: KGS 584 U.S .G. S. NO: W215390 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY : KGS DATE: Oct/06/l981 
7.5' QUAD : Fork Ridge COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE : SEC 19 ROW B TIER 69 150 FT FSL, 3900 FT FEL 
LATITUDE : 36 DEG 36 MIN 1 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 46 MIN 48 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 2218.90, OF PO INT AT base of 584, USING al ti meter 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME : Whitesburg zone 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Stray 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Stray 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breat,itt 
f ir st spli t from bottom 
CONDITION, ac tive 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC . ): 
EXPOSURE : TYPE , surface mine ; 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh , clean, dry 
RECOVERY METHOD : channel SAMPLING REGI ME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANN EL SIZE , OR LBS.) : 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 20.9 , SAMPLE 20 .9, COAL ONLY 20 .9 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 310, SET 2 50, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 








Horizon KGS 578 (W215423) ; locally cut out . 
Shale, dark-gray. 
Siltstone , dark-gray , sideritic , lamina ted. 
Siltstone, dark-gray , coaly . 
Clarain, with abundant thi n- to medium-band ~d 
vitrain, scattered thin-banded fus ain; pyriti c 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0576 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 584 U.S.G.S . NO: W215390 
REPORT DATE: Mar /31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS : 0. 13% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE MOISTURE/ASH FREE 












































ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTE NING TEMP . 
FLUID TEMP. 
2600 deg F 
2690 deg F 
2730 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 6.5 













68 ANALYS IS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DIS TR ICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0577 FIELD NO: KGS 585 U.S.G.S. NO: W21 5391 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY : KGS DATE: Oct/06/1981 
7.5' QUAD : Fork Ridge COU NTY : Bell DISTRICT : Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE : SEC 19 ROW B TIER 69 0 FT FSL, 4050 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 36 MIN O SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 46 MIN 50 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 2312 . 40, OF POINT AT base of 585 , USING altimeter 
COMM ENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME : Whitesburg zone GEO . MAP COAL NAME: Stray 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Stray FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES , ETC . ): sixth split from bottom 
EXPOSURE : TYPE, su rface mi ne; CONDITION, several months old, faced-up 
SAMPLE COND ITION : clean, dry 
RECOVERY METHOD : channel SAMPLI NG REGIME: Ho lmes 
SAMP LE SIZE (CORE DIA. , CHAN NEL SIZE , OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (I NCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 24 .6, SAMPLE 21 .3, COAL ONLY 21 . 3 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 220 , SET 2 160, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? TH I CK NESS 
N 49 .21 
N 32.81 






Y O .13 
DESCRIPTION 
Hignite coal bed (horizon KGS 583) (W215389). 
Sandstone , massive , rooted at top. 
Silts tone, medium-gray , interlaminated wi th 
thin, fine-grained sandstone; arenaceous at 
t op ; light-gray , sideritic , plant fossils near 
base. 
Clarain , with common medium-banded vitrain, 
pyritic, slightly weathered . 
Shale , black, carbonaceous. 
Clarain, with abundant thin- to thick-banded 
vit rain. 
Shale, medium-gray . 
Clarain , with abundant thin- to thick-banded 
vitrain , scattered thin-banded fusain ; high ly 
pyritic at base . 
Shale , light-gray . 
Clara in. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0577 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 585 U.S.G.S. NO: W215391 
REPORT DATE: Mar/31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.29% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS : 
TOTAL MOISTURE 1. 79% 
VO LA TI LE MATTER 37 . 09% 37. 77% 
FIXED CARBON 50.33% 51.25% 
ASH 10.79% 10. 99% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.26% 5.15% 
CARBON 72 . 00% 73 . 31% 
NITROGEN 1. 69% 1. 72% 
TOTAL SULFUR 2.50% 2.55% 
OXYGEN 7. 76% 6.28% 
ASH 10.79% 10.99% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 13079 13317 
SULFUR FORMS : 
SULFATE 0.04% 0.04% 
PYRITIC 1. 59% 1.62% 
ORGANIC 0. 87% 0.89% 




2190 deg F 
2280 deg F 
2370 deg F 
FREE SWELLI NG INDEX 5.0 













70 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 




SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE: Oct/06/198}. I 
7.5' QUAD: Fork Ridge COUNTY: Bel l DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 19 ROW B TI ER 69 1000 FT FSL, 4500 FT HI. 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 36 MIN 10 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 46 MIN 55 SEC I 
ELEVATION (FT): 2240.30, OF POINT AT base of 586, USING altimeter _ 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Whitesburg zone GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Stray fill 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Stray FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt II 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC.): third split from bottom 
EXPOSURE: TYPE surface mine; CONDITION, active I 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh, clean, dry 
RECOVERY METHOD : channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holme~. 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.) : 3 x 3 in. I 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 13.0, SAMPLE 13.0, COAL ONLY 13.0 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 50, SET 2 15, SET 3 ~ 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 






Horizon KGS 579. 
Shale, dark-gray to black, sideritic; rooted 
at top. 
Siltstone, medium-gray, dark-gray at base, 
carbonaceous, micaceous; calcareous nodules 0.1 
to 1 m thick by 2 to 5 m long near top. 
Clarai n, with highly abundant medium- to thi ck-
banded vitrain, common medium-banded fusain. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0578 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 586 U.S.G.S. NO: W215392 
REPORT DATE: Mar/31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.39% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.28% 
VOLATILE MATTER 37 .62% 38.50% 
FIXED CARBON 55.18% 56.47% 
ASH 4.92% 5.03% 
ULTIMATE ANALYS IS: 
HYDROGEN 5. 51% 5.38% 
CARBON 78 . 03% 79 .85% 
NITROGEN 1.97% 2.02% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1. 22% 1. 25% 
OXYGEN 8.35% 6.47% 
ASH 4.92% 5.03% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 14009 14335 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.06% 0.06% 
PYRITIC 0.35% 0.36% 
ORGANIC 0. 81% 0.83% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INI TIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP . 
FLU ID TEMP . 
2450 deg F 
2540 deg F 
2580 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 6.0 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLION BTU 1.7 
MOISTURE/ASH FREE 











72 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBE RLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0590 FIELD NO: KGS 563 U. S.G.S. NO: W2l. 5404 
SAMP LER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE: Sep/03/1981 
7. 5' QUAD : Kayjay COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberl and 
CARTER COORD INATE: SEC 11 ROW C TIER 69 2500 FT FSL, 1600 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 42 MIN 25 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 45 MIN 20 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1553 . 30 , OF POINT AT base of 563 , USING altimeter 
COMM ENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: U Elkhorn No.1 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Mingo 
GEO . MAP COAL NAME: Mingo 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
full thickness RA NGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES, ETC . ): 
EXPOSURE : TYPE, surface mine ; 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh , clean , dry 
CONDITION, active 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME : Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS . ) : 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 32.1 , SAMPLE 32.1 , COAL ONLY 32.1 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 220 , SET 2 290 , SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THI CK NESS 
N 
N 32 .81 





Y 1. 38 





Sandstone , medium-gray to red-brown, coarse•-
grained. 
Siltstone, medium- to dark-gray, laminated, 
sideritic, slightly carbonaceous. 
Dur ai n, with spar se thin-banded vitrain , 




Clarain, with abundant medium- to thick-banded 
vitrain , scattered thin-banded fusain, 
scattered pyr ite nodules up to 3 x 10 cm. 
Fusain . 
Clarain, with abundant thick-banded vi train , 
scattered thin-banded fusain . 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0590 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 563 U.S.G.S. NO: W215404 
REPORT DATE: Mar/31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0. 30% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2. 14% 
VO LA TI LE MATTER 35 . 83% 36.61% 
FIXED CARBON 60.04% 61.35% 
ASH 1.99% 2.03% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5. 46% 5. 33% 
CARBON 81 . 43% 83.21% 
NITROGEN 1.95% 1.99% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0. 72% 0.74% 
OXYGEN 8.45% 6.70% 
ASH 1.99% 2.03% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 14378 14693 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0. 01% 0.01% 
PYRI TIC 0.10% 0.10% 
ORGANIC 0.61% 0.62% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLU ID TEMP. 
2290 deg F 
2400 deg F 
2500 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 4.5 













74 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0591 FIELD NO: KGS 564 U.S.G.S. NO: W2~5405 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE: Sep/09/1981 
7. 5' QUAD: Louellen COU NTY: Harlan DISTRICT: Upper Cumbet·land 
CARTER COORDI NATE: SEC 9 ROWE TIER 77 2150 FT FSL, 4400 FT FEL 
LATITU DE: 36 DEG 53 MIN 21 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 6 MIN 54 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1453 .70, OF POINT AT base of 564, USING survey 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: U Elkhorn No . l 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Harlan 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Hctrlan 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
full thickness RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES, ETC .): 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underground; 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh, clean, dry 
CONDITION, active 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHAN NEL SIZE, OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in . 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 41.1, SAMPLE 38.8 , COAL ONLY 38 .8 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 255 , SET 2 335, SET 3 























Shale, medium- to dark-gray, slightly silty, 
laminated to bioturbated , carbonaceous , with 
abundant plant fr agments, coaly. 
Clara in . 
Shale, medium- to dark-gray , slightly silty, 
laminated to bioturbated, carbonaceous , with 
abundant plant fragments, coa ly. 
Dura in. 
Cl arain, with abundant thin- to thick-banded 
vitrain, scattered thin-banded fusain. 
Fusain. 
Clarain , with abundant thick-banded vitrain. 
Claystone , dark-gray to black, coaly. 
Clarain, with abundant medium- to thick-banded 
vitrain , co11111on thin-banded fusain; pyritic at 
base. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0591 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 564 U.S.G.S. NO: W215405 
REPORT DATE: Mar/31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.23% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS : 
TOTAL MOISTURE 1. 79% 
VOLATI LE MATTER 37.33% 38.01% 
FIXED CARBON 56.02% 57.04% 
ASH 4.86% 4.95% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.46% 5.36% 
CARBON 78 .86% 80.30% 
NITROGEN 1. 64% 1.67% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1.12% 1.14% 
OXYGEN 8.06% 6.58% 
ASH 4.86% 4.95% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 14060 14316 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITI C 0.26% 0.26% 
ORGANIC 0.85% 0.87% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLU ID TEMP . 
2690 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 6.0 













76 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMB ERLAND DISTR[CT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0592 FIELD NO: KGS 565 U.S.G.S. NO: W215406 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY : KGS DATE: Sep/10/1981 
7. 5' QUAD : Nolansburg COUNTY : Harlan DISTRICT : Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 12 ROWE TIER 76 4900 FT FSL, 1000 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 52 MIN 48 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 11 MIN 12 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1460.00, OF POI NT AT base of 565, USING topo 
COMMENTARY : 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: U Elkhorn No.l 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Harlan 
GEO . MAP COAL NAME : Harlan 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathi t t 
full thi ckness RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC . ) : 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underground ; CONDIT ION, ac t ive 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh, clean , dry 
RECOVERY METHOD : channel SAMPLING REGIME : Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (I NCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 41.7, SAMP LE 37 .0, COAL ONLY 37 .0 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATIO N: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 245 , SET 2 335, SET 3 































Siltstone , dark-gray , carbonaceous, with 
scattered plant fragments. 
Clara in . 
Siltstone, dark-g ray , arenaceous, rooted . 
Durai n, with scattered thin-banded vitrain. 
Clarain , with abundant medium-banded vitrain. 
Siltstone , dark-brown to black, carbonaceous; 
coaly at base. 
Clarain , with abundant thin-banded vitrain, 
pyritic. 
Fusain. 
Clarain, with abundant thin- to medium-banded 
vitrain , scattered thin-banded fusain, 




Si ltstone , dark -brown to black, coaly , 
laminated . 
Clarain, with thin- to thick-banded vitrain, 
scattered thin-banded fusain. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0592 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO : KGS 565 U. S.G.S. NO: W215406 
REPORT DATE : Mar/31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.20% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 1. 71% 
VO LA TI LE MATTER 34 . 91% 35.52% 
FIXED CARBON 53. 59% 54.52% 
ASH 9. 79% 9.96% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS : 
HYDROGEN 5.05% 4.94% 
CARBON 74.38% 75.67% 
NITROGEN 1.60% 1.63% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0.87% 0.89% 
OXYGEN 8.31% 6.91% 
ASH 9. 79% 9.96% 
HEATING VALUE {BTU/LB): 13312 13544 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0. 01% 0.01% 
PYRITIC 0.14% 0.' 14% 
ORGANIC 0. 72% 0.73% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTEN I NG TEMP. 
FLUID TEMP. 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 6.0 













78 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0593 FIELD NO: KGS 566 U. S.G .S. NO: W215407 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE: Sep/10/1981 
7.5 1 QUAD: Nolansburg COU NTY: Harlan DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE : SEC 12 ROWE TIER 76 3800 FT FSL , 4300 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 52 MIN 38 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 11 MIN 53 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1693 .00 , OF POINT AT base of 566, USI NG topo 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: U Elkhorn No.3 GEO . MAP COAL NAME: Darby 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
full thickness 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Darby 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC . ) : 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underground ; CONDITION, active 
SAMPLE COND ITION: fresh , clean , dry 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
OR LBS.) : 3 x 3 in. SAMPLE SIZE 1CORE DIA . , CHANNEL SIZE , 
THI CKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 44.1 , SAMPLE 37 .8, COAL ONLY 37.8 
SEPARATION: STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 60 , SET 2 335, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTI ON IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRAT IGRAPH IC SECTION 










N 0. 10 
N 0.07 
Y 1. 38 
Y 0.03 
Y 0.98 
N 0. 33 
DESCRIPTION 
Sandstone , dark-gray , coarse-grained, 
carbonaceous , micaceous ; locally cuts out 
darby, reported thickness 80 to 100 feet . 
Shale and thin coal (to 1 cm , largely vitrain), 
slickensided. 
Shale, dark-gray, rooted, with abundant plant 
fragments. 
Clara in. 
Shale, dark-gray, carbonaceous. 
Durain, highly argillaceous. 
Durain , argillaceous, with scattered thi n-
banded vitra in. 
Clarain, with abundant thin- to thick -banded 
vitrain, corrmon fusain. 
Shale, dark-gray, carbonaceous, rooted. 
Shale , black , hi ghly carbonaceous , grades into 
units above and below. 
Ourain , highly argillaceous . 
Clarain , with abundant thin- to medium-banded 
vitrain, corrmon medium-banded fusain, scattered 
durain up to 1 cm thick. 
Fusain . 
Clarain, with scattered to abundant thin-banded 
vitrain, scattered thin-banded fusain. 
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LABORATORY NO: Ul0593 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 


















ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP . 
FLU ID TEMP·. 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 
COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
FIELD NO: KGS 566 U.S.G.S. NO: W215407 
REPORT DATE: Mar/31/1982 



























2680 deg F 
2760 deg F 
2800 deg F 
4.0 
39.39% 









POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLION BTU 1.0 
80 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTR ICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0595 FIELD NO: KGS 568 U. S.G.S. NO: W215409 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE: Sep/17/1981 
7.5 1 QUAD: Fork Ridge COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 21 ROW B TIER 69 1550 FT FSL , 1900 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 35 MIN 15 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 45 MIN 23 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 2298 .30, OF POINT AT base of 568, USING altimeter 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Amburgy zone 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Sterling 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Sterling 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
full thickness RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC.): 
EXPOSURE : TYPE, surface mine; 
SAMPLE CONDITION : fresh, clean , wet 
CONDITION, act i ve 
RECOVERY METHOD: channe l SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA. , CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS .): 3 x 3 in . 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 39.8 , SAMPLE 38.2, COAL ONLY 38 .2 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 225, SET 2 180, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRAT IGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 32 .81 
y 0.59 
y 0. 49 
N 0. 13 




Siltstone and shale, dark-gray; carbonaceous 
at base; no fossils observed. 
Clarain, with abundant medium- to thick-banded 
vitrain ; pyritic. 
Clarain , with common thin-banded vitrain . 
Siltstone, black to dark-brown, highly 
carbonaceous, hard, brittle. 
Clarain , with abundant thick-banded vitrain, 
common medium-banded fusain; large pyrite 
nodules at base. 
Siltstone , light-gray, rooted . 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0595 
LABORATORY : Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 568 U.S.G.S . NO: W215409 
REPORT DATE : Mar/31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.23% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE MOISTURE/ASH FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 










































ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLUID TEMP . 
2590 deg F 
2680 deg F 
2740 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 4.5 












82 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM lHE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO : Ul0553 FIELD NO: KGS 571 U.S.G.S . NO: W215416 · 
SAMPLER: Currens & Blackburn AGENCY: KGS DATE: Sep/22/1981 
7.5 1 QUAD: Kayjay COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE : SEC 4 ROW B TIER 69 4900 FT FSL , 4450 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 39 MIN 48 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 48 MIN 55 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 2640 .00, OF POINT AT base of 571 , US ING altimeter 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Haddix zone 
REPORTED COAL NAME: No.6 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Low Splint 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathi t t 
bottom split RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES , ETC.): 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, surface mine ; 
SAMPLE CONDITION : fresh, clean, dry 
COND ITION, active 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMP LE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SlZE, OR LBS . ): 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 24.0 , SAMPLE 24.0 , COAL ONLY 24.0 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 80 , SET 2 170, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 13 . 12 










Horizon KGS 572 . 
Shale , dark-gray, coaly, rooted , sideriti c. 
Shale, dark-gray, l aminated , sideritic , 
interbedded with fine-grained sandstone up to 
0.1 m thick; grades into underlying unit. 
Canneloid coal, very argillaceous. 
Coal , obscured ; predominatly clarain. 
Claystone, light-gray, rooted. 
Clarain, with abundant medium-banded vitrain, 
scattered medium-banded fusain. 
Durain, with sparse medium-banded vitrain . 
Clarain, with abundant medium-banded vitrain. 
Fusain . 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0553 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 571 U.S.G.S. NO: W215416 
REPORT DATE: Mar/31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.52% 













































ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLU ID TEMP. 
2690 deg F 
2770 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 3.5 












84 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0554 FIELD NO: KGS 572 U.S.G.S. NO: W215417 
SAMPLER: Currens & Blackburn AGENCY : KGS DATE: Sep/22/1981 
7. 51 QUAD : Kayjay COUNTY: Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 4 ROW B TIER 69 4800 FT FSL, 4100 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 39 MIN 47 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 48 MIN 50 SEC 
ELEVAT ION (FT): 2680.00 , OF POINT AT base of 572 , USI NG altimeter 
COMMENTARY : 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Haddix zone 
REPORTED COAL NAME : No.5 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Low Splint 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathi t t 
top split RANGE SAMP LED (SPLITS , BENCHES, ETC.) : 
EXPOSURE: TYPE , surface mine ; 
SAMPLE CONDITION : dry 
CO NDIT ION, few weeks old 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME : Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA. , CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in . 
THICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HE IGHT 55 .5, SAMPLE 55 . 5, COAL ONLY 55.1 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATIO N: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 50 , SET 2 125, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 





N 13 .12 
N 6.56 
y 1.35 








Sil ts tone , medium-gray, with limestone nodules 
(2 x 10 min diameter) . 
Coal . 
Shale, rooted . 
Coa 1. 
Siltstone , medium-gray ; rooted at top. 
Shale, medium-gray , sideritic. 
Clarai n, with abundant thi n- to thick -banded 
vitrai n, scattered thin-banded fusain. 
Durain, with scattered medium-banded vitrain. 
Siltstone, black, highly carbonaceous . 
Clarai n, with abundant thin-banded vitrain. 
Clarain, with abundant medium- to thick-barded 
vitrain . 
Durain , with sparse thin-banded vitrain. 
Clarain . with scattered thin-banded vitrair . 
Cl arain, with abundant medium- to thick-banded 
vit ra in, scattered thin-banded fusain; pyriti c 
at base. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0554 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 572 U. S.G.S. NO: W215417 
REPORT DATE : Mar/31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.33% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2. 36% 
VOLATILE MATTER 37.05% 37 .95% 
FIXED CARBON 54.97% 56.30% 
ASH 5. 62% 5.76% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5. 39% 5.25% 
CARBON 76.92% 78 . 78% 
NITROGEN 1. 73% 1.77% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0. 75% 0. 77% 
OXYGEN 9. 59% 7.67% 
ASH 5.62% 5.76% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 13689 14020 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.00% 0.00% 
PYRITIC 0.10% 0.10% 
ORGANIC 0.65% 0.67% 




2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 4. 5 













86 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0558 FIELD NO: KGS 576 U.S.G.S. NO: W215421 
SAMPLER: Currens & Blackburn AGENCY: KGS DATE: Sep/29/ 1981 
7.5 1 QUAD: Fork Ridge COUNTY: Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORD INATE: SEC 18 ROW B TIER 69 300 FT FSL, 100 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 36 MIN 3 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 47 MIN 1 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 2554.80, OF POINT AT base of 576, USING altimeter 
COMMENTARY: KGS 576 is approximately 70 feet above the Hignite seam 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: uncorrelated GEO . MAP COAL NAME: unmapped 
REPORTED COAL NAME: No.2 FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC.): full thickness 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, surface mine; CONDITION, active, 11 croppy 11 
SAMPLE CONDITION: clean, dry, slightly weathered 
RE CO VERY METHOD: channe 1 SAMPLING REG I ME: Hc1 lmes 
SAMPLE SIZE {CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.) : 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS {INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 4.7, SAMPLE 4.7, COAL ONLY 4.7 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 50, SET 2 310, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 4. 59 
Y 0.39 
DESCRIPTION 
Horizon KGS 577. 
Sandstone, dark-gray, fine-grained, 
argillaceous; silty, rooted at top; siderit.ic 
{fining-upward sequence). 
Clarain, with abundant medium-banded vitrai n; 
abundant pyrite in cleat. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0558 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 576 U.S.G.S. NO: W215421 
REPORT DATE: Mar /31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.39% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.12% 
VOLATILE MATTER 27.70% 28.30% 
FIXED CARBON 31. 56% 32.24% 
ASH 38.62% 39 .46% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 3.84% 3. 68% 
CARBON 46. 79% 47.81% 
NITROGEN 1.14% 1.16% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0. 92% 0.94% 
OXYGEN 8. 79% 6.95% 
ASH 38.62% 39.46% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 8298 8478 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.02% 0.02% 
PYRITIC 0.45% 0.46% 
ORGANIC 0.45% 0.46% 




2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 1.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0559 FIELD NO: KGS 577 U.S.G.S. NO: W215422 
SAMPLER: Currens & Blackburn AGENCY: KGS DATE: Sep/29/1981 
7. 51 QUAD: Fork Ridge COUNTY : Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 18 ROW B TIER 69 300 FT FSL, 100 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 36 MIN 3 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 47 MIN 1 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 2559 .80, OF POINT AT base of 577 , USING altimeter 
COMMENTARY : KGS 577 is approximately 75 feet above the Hignite seam 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: uncorrelated GEO. MAP COAL NAME: unmapped 
REPORTED COAL NAME: No.3 FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC.): full thickness 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, surface mine; CONDITION, active, 11 croppy11 
SAMPLE CONDITION : clean, dry, slightly weathered 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.) : 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 20 .9, SAMPLE 20.9 , COAL ONLY 20.9 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 230, SET 2 340, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 16 .40 
N 0.85 
Y 1. 74 
DESCRIPTION 
Soi 1. 
Siltstone, light-gray, sideritic, laminated t o 
slightly bioturbated, with corrmon fine-grained 
sand lenses. 
Shale, black , laminated . 
Canneloid coal, with scattered thin-banded 
vitrain near base, slightly argillaceous, rard, 
with conchoidal fracture. 
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LABORATORY NO: Ul0559 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0. 37% 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 
VO LA TI LE MATTER 
FIXED CARBON 
ASH 







HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 




COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
FIELD NO: KGS 577 U.S.G.S. NO: W215422 
REPORT DATE: Mar/31/1982 







































ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTEN I NG TEMP. 
FLU ID TEMP. 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 
2460 deg F 
2540 deg F 
2600 deg F 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLION BTU 2.0 
90 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 




LABORATORY NO: Ul0560 FIELD NO: KGS 578 
SAMPLER: Currens & Blackburn AGENCY: KGS 
7.5' QUAD: Fork Ridge COUNTY: Bell 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 19 ROW B TIER 69 
LATITUDE : 36 DEG 36 MIN 14 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 2215.20, OF POINT AT base of 578, 
COMMENTARY: 
U.S.G.S. NO: W215423 I 
DATE : Sep/29/1981 
DlSTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
1450 FT FSL, 4800 FT FEL 
LONGITUDE: 83 OEG 46 MIN 59 SEC I 
USING altimeter 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Whitesburg zone GEO. MAP COAL NAME: 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Stray FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES , ETC . ): second split from bottom 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, surface mine; CONDIT ION, active 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh , clean 
Stray 
RECOVERY METHOD : channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHAN NEL SIZE, OR LBS.}: 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 31.9, SAMPLE 29.5, COAL ONLY 29.5 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 50, SET 2 150, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 21.98 
y 1.12 







Horizon KGS 586 (W215392). 
Siltstone , medium-gray, sideritic; rooted dt 
top; ro 11 i ng. 
Clarai n, with abundant thin- to thick-banded 
vitrain , scattered thin-banded fusain. 
Durain, with scattered thin-banded vitrain. 
Siltstone . 
Clarain , interlaminated with durain, with 
scattered thin-banded vitrain; argillaceous , 
pyrit ic . 
Shale, dark-gray . 
Clarain , with abundant thi ck-banded vitrai n, 
thin (up to 1 cm thick) shale, and scattered 
thin-banded fusain . 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0560 FIELD NO: KGS 578 U. S.G. S. NO: W215423 
LABORATORY : Geo Test REPORT DATE: Mar/31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.38% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOIS TURE 1.89% 
VOLATILE MATTER 32.99% 33.63% 
FIXED CARBON 50.04% 51.01% 
ASH 15.08% 15.37% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 4.68% 4.55% 
CARBON 68.30% 69.62% 
NITROGEN 1. 73% 1.76% 
TOTAL SULFUR 2. 16% 2.20% 
OXYGEN 8.05% 6. 50% 
ASH 15.08% 15.37% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 12256 12493 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.03% 0.03% 
PYRITI C 1.26% 1.28% 
ORGANIC 0.87% 0.89% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP . 
FLU ID TEMP. 
2340 deg F 
2480 deg F 
2550 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 3.5 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0561 FIELD NO: KGS 579 U.S.G.S. NO: W215424 
SAMPLER: Currens & Blackburn AGENCY : KGS DATE: Sep/29/ 1981 
7.5 1 QUAD: Fork Ridge COUNTY: Bell DISTRICT : Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 18 ROW B TIER 69 1450 FT FSL, 200 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 36 MIN 14 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 47 MIN 2 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 2263 . 10, OF POINT AT base of 579, US ING altimeter 
COMMENTARY : 
REGIONAL COAL NAME : Whitesburg zone 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Stray 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Stray 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
fourth split from bottom 
COND ITION , active 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC.) : 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, surface mine; 
SAMPLE CONDITION : fresh, clean, dry 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA. , CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS . ): 3 x 3 in. 
thick-NESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 12.2, SAMPLE 12 .2, COAL ONLY 12.? 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 225, SET 2 145, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECT ION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 






Horizon KGS 580 (W215425). 
Siltstone, medium-gray, arenaceous; rooted at 
top. 
Coal . 
Shale , medium-gray(?); rooted at top; obscured 
by dust. 
Clarain, wi th abundant thick-banded vitra in, 
scattered thin-banded fusain. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: U10561 FIELD NO: KGS 579 U.S.G.S. NO: W215424 
LABORATORY: Geo Test REPORT DATE: Mar/31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.26% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS : 
TOTAL MOISTURE 1.83% 
VOLATILE MATTER 38.86% 39.58% 
FIXED CARBON 55. 72% 56.76% 
ASH 3. 59% 3.66% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.67% 5. 57% 
CARBON 78 . 57% 80 .03% 
NITROGE N 1.97% 2.01% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0. 68% 0.69% 
OXYGEN 9.52% 8 .04% 
ASH 3.59% 3.66% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 14267 14532 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITI C 0.02% 0.02% 
ORGA NIC 0.65% 0.66% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTErllNG TEMP . 
FLUID TEMP. 
2650 deg F 
2720 deg F 
2760 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 4.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0562 FIELD NO: KGS 580 U.S.G.S. NO: W215425 
SAMPLER: Currens & Blackburn AGENCY: KGS DATE: Sep/29/ 1981 
7.5' QUAD: Fork Ridge COUNTY: Bell DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 18 ROW B TIER 69 1500 FT FSL, 350 Fl. FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 36 MIN 15 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 47 MIN l\ SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 2282.10, OF POINT AT base of 580, USING altimeter 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COA L NAME: Whitesburg zone GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Stray 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Stray FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES , ETC.): fifth split from bottom 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, surface mine; CONDITION, active, 11 croppy 11 
SAMPLE CONDITION: clean , dry, slightly weathered 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA . , CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in. 
thi ck-NESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 24.4, SAMPLE 21.3, COAL ONLY 21.3 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 210, SET 2 310, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 3.48 
N 0.20 





Horizon KGS 585 (W215391). 
Siltstone, medium-gray, weathers red-brown , 
rooted. 
Clarain, pyritic. 
Shale, medium-gray, silty, rooted . 
Clarain, with abundant medium- to thick-banded 
vitrain, scattered thin-banded fusain; some 
durain near top. 
Shale, medium-gray, rooted. 
Clarain, with abundant thin-banded vitrain . 
scattered thin-banded fusain . 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0562 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 580 U.S.G.S. NO: W215425 
REPORT DATE: Mar/31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.44% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS : 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.33% 
VOLATILE MATTER 36.39% 37 .26% 
FIXED CARBON 56.33% 57.68% 
ASH 4.95% 5.07% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.43% 5.29% 
CARBON 76.89% 78.73% 
NITROGEN 1.89% 1.94% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1.40% 1.43% 
OXYGEN 9.44% 7.54% 
ASH 4.95% 5.07% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 13862 14193 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYR I Tl C 0.65% 0.67% 
ORGANIC 0.74% o. 76% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLUID TEMP . 
1990 deg F 
2150 deg F 
2240 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 2.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0563 FIELD NO: KGS 581 U.S .G.S. NO: W2l5426 
SAMPLER: Currens & Blackburn AGENCY : KGS DATE: Sep/30/ 1981 
7.5' QUAD: Louellen COUNTY: Harlan DISTRICT: Upper Cumber land 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 10 ROWE TIER 77 1150 FT FSL, 2100 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 53 MIN 11 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 5 MIN 26 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1669.50, OF POINT AT base of 581, USING survey 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: U Elkhorn No.3 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Darby 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Darby 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breat hitt 
full thickness RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES, ETC.): 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underground; 
SAMPLE CONDITION: clean, dry 
CONDITION, active 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS . ): 3 x 3 in. 
thick-NESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 53.5, SAMPLE 48.8, COAL ONLY 48. B 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 105, SET 2 330, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS DESCRIPTION 
N Sandstone , massive. 
N 3.28 Shale , dark-gray. 
N 0. 26 Durain, with scattered thin-banded vitrain. 
N 1.48 Siltstone , dark-gray, rooted. 
y 0.30 Durain , highly argillaceous, with scattered 
thin-banded vitrain. 
y 0.49 Clarain, with common medium-banded vitrain; 
pyritic. 
N 0.39 Siltstone , dark-gray , coaly. 
y 0. 46 Clara in, with scattered thi n-banded vitrai n. 
y 0.23 Clara in , with common thick-banded vitrain. 
y 1.05 Clarain, with common thin- to medium-banded 
vitrain, scattered thin-banded fusain; pyritic. 
y 0.07 Fusain. 
y 0.56 Clara in, with common thin- to medium-banded 
vitrain . 
y 0.03 Fusain . 
y 0.89 Clara in, with abundant medium- to thick-banded 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0563 
LABORATORY : Geo Test 
FIELD NO : KGS 581 U.S.G.S. NO: W215426 
REPORT DATE : Mar/31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS : 0. 28% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 1. 78% 
VOLATILE MATTER 34.07% 34.69% 
FIXED CARBON 54.08% 55.06% 
ASH 10. 07% 10.25% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 4.98% 4.87% 
CARBON 73. 48% 74.81% 
NITROGEN 1. 44% 1.47% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0.65% 0.66% 
OXYGEN 9.38% 7.94% 
ASH 10.07% 10.25% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 13247 13487 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.01% 0.01% 
PYRITI C 0.12% 0.12% 
ORGANIC 0.52% 0.53% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLU ID TEMP. 
2570 deg F 
2660 deg F 
2720 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 4.0 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MIL LION BTU 1.0 
MOISTURE/ASH FREE 
38.65% 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0564 FIELD NO: KGS 582 U.S.G.S. NO: W215427 
SAMPLER: Currens & Blackburn AGENCY: KGS DATE: Sep/30/ 1981 
7.5' QUAD: Nolansburg COUNTY: Harlan DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE : SEC 8 ROWE TIER 76 500 FT FSL, 150 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 53 MIN 5 SEC LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 12 MIN 2 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1890 .00 , OF POINT AT base of 582 , USING survey 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Amburgy zone GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Creech 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Creech FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES , ETC.): full thickness 
EXPOSURE: TYPE , mine portal; CONDITION, active, a few weeks old 
SAMPLE CONDITION : fresh, clean, dry 
RECOVERY METHOD: channe 1 SAMPLING REGIME: HCl lmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS . ): 3 x 3 in. 
thick-NESS (INCHES): SEAM HEfGHT 29.9, SAMPLE 28.8, COAL ONLY 28.8 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 235 , SET 2 33, SET 3 































Siltstone(?), rooted . 
Sandstone, light-gray , weathers red-brown, 
medium-grained , thin- to thick-bedded, 
argillaceous, carbonaceous , micaceous, 
feldspathic. 
Shale, medium-gray , laminated . 
Clarain, with abundant thin- to medium-banded 
vitrain; pyritic. 
Durain, argillaceous; laterally grades to black 
claystone . 
Clarain, with common thin-banded vitrain. 
Durain, with scattered thin-banded vitrain . 
Clarai n, with abundant thin- to medium-banded 
fusain at base . 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO : Ul0564 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 582 U.S.G.S. NO: W215427 
REPORT DATE: Mar/31/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.43% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.00% 
VO LA TI LE MATTER 38.08% 38.86% 
FIXED CARBON 52.98% 54.06% 
ASH 6. 94% 7.08% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.51% 5.39% 
CARBON 75.84% 77. 39% 
NITROGEN 1. 63% 1.66% 
TOTAL SULFUR 2.56% 2.61% 
OXYGEN 7.52% 5.87% 
ASH 6.94% 7.08% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB) : 13696 13975 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0. 03% 0.03% 
PYRITI C 1.62% 1.65% 
ORGANIC 0.91% 0.93% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP . 
FLUID TEMP. 
1960 deg F 
2080 deg F 
2230 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 4.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0714 FIELD NO: KGS 591 U.S.G.S. NO: W215428 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE: Oct/13/1981 
7.5' QUAD: Evarts COUNTY : Harlan DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 1 ROW D TIER 76 3400 FT FSL, 600 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 49 MIN 34 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 10 MIN 7 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 2717.00, OF POINT AT base of 591, USING survey 
COMMEN TARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Taylor 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Limestone 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Limestone 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breath i tt 
full th ickness RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS , BENCHES , ETC.): 
EXPOSURE : TYPE, underground; 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh , clean, dry 
CONDITION, act i ve 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMP LE SIZE (CORE DIA . , CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS.) : 3 x 3 in. 
thick-NESS {INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 46 . 1, SAMPLE 40.9, COAL ONLY 40.9 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 10, SET 2 150, SET 3 






















Siltstone , dark-gray, sideriti c , with abundant 
plant fragments , kettle bottoms. 
Clarain, with abu ndant medium-banded vitrain, 
scattered thin-banded fusain ; hard. 
Siltstone , light-gray, rooted, soft . 
Clarain, with abundant thin-banded vitrain. 
scattered thin-banded fusain. 
Durain , with scattered thin-banded vitrain . 
Clarain, with scattered thin-banded vitrain; 
sparse thick-banded vitrain near top. 
Siltstone, dark-gray, hard. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0714 
LABORATORY : Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 591 U.S.G.S. NO: W215428 
REPORT DATE: Apr/29/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0. 54% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2. 62% 
VOLATILE MATTER 33 . 36% 34 .26% 
FIXED CARBON 50 . 74% 52 .10% 
ASH 13. 28% 13.64% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 4.88% 4. 71% 
CARBON 69.38% 71.25% 
NITROGEN 1.56% 1.60% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0.98% 1.01% 
OXYGEN 9.92% 7.79% 
ASH 13. 28% 13 .64% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 12271 12601 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.00% 0.00% 
PYRITI C 0.20% 0.21% 
ORGANIC 0.78% 0.80% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLU ID TEMP. 
2390 deg F 
2500 deg F 
2540 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX . 2. 5 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLION BTU 1. 6 
MOISTURE/ASH FREE 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0715 FIELD NO: KGS 592 U.S.G.S. NO: W215429 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE: Oct/13/ 1981 
7.5 1 QUAD: Evarts COUNTY: Harlan DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 8 ROW D TIER 76 650 FT FSL, 950 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 48 MIN 6 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 12 MIN 12 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1540.00, OF POINT AT base of 592 , USING topo 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: U Elkhorn No.I 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Harlan 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Harlan 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
full thickness RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC.): 
EXPOSURE: TYPE , underground; 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh, clean, dry 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME : Holmes 
CONDITION, active 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.) : 3 x 3 in. 
thick-NESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 58.7, SAMPLE 45.3, COAL ONLY 45. 3 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 255, SET 2 360 , SET 3 





















Shale, black , carbonaceous, laminated, coaly , 
with abundant plant fragments. 
Clarain, with very abundant thin- to thi ck-
banded vitrain, common thin-banded fusain. 
Shale, dark-gray , coaly , rooted , soft. 
Clarain, with abundant thin- to thick -banded 
vi train. 
Fusain, thinning laterally , pyritic. 
Clarain, with abundant thin- to medium-banoed 
vitrain, co11111on thin-banded fusain. 
Claystone, dark-gray, slightly silty , rooted. 
Clarain , with abundant thin- to medium-banded 
vitrain, sparse thin-banded fusain ; pyritic. 
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LABORATORY NO: Ul0715 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 


















COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
FIELD NO: KGS 592 U.S.G.S. NO: W215429 
REPORT DATE: Apr/29/1982 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE MOISTURE/ASH FREE 
2.03% 
35.38% 36.11% 38.91% 
55.55% 56.70% 61.09% 
7. 04% 7. 19% 
5. 26% 5.14% 5.53% 
76.14% 77 . 72% 83.73% 
1. 71% 1. 75% 1.88% 
1.12% 1.14% 1.23% 
8.73% 7.06% 7. 63% 
7.04% 7. 19% 
13689 13972 15054 
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
0. 32% 0.33% 0.35% 
0.80% 0.82% 0.88% 









FLU ID TEMP. 
2450 deg F 
2550 deg F 
2590 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 3.5 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIO XI DE PER MILLION BTU 1.6 
104 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: U10716 FIELD NO: KGS 593 U.S.G.S. NO: W215430 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY : KGS DATE: Oct/13/1981 
7. 51 QUAD: Evarts COUNTY: Harlan DISTR ICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE : SEC 8 ROW D TIER 76 4600 FT FSL, 1700 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 48 MIN 45 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 12 MIN 21 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 1739.70, OF POINT AT base of 593, USING hand level 
COMMENTARY : 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: U Elkhorn No.3 GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Kel l ioka 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Kellioka FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES , ETC.) : full thickness 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, mine portal; CONDITION, 3 months old, faced-up 
SAMPLE CONDITION: clean, dry 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME : HCJlmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE , OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in. 
thick-NESS {INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 24.2 , SAMPLE 24.2, COAL ONLY 24.0 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 250, SET 2 350, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 




y 0. 23 
N 
DESCRIPTION 
Soil and regolith. 
Siltstone, medium-gray, sideritic , largely 
laminated, partly bioturbated, with thin sand 
lenses; small -scale ripple beds 1n upper part. 
Clarain, with abundant medium-banded vitrain, 
sparse thin- to medium-banded fusain. 
Shale, carbonaceous. 
Clarain, with abundant thin-banded vitrain, 
pyriti c. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0716 FIELD NO : KGS 593 
LABORATORY : Geo Test · 
U.S.G.S . NO: W215430 
REPORT DATE: Apr/29/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0. 19% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 1.98% 
VO LAT I LE MATTER 40.53% 41 . 35% 
FIXED CARBON 52.31% 53.37% 
ASH 5. 18% 5.28% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS : 
HYDROGEN 5.48% 5.36% 
CARBON 77. 33% 78 .89% 
NITROGEN 1. 71% 1.74% 
TOTAL SULFUR 2.14% 2 .18% 
OXYGEN 8.16% 6.55% 
ASH 5.18% 5.28% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 13931 14212 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.03% 0.03% 
PYRITIC 1.09% 1.11% 
ORGANIC 1.02% 1.04% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHER E) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLUID TEMP . 
2010 deg F 
2160 deg F 
2240 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 3.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0717 FIELD NO: KGS 594 U.S.G .S. NO: W2l!i431 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE: Oct/13/ :981 
7.5' QUAD: Evarts COUNTY: Harlan DISTRICT : Upper Cumber land 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 7 ROW D TIER 76 4050 FT FSL, 950 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 48 MIN 40 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 13 MIN 12 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 2034 .00, OF POINT AT base of 594. USING survey 
COMMENTARY : 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Amburgy zone 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Creech 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Creech 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
full thickness RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC.): 
EXPOSURE : TYPE, underground; CONDITION , ac t ive 
SAMPLE CONDIT ION: fresh, clean , dry 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME : Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHAN NEL SIZE, OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in. 
thick-NESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 41.3 , SAMPLE 39.4, COAL ONLY 39.4 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 250, SET 2 , SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 
y 0.20 
N 0 .16 
y 0.82 
y 0.16 





Shale, obscured . 
Clarain , with scattered thin-banded vitrain 1 
highly pyriti c. 
Shale, black, carbonaceous , with scattered 
thin-banded vitrain. 
Clarain, wi th very abundant medium-banded 
vitrain , scattered thin-banded fusain. 
Durain; argillaceous near top. 
Clarain , with abundant thin-banded vitrain. 
Fusain . 
Clarain, with abundant thin- to medium-banded 
vitrain, scattered thin-banded fusain; durain 
up to 1 cm thick , 2 cm from top. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO : Ul0717 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 594 U.S.G.S. NO: W215431 
REPORT DATE: Apr/29/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.02% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 1. 72% 
VOLATILE MATTER 33.81% 34.40% 
FIXED CARBON 50. 29% 51.17% 
ASH 14. 18% 14.43% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 4.86% 4. 75% 
CARBON 69.35% 70.56% 
NITROGEN 1.81% 1.84% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1.89% 1.92% 
OXYGEN 7.91% 6.50% 
ASH 14.18% 14.43% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 12367 12583 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.04% 0.04% 
PYRITIC 1. 27% 1.29% 
ORGANIC 0.58% 0.59% 




2290 deg F 
2550 deg F 
2630 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 3.0 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLI ON BTU 3. 1 
MOISTURE/ASH FREE 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0718 FIELD NO: KGS 595 U.S.G.S. NO: W2l!i432 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY : KGS DATE: Oct/15/1981 
7.5 1 QUAD: Harlan COUNTY: Harlan DISTRICT: Upper Cumberl and 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 23 ROWE TIER 75 1900 FT FSL, 450 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 50 MIN 19 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 17 MIN 6 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 2476.80, OF POINT AT base of 595, USING survey 
COMMENTARY : KGS 595 site is on outby rib of third right break outby 
end of track. 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Fire Clay rider GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Smith 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Smith FORMAT ION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC.): full thickness 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underground; CONDITION , 6 weeks old, faced-up 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh, dry 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME : Ho . mes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in. 
thick-NESS {INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 45.1, SAMPLE 45.1 , COAL ONLY 44.9 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 250, SET 2 , SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 
N 1.64 
y 0. 23 
y 0. 20 
y 0.52 







Sandstone; reported to locally cutout Smith 
coal . 
Shale, dark-gray , laminated, sideritic, with 
abundant slickensided and rotated slump blocks. 
Clarain, with common medium-banded vitrain. 
Durain, argillaceous. 
Clarain , with common medium-banded vitrain, 
scattered thick-banded durain, interbedded. 
Durain, grading to clarain at base; finely 
fractured. 
Siltstone, black , carbonaceous. 
Clarain, with common thin- to thick-banded 
vitrain, scattered thin-banded fusain . 
Durain, finely fractured. 
Clarain, with abundant thick-banded vitrain, 
scattered thin-banded fusain. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0718 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 595 U.S .G. S. NO: W215432 
REPORT DATE: Apr/29/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.55% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS : 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.34% 
VOLATILE MATTER 30.83% 31.57% 
FIXED CARBON 53.64% 54.93% 
ASH 13.19% 13.51% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGE N 4. 72% 4.57% 
CARBON 71. 29% 73.00% 
NITROGEN 1.66% 1. 70% 
TOTAL SULFUR 0. 72% 0.74% 
OXYGEN 8. 42% 6.48% 
ASH 13. 19% 13.51% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 12512 12812 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.02% 0.02% 
PYRITIC 0.08% 0.08% 
ORGANIC 0.62% 0.63% 




2760 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 3.5 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DlOXIDE PER MILLION BTU 1.2 
MOISTURE/ASH FREE 
36 . 50% 
63.50% 
5.28% 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0719 FIELD NO : KGS 596 U. S.G.S. NO: W215433 
DATE: Oct/15/1981 
DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
1550 FT FSL, 4800 FT FEL 
LONGITUDE : 83 DEG 16 MIN 59 SEC 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS 
7.5' QUAD: Harlan COUNTY: Harlan 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 22 ROWE TIER 75 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 50 MIN 15 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 2413.80, OF POINT AT base of 596, USING survey 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME : Fire Clay GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Wallins Creek 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Wal lins Creek FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES, ETC . ): full thickness 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underground; CONDITION, active 
SAMPLE CONDITION : fresh, clean , dry 
RECOVERY METHOD : channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNE L SIZE, OR LBS . ): 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS {INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 56.3, SAMPLE 52 .0, COAL ONLY 52.0 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 145, SET 2 230, SET 3 
THE MEASUR ED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 










Sandstone and arenaceous siltstone, 
interbedded. 
Clarain, with abundant thin- to thick-banded 
vitrain, conman medium-banded fusain; pyritic 
at top ; pyrite nodules up to 1 cm thick, 10 cm 
long, near base. 
Clarain and durain, interbedded with medium to 
thick bands of carbonaceous shale. 
Claystone (flint clay) , dark-gray, brittle, 
rooted, with conchoidal fracture . 
Clarain, with scattered thin-banded vitrain , 
scattered thick-banded vitrain, med ium-banded 
fusain. 
Durain , with scattered thin-banded vitrain. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0719 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 596 U. S.G.S. NO : W215433 
REPORT DATE: Apr/29/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.29% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.09% 
VOLATILE MATTER 34 . 84% 35.58% 
FIXED CARBON 54.60% 55.76% 
ASH 8.47% 8.65% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.20% 5.07% 
CARBON 74.52% 76 .11% 
NITROGEN 2.01% 2.05% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1.41% l.44% 
OXYGEN 8. 39% 6. 68% 
ASH 8.47% 8. 65% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 13320 13604 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.02% 0.02% 
PYRITIC 0. 57% 0. 58% 
ORGANIC 0.82% 0.84% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLU IO TEMP. 
2580 deg F 
2720 deg F 
2780 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 4.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0720 FIELD NO: KGS 597 U.S.G . S. NO: W215434 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE : Oct/15/ 1981 
7.5' QUAD: Harlan COUNTY : Harlan DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE : SEC 21 ROWE TIER 75 600 FT FSL, 600 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 36 DEG 50 MIN 6 SEC LONGITUDE: 83 DEG 15 MIN 7 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT) : 2980 .00 , OF POINT AT base of 597 , USING survey 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: Haddix zone 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Morris 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Morris 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
full thickness RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES , ETC . ) : 
EXPOSURE: TYPE , underground; 
SAMPLE CONDI TI ON: fresh, clean , dry 
CONDITION, active 
RECOVERY METHOD : channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS . ): 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS ( INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 72.8 , SAMPLE 67 . 3, COAL ONLY 67.3 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 55, SET 2 160, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? TH ICKNESS 
N 16.40 
N 1.64 
y 0. 36 





y 0. 26 
N 0. 26 
y 0.56 
N 0 .10 
y 2.00 
N 
OESCRI PT ION 
Sandstone , crossbedded to massive. 
Shale , dark-gray , car bonaceous , with abundant 
plant fragments ; locally cut ou t. 
Dura in. 
Clara in . 
Durain , with sparse thin-banded vitra in. 
Clarain , with scattered to corrtnon, thin-banded 
vitra in. 
Clarain , with abundant thin-banded vitrain , 
common thin-banded fusain . 
Siltstone , da rk -gray, carbonaceous. 
Clarai n, with abundant medium-banded vitrain; 
pyrit ic . 
Siltstone , dark-gray , carbonaceous , coaly. 
Clarain , with abundant thin-banded vitrain; 
pyritic at top . 
Siltstone , dark-gray , carbonaceous . 
Clarain , with abundant thin- to medium-banded 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0720 FIELD NO: KGS 597 U.S .G.S. NO: W215434 
LABORATORY: Geo Test REPORT DATE: Apr/29/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 0.82% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.91% 
VOLATILE MATTER 33.60% 34.61% 
FIXED CARBON 55 . 28% 56.94% 
ASH 8.21% 8. 46% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.03% 4.85% 
CARBON 74 . 03% 76 . 25% 
NITROGEN 1.54% 1.59% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1.40% 1.44% 
OXYGEN 9.79% 7.41% 
ASH 8.21% 8.46% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB}: 13062 13454 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.03% 0.03% 
PYRITI C 0.60% 0.62% 
ORGANIC 0. 77% 0. 79% 




2580 deg F 
2690 deg F 
2760 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 2. 5 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0774 FIELD NO: KGS 612 U.S.G. S. NO: W215553 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE: Nov/11/1981 
7.5' QUAD : Flat Gap COUNTY: Letcher DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 6 ROW G TIER 82 3000 FT FSL, 2000 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 37 DEG 3 MIN 30 SEC LONGITUDE : 82 DEG 44 MIN 25 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 2072.50, OF POINT AT base of 612, USING altimeter 
COMMENTARY: KGS 612, 613, & 614 are probably sp lits of the Imboden 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: uncorrelated GEO. MAP COAL NAME: unmapped 
REPORTED COAL NAME: A seam , bot split FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLI TS , BENCHES, ETC.) : bottom split 
EXPOSURE: TYPE , surface mine; CONDITION, slightly crappy 
SAMPLE CONDITION: clean to muddy, damp 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES) : SEAM HEIGHT 59.4, SAMPLE 52.0, COAL ONLY 52.0 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS : SET 1 90, SET 2 360, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 19.69 
y 1.05 
y 0 .03 
y 1.02 
N 0.1 3 
y 0 .30 
N 0.46 





Horizon KGS 613. 
Sandstone, medium-gray, crossbedded, coarse-
grained ; unconformable contact with coa l below; 
carbonaceous, micaceous, may fine upward; 
obscured. 
Clarain , with very abundant, medium- to thi ck-
banded vitrain , common medium-banded fusain; 
mud in cleats. 
Fusain. 
Clarain, with abundant thin- to medium-banded 
vitrain, corrmon medium-banded fusain; pyritlc 
at base; mud in cleats. 
Siltstone, black , carbonaceous. 
Clarain, with common medium-banded vitrain, 
scattered thin-banded fusain. 
Siltstone, dark-gray , rooted . 
Clarain, with scattered thin- to medium-banded 
vitrain. 
Claystone, medium-gray. 
Clarain , wi th scattered thin-banded vitrain, 
sparse thin-banded fusain; scattered small 
pyrite nodules ; thick fusain at base. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0774 
LABORATORY : Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 612 U.S.G.S . NO: W215553 
REPORT DATE: May/07/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1.35% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS : 
TOTAL MO I STU RE 2.64% 
VOLATILE MATTER 32.89% 33.78% 
FIXED CARBON 53 . 02% 54.46% 
ASH 11. 45% 11. 76% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.11% 4.95% 
CARBON 72.65% 74.62% 
NITROGEN 1. 59% 1.63% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1. 54% 1.58% 
OXYGEN 7. 66% 5.46% 
ASH 11. 45% 11. 76% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 12998 13350 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.02% 0.02% 
PYRITIC 0.75% o. 77% 
ORGANIC 0. 77% 0.79% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTEN I NG TEMP. 
FLU 10 TEMP. 
2610 deg F 
2740 deg F 
2790 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 7. 5 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0775 FIELD NO: KGS 613 U.S.G.S. NO: W215554 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY : KGS DATE: Nov/11/ 1981 
7.5' QUAD: Flat Gap COUNTY: Letcher DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 6 _ROW G TIER 82 2700 FT FSL, 1600 Fl FEL 
LATITUDE: 37 DEG 3 M[N 27 SEC LONGITUDE: 82 DEG 44 MIN 2C SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 2089.00 , OF POINT AT base of 613 , USING altimeter 
COMMENTARY: KGS 612 . 613, & 614 are probably splits of the Imboden 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: uncorrelated GEO. MAP COAL NAME: unmapped 
REPORTED COAL NAME: A seam, mid split FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES , ETC.): first split from bottom 
EXPOSURE: TYPE , surface mine; CONDITION, active 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh, clean, dry 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA . , CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in. 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 42 .9, SAMPLE 35 .8, COAL ONLY 35.4 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat , SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 90, SET 2 70, SET 3 360 
THE MEASURED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 
N 7.22 














Horizon KGS 614. 
Siltstone, medium-gray . arenaceous, siderit ic~ 
rooted at top. 
Clarain, with very abundant medium- to thick-
banded vitrain , common thin-banded fusain; 
argil laceous . 
Siltstone, dark-gray to black, carbonaceous . 
Vitrain , medium- to thick-banded, pyritic. 
Claystone, black , carbonaceous (argillaceou s 
fusain). 
Clarain, with abundant thin- to medium-banded 
vitrain, scattered thin-banded fusain. 
Siltstone. carbonaceous. 
Clarain, with common medium-banded vitrain. 
Siltstone, carbonaceous . 
Clarain, with common medium-banded vitrain. 
Clarain, with very abundant vitrain, 
argillaceous , slickensided. 
Siltstone, dark -gray . 
Clarain, with very abundant thin- to thick-
banded vitrain, common medium-banded vitrain, 
common medium-banded fusain; pyriti c; cleat~ 
closely spaced, 2 to 5 cm apart. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0775 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 613 U.S.G .S . NO: W215554 
REPORT DATE: May/07/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1.38% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.67% 
VO LA TI LE MATTER 32.67% 33 . 57% 
FIXED CARBON 51. 55% 52 .96% 
ASH 13.11% 13.47% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 5.03% 4.86% 
CARBON 71. 44% 73.40% 
NITROGEN 1. 45% 1.49% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1.00% 1.03% 
OXYGEN 7.97% 5. 75% 
ASH 13.11% 13.47% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 12774 13124 
SULFUR FORMS : 
SULFATE 0.03% 0.03% 
PYRITI C 0.15% 0 .15% 
ORGANIC 0.82% 0.84% 




2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 7.0 
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COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0776 FIELD NO: KGS 614 U.S.G.S. NO: W215555 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE : Nov/11/1981 
7.5' QUAD: Flat Gap COUNTY: Letcher DISTRICT: Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 6 ROW G TIER 82 2800 FT FSL , 1650 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 37 DEG 3 MIN 28 SEC LONGITUDE : 82 DEG 44 MIN 20 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT}: 2100.00, OF POINT AT base of 614, USING altimeter 
COMMENTARY : KGS 612, 613, & 614 are probably splits of the Imboden . 
The top split is approximately 0.5 m t hi ck at an 
i naccessible location. 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: uncorrelated GEO. MAP COAL NAME: unmapped 
REPORTED COAL NAME : A seam, mid sp , rdr FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES , ETC.): second split from bottom 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, surface mine; CONDITION, active 
SAMPLE CONDITION : fresh, clean , dry 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in . SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA. , CHANNEL SIZE , 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 14 .4, SAMPLE 14.4, COAL ONLY 14. 4 
SE PARAT ION: STRUCTURAL FEATURE : cleat, 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 75 , SET 2 360, SET 3 
THE MEASURED SECTION rs REPORTED IN FEET 
IN SAMPLE? THICKNESS 







y 0. 46 
y 0.02 




Siltstone , light-gray. 
Coal (middle split rider No.2). 
Sandstone, light-gray, fine-grained , 
argillaceous ; rooted at top. 
Siltstone , medium-gray, sideritic; arenaceous 
at top. 
Clarain, with abundant medium-banded vitrain. 
Fusain , argillaceous . 
Clarain, with abundant thin- to thick-banded 
vitrain. 
Fusain, argillaceous . 
Clarain, with abundant medium-banded vitrai n. 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0776 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO : KGS 614 U.S .G.S. NO: W215555 
REPORT DATE: May/07/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1.11% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS : 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.30% 
VOLATILE MATTER 32.35% 33 .11% 
FIXED CARBON 50.34% 51.52% 
ASH 15.01% 15.36% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS: 
HYDROGEN 4.91% 4.76% 
CARBON 69. 77% 71.41% 
NITROGEN 1.47% 1.50% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1.37% 1.40% 
OXYGEN 7.47% 5.57% 
ASH 15.01% 15.36% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 12450 12743 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.00% 0.00% 
PYRITIC 0.48% 0. 49% 
ORGANIC 0.89% 0.91% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHER.E) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLU ID TEMP. 
2650 deg F 
2760 deg F 
2800 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 7. 5 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLION BTU 2.2 
MOISTURE/ASH FREE 











120 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
COAL SAMPLING REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0777 FIELD NO: KGS 615 U.S.G.S. NO: W215556 
SAMPLER: Currens AGENCY: KGS DATE: Nov/11/1981 
7.5' QUAD: Flat Gap COUNTY: Letcher DISTRICT : Upper Cumberland 
CARTER COORDINATE: SEC 7 ROW G TIER 82 3150 FT FSL, 2950 FT FEL 
LATITUDE: 37 DEG 3 MIN 31 SEC LONGITUDE: 82 DEG 43 MIN 36 SEC 
ELEVATION (FT): 2225.30, OF POINT AT base of 615, USING survey 
COMMENTARY: 
REGIONAL COAL NAME: U Elkhorn No.2 
REPORTED COAL NAME: Collier 
GEO. MAP COAL NAME: Collier 
FORMATION OR MEMBER: Breathitt 
full thickness RANGE SAMPLED (SPLITS, BENCHES , ETC.): 
EXPOSURE: TYPE, underground; 
SAMPLE CONDITION: fresh, clean, dry 
CONDITION, active 
RECOVERY METHOD: channel SAMPLING REGIME: Holmes 
SAMPLE SIZE (CORE DIA., CHANNEL SIZE, OR LBS.): 3 x 3 in . 
THICKNESS (INCHES): SEAM HEIGHT 37.0, SAMPLE 37.0, COAL ONLY 37.0 
STRUCTURAL FEATURE: cleat, SEPARATION: 
STRIKE AZIMUTHS: SET 1 250, SET 2 330, SET 3 
THE MEASUR ED SECTION IS REPORTED IN FEET 
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 








Sandstone, coarse-grained, crossbedded; locally 
cuts underlying siltstone. 
Siltstone, dark-gray, rooted in part, coaly. 
Clarain, with abundant thin-banded vitrain, 
pyritic; scattered thin-banded fusain. 
Fusain . 
Clarain, with common medium-banded vitrain, 
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COAL ANALYSIS REPORT 
LABORATORY NO: Ul0777 
LABORATORY: Geo Test 
FIELD NO: KGS 615 U.S.G .S. NO : W215556 
REPORT DATE : May/07/1982 
AIR DRIED LOSS: 1.27% 
AS RECEIVED MOISTURE FREE 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS: 
TOTAL MOISTURE 2.38% 
VOLATILE MATTER 33.55% 34.37% 
FIXED CARBON 56.63% 58 .01% 
ASH 7. 44% 7.62% 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS : 
HYDROGEN 5.17% 5.02% 
CARBON 77 .03% 78 .91% 
NITROGEN 1. 38% 1.41% 
TOTAL SULFUR 1.27% 1.30% 
OXYGEN 7. 71% 5.74% 
ASH 7.44% 7.62% 
HEATING VALUE (BTU/LB): 13754 14090 
SULFUR FORMS: 
SULFATE 0.04% 0.04% 
PYRITIC 0.52% 0.53% 
ORGANIC 0. 71% 0.73% 
ASH FUSION TEMPERATURE (REDUCING ATMOSPHERE) 
INITIAL DEFORMATION 
SOFTENING TEMP. 
FLUID TEMP . 
2570 deg F 
2660 deg F 
2730 deg F 
FREE SWELLING INDEX 7.5 
POUNDS OF SULFUR DIOXIDE PER MILLION BTU 1.8 
MOISTURE/ASH FREE 
37 . 20% 
62.80% 
5.44% 









Table 1.--Descriptions and Locations for 57 Bituminous Coal Samples and 9 rock samples from the Upper Cumberland District, Eastern 
Kentucky. 
Sample field County Latitude Longitude Formation Coal Bed Estimated Sample 
No. No. Rank Thickness 
(inches) 
W214792 KGS 554 Harlan 365311n 830502w Breathitt High Splint High Volatile A Bit 55.9 
W214793 KGS 555 Harlan 365229n 830521w Breathitt Morris High Volatile B Bit 31.5 • 
W21 5434 KGS 597 Harlan 365006n B31507w Brea t hitt Morris High Volatile A Bit 67.3 
\.1208223 KGS 226 Bell 363824n 835037w Breathitt Red Springs High Volatile A Bit 20.5 
W207900 KGS 228 Bell 363824n 835037w Breathitt Red Springs High Volatile A Bit 30.3 
W215416 KGS 571 Bell 363948n 834855w Breathitt Low Splint High Volatile A Bit 24.0 
W21541 7 KGS 572 Bell 363947n 834850w Breathitt Low Splint High Volatile A Bit 55.5 
\.1215428 KGS 591 Harlan 364934n 831007w Breathitt Limestone High Volatile A Bit 40.9 
\.1215432 KGS 595 Harlan 365019n 831706w Breathitt Smith High Volatile A Bit 45.1 
\.1207822 KGS 218 Bell 363850n 834907w Breathitt Hignite High Volatile A Bit 29.5 
W207899 KGS 220 Bell 363850n 834907w Breathitt Hignite High Volatile A Bit 73.8 
W21 5389 KGS 583 Bell 363606n 834700w Breathitt Hignite High Volatile A Bit 34.3 
W207811 KGS 199 Bell 363857n 834854w Breathitt Lower Hignite High Volatile A Bit 49.8 
W207812 KGS 204 Bell 363837n 834826w Breathitt Lower Hignite High Volatile A Bit 36. 2 
W215433 KGS 596 Harlan 365015n 831659w Breathitt Wa 11 ins Creek High Volatile A Bit 52.0 
W215427 KGS 582 Harlan 365305n 831202w Breathitt Creech High Volatile A Bit 28.8 
W215431 KGS 594 Harlan 364840n 831312w Breathitt Creech High Volatile A Bit 39 . 4 
\.1 215423 KGS 578 Bell 363614n 834659w Breathitt Stray High Volatile A Bit 29. 5 
W215424 KGS 579 Bell 363614n 834702w Breathitt Stray High Volatile A Bit 12.2 
\.1215425 KGS 580 Bell 363615n 834704w Breathitt Stray High Volatile A Bit 21.3 
W215390 KGS 584 Bell 36360ln 834648w Breathitt Stray High Volatile A Bit 20.9 
\.1 215391 KGS 585 Bell 363600n 834650w Breathitt Stray High Volatile A Bit 21.3 
W215392 KGS 586 Bell 363610n 834655w Breathitt Stray High Volatile A Bit 13. 0 
w21s409 .:.GS 568 tie 11 363515n 834523w Breathitt Sterling High Volatile A Bit 38.2 
W207813 KGS 224 Bell 363825n 834852w Breathitt Poplar Lick High Volatile A Bit 29. 5 
W207814 KGS 225 Bell 363823n 834851w Breathitt Poplar Lick High Volatile A Bit 27.2 
W207897 KGS 208 Bell 363711n 834916w Breathitt Buckeye Springs High Volatile A Bit 31. 3 
\./208221 KGS 209 Bell 363729n 834913w Breathitt Buckeye Springs High Volatile A Bit 19 .1 
W208222 KGS 211 Bell 363729n 834913w Breathitt Buckeye Springs High Volatile A Bit 10.6 
W207866 KGS 212 Bell 3637290 834913w Breathitt Buckeye Springs High Volatile A Bit 31.3 
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Table 1.--Descriptions and Locations for 57 Bituminous Coal Samples and 9 rock samples from the Upper Cumberland District , Eastern 
Kentucky--Continued. 
Sample Field County Latitude Longitude Formation Coal Bed Estimated Sample 
No. No. Rank Thickness 
(inches) 
---
W215407 KGS 566 Harlan 365238n 831153w Breathitt Darby High Volatile A Bit 37.8 
W215426 KGS 581 Harlan 36531ln 830526w Breathitt Darby High Volatile A Bit 48 .8 
W215430 KGS 593 Harlan 364845n 83122lw Breathitt Kellioka High Volatile A Bit 24 . 2 
W215405 KGS 564 Harlan 36532ln 830654w Breathitt Harlan High Volatile A Bit 38.8 
W215406 KGS 565 Harlan 365248n 831112w Breathitt Harlan High Volatile A Bit 37.0 
W215429 KGS 592 Harlan 364806n 831212w Breathitt Harlan High Volatile A Bit 45.3 
W215556 KGS 615 Letcher 37033ln 824336w Breathitt Harlan High Volatile A Bit 37.0 
W215404 KGS 563 Bell 364225n 834520w Breathitt Mingo High Volatile A Bit 32 . l 
W211639 KGS 398 Harlan 365123n 831239w Breathitt Path Fork High Volatile A Bit 24.8 
W213024 KGS 484 Bell 364606n 833231w Breathitt Path Fork High Volatile A Bit 30 .7 
W211638 KGS 397 Harlan 365125n 831239w Breathitt Lower Path Fork High Volatile A Bit 26.9 
W208200 KGS 240 Bell 364114n 83371 lw Breathitt Hance High Volatile A Bit 16.5 
W208201 KGS 241 Bell 364114n 8337llw Breathitt Hance High Volatile A Bit 60 .6 
W207901 KGS 242 Bell 364210n 833422w Breathitt Hance High Volatile A Bit 36.6 
W213022 KGS 482 Bell 364519n 833229w Breathitt Hance Split, ts High Volatile A Bit 40. 2 
W213944 KGS 498 Bell 364522n 833228w Breathitt Hance Split, 3 ms High Volatile A Bit 19.3 
W213945 KGS 499 Bell 364522n 833228w Breathitt Hance Split , 2 ms High Volatile A Bit 13.0 
W213946 KGS 500 Bell 364522n 833228w Breathitt Hance Split , bs High Volatile A Bit 20.1 
W208056 KGS 270 Bell 364117n 833439w Breathitt Mason High Volatile A Bit 45.5 
W208057 KGS 271 Bell 364117n 833436w Breathitt Mason High Volatile A Bit 42 .3 
W213023 KGS 483 Bell 364510n 833345w Breathitt Mason High Volatile A Bit 34.8 
W208058 KGS 272 Bell 364119n 833654w Breathitt Split seam High Volatile A Bit 49.6 
W215421 KGS 576 Bell 363603n 834701w Breathitt Unnamed High Volatile A Bit 4.7 
W215422 KGS 577 Bell 363603n 834701w Breathitt Unnamed High Volatile B Bit 20.9 
W215553 KGS 612 Letcher 370330n 824425w Breathitt Unnamed High Volatile A Bit 52 .0 
W215554 KGS 613 Letcher 370327n 824420w Breathitt Unnamed High Volatile A Bit 35 .8 



























































• This sample is slightly weathered. 
....... ~ ......... ..... - · ........ -- -
latitude Longitude Formation 
363850n 834907w Breathitt 
363850n 834907w Breathitt 
363850n 834907w Breathitt 
363850n 834907w Breathitt 
363857n 834854w Breathitt 
363857n 834854w Breathitt 
363857n 834854w Breathitt 
363837n 834826w Breathitt 
363837n 834826w Breathitt 




















Siltstone , parting 
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Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 
Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland River District, Eastern Kentucky. 
[Values in percent or parts-per-million. Coal ashed at s2s0c. L means less than the value shown; H, interference for an 
element which cannot be resolved by any routine method; G, greater than; B, not determined; S, after element title, 
indicates determinations by automatic plate reading computer assisted, emission spectographic analyses. The standard 
deviation of any single answer should be taken as plus 50% and minus 35%. Sample number is laboratory number.) 
SAMPLE ASH SI02 AL203 CAO MGO NA20 K20 FE203 TI02 P205 SAMPLE l> 
'"CJ 
NUMBER (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) NUMBER '"CJ rr, 
:z 
c, ...... 
x W207811 24.3 55 26 .60 1.4 .28 4.6 7.9 1. 2 .04L W207811 ..... 
W207812 4.6 53 29 1. 7 .86 .45 2.4 6.1 1. 4 .22L W207812 ...... 
W207813 9.8 52 30 2.3 .75 .26 
. . 
2.1 3.9 1. 4 1.8 W207813 
W207814 8.0 53 32 1.8 .75 .30 2 .1 3.9 ]. 4 1.3 W207814 n 




\.1207897 2 .8 62 22 1.1 .60 . 20 1.8 9.1 1.8 .63 W207897 
n 
l> 
\.1207899 32.9 58 27 .62 1.3 . 27 4.0 5.1 1. 4 .11 W207899 r 
W207900 19. 7 54 32 .81 1. 5 .22 4.4 3.7 1. 5 .05L W207900 l> :z 
W207901 3.7 45 33 2.4 1.2 .40 3.0 8.5 1. 5 .27L W207901 l> r 
W208056 19. 1 47 26 .80 1. 5 .35 3.6 15 .94 .15 W208056 -< v, 
rr, 
v, 
W208057 18.4 45 25 .99 1. 5 .34 3.3 19 .90 . OSL W208057 
W208058 2 .0 57 26 . 50 1.8 .39 4.0 7.2 1.2 .05L W208058 
W208200 3.6 44 29 2.4 1.1 .80 2.4 11 1.0 .28L W208200 
W208201 21.6 55 27 .64 1.3 .30 4.2 7.6 1.1 .07 W208201 
W208221 1 . 4 48 29 4.6 .51 .27 1. 5 10 1. 7 3.7 W208221 
W208222 4.9 56 33 1.4 .48 .27 1. 5 2.8 1. 5 .47 W208222 
W208223 3.9 48 35 3.0 .86 .22 1. 7 3.8 2.3 .26L W208223 
W211 l 79 77. 7 60 26 .32 1. 3 .26 4.5 3.6 1.2 .Oll W211179 
W211180 65.6 52 27 .35 1. 4 .16 5.3 8.3 1.1 .02L W211180 
...... 
N 
W211181 87.1 57 28 .36 1.3 .16 4.7 4.5 1.1 .OlL W211181 
c..n 
....... -
Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 
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S03 AG-S B-S 
{PERCENT) PPM PPM 
1.1 . lOL 160 
2.8 .34 400 
1. 3 .15 310 
1. 4 .19 320 
. 55 .38 280 
.63 . 12 150 
. 50 .10 140 
.63 .15 140 
2.4 .47 600 
1. 5 .18 290 
1. 7 .24 300 
.82 .22 210 
2.9 1. 3 500 
1.1 . lOL 330 
.88 .25 200 
.BB .17 450 
2.8 .34 270 
. 77 • lOL 100 
1.6 • lOL 150 
.85 • lOL 100 
..... ..... ,._. ---· - ~ 
BA-S BE-S CD CE 
PPM PPM PP~1 PPM 
1,000 6.6 .62 150 
2,200 23 1. 4 200 
1,000 11 .78 180 
920 16 .88 180 
1, 200 22 . 28 220 
670 6.8 .33 240 
870 4.7 . 43 140 
620 8.5 . 59 180 
1,000 7.6 1.1 220 
640 7.0 .77 190 
620 6. 2 .82 170 
690 8.8 .37 130 
1,700 54 . 50 470 
840 7.4 .30 140 
900 13 . 54 240 
460 44 .93 330 
300 56 1.1 310 
580 4.0 .38 120 
840 4.4 .40 140 
580 4. 5 .14 120 
-- -- ..... ..... - - ...... e!!!! 
co CR cs SAMPLE 
PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
30 130 12 W207811 
74 150 6.5 W207812 
26 120 10 W207813 
36 120 7. 5 W207814 
19 120 4. 0 W207866 
13 99 6.3 W207897 
18 110 8. 2 W207899 
50 150 10 W207900 
41 170 8.1 W207901 
31 130 11 W208056 
26 110 10 W208057 
39 94 7.0 W208058 
86 200 8 .3 W208200 
30 130 8 .8 W208201 
25 130 4.8 W208221 
53 170 4.1 W208222 
140 210 7.7 W208223 
7.4 96 9.5 W211179 
30 120 11 W211180 
14 110 11 W211181 
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Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 
Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland River District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE cu DY-S ER-S EU GA-S GD-S GE-S HF HO-S LA SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W207811 84 22L lOL 2.8 27 15L 4.1 5.3 6.8L 86 W207811 
W207812 210 22L lOL 4.3 37 15L 38 6.5 6.8L 110 W207812 
W207813 120 22L lOL 3.7 32 ISL 5.8 10 6.8L 110 W207813 
W207814 140 22L lOL 2.9 40 ISL 18 10 6.8L 88 W207814 
W207866 130 22L lOL 3.0 41 15L 25 11 6.8L 130 W207866 
W207897 110 22L lOL 2.8 34 15L 7.4 16 6.8L 130 W207897 
W207899 66 22L lOL 2.2 31 15L 1.SL 7. 0 6.8L 76 W207899 
W207900 80 30 lOL 2.9 41 61 6.9 6.1 6.8L 96 W207900 
W207901 220 29 lOL 4.1 36 24 21 8.1 6.8L 110 W207901 
W208056 190 22L lOL 4.1 43 15L 3.6 5.8 6.8L 120 W208056 
W208057 200 22L lOL 3.5 39 15L 5.3 4.9 6.8L 100 W208057 
W208058 93 22L lOL 2.3 38 15L 22 4.0 6.8L 70 W208058 
W208200 410 51 29 11 70 47 37 8.3 6.8L 250 W208200 
W208201 80 22L lOL 2.7 47 ISL 10 4.6 6.8L 83 W208201 
W20822l 160 22L lOL 3.8 33 15L 19 11 6.8L 130 W208221 
W208222 300 24 15 8.2 35 ISL 21 8.2 6.8L 140 W208222 
W208223 290 22L 17 9.2 34 ISL 22 10 6.8L 180 W208223 
W211179 37 22L lOL 2.0 26 15L 1. SL 4.9 6.8L 69 W211179 
W211180 73 22L lOL 2.3 31 ISL 1. SL 4.3 6.8L 76 W211180 





























Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine ...... N 




SAMPLE LI LU MN MO-S NB-S ND-S NJ-S PB PR-S RB SAMPLE r--< 




W207811 210 .9 140 4.6 19 79 65 41 68L 260 W207811 ("') 
W207812 250 2.0 110 15 18 81 110 62 68L 870L W207812 0 )> 
W207813 240 1.9 110 3.5 17 78 47 64 68L 410L W207813 ' W207814 270 1.8 210 7.4 34 100 69 64 68L 350 W207814 V') )> 
W207866 240 1.6L 70 5.9 56 140 62 61 68L 320L W207866 3: 
-0 
r-
W207897 240 1.3 87 8.0 21 54 41 51 68L 370 W207897 
ITl 
(/) 
W207899 170 .9 250 1.1 21 32L 45 38 68L 180 W207899 "Tl 
W20790CJ 180 1.3 130 1.0L 27 77 120 48 68L 230 W207900 
:::0 
0 
W207901 150 1.9 180 19 10 61 77 63 68L 810L W207901 3: 
W208056 120 1.6 300 26 12 66 93 54 68L 210 W208056 -; :x: 
ITl 
W208057 120 1.3 370 14 9 71 81 51 68L 170 W208057 c -0 
W208058 140 .8 200 13 19 82 79 41 68L 140 W208058 -0 ITl 
W208200 160 3.6 130 45 22 290 190 100 89 560L W208200 :::0 
W208201 150 .8 360 3.6 19 61 72 66 68L 190 W208201 ("') c 
W208221 270 1. 1 99 7.1 20 67 61 73 68L 87 W208221 3: co 
ITl 
:::0 
W208222 270 3.5 85 3.5 12 110 55 63 68L 410L W208222 r-)> 
W208223 180 2.8 220 13 33 160 280 97 68L 260L W208223 :z: c::, 
W211179 110 .5 95 1.0l 24 38 22 26 68L 170 W211179 c::, 
W211180 92 .5 83 2.1 14 40 76 14 68L 180 W211180 ...... 
(/) 
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Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 
Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland River District , Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE SC SM SN-S SR-S TA TB TH 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM 
W207811 28 12 3.7 290 1.6 1. 3 23 
W207812 46 20 3.9 820 1. 5 3.3 24 
W207813 42 16 9.7 3,000 2.2 2.8 34 
W207814 44 14 9.9 1,700 2.3 2 .1 22 
W207866 37 21 14 2,400 3.0 2.2 38 
W207897 28 17 6.3 1, 000 3.7 2.0 48 
W207899 24 11 2.4 440 ]. 5 .88 21 
W207900 32 14 4.5 260 ]. 7 1.3 26 
W207901 49 22 4.9 680 1.9 2.7 27 
W208056 29 21 9.9 670 1.4 3.1 30 
W208057 26 18 1.5L 540 1.1 1.6 26 
W208058 25 12 5.0 460 1.1 1.6 18 
W208200 89 47 3.4 1.200 2.2 13 31 
W208201 29 12 5.1 430 1.6 2.3 22 
W208221 37 19 14 1,700 4.7 3.8 42 
W208222 86 33 5.9 1,100 2.0 11 27 
W208223 58 38 15 440 4.1 12 38 
W211179 19 7.8 7. 2 230 1. 7 1.2 18 
W211180 22 9.0 4. 7 300 1. 5 1.3 21 
W211181 21 6.7 8.2 250 1.5 1.0 19 
TL-S TM u 
PPM PPM PPM 
4.6L 4.6L 7.2 
4.6L 4.6L 11 
4. 6L 4.6L 9.6 
4.6L 4.6L 7.6 
4.6L 4.6L 13 
12 4.6L 17 
4.6L 4.6L 6.6 
4. 6L 4.6L 9.0 
4.6L 4.6L 8.6L 
4.6L 4. 6L 13 
4.6L 4.6L 13 
4. 6L 4. 6L 7.8 
4.6L 4. 6L 42 
4.6L 4.6L 8. 2 
4.6L 4.6L 19 
4.6L 4.6L 12 
4.6L 4. 6L 11 
4.6L 4.6L 4.6 
4.6L 4. 6L 7.2 



















































Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 
























V-S w Y-S 
PPM PPM PPM 
160 3.3 36 
150 6.5 57 
110 9.2 41 
160 1 l 55 
170 9.6 64 
100 5.8 19 
120 2.1 17 
170 3.0 35 
150 5.4 41 
130 3.7 24 
140 2.7 31 
160 17 38 
300 8.3 160 
180 2.3 20 
140 .OB 41 
170 .OB 82 
210 .OB 130 
130 1.8 27 
180 2.0 25 
150 1. 7 25 
................ . ~ - ' - . ._ ~ -
YB ZN ZR-S SAMPLE 
PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
6.2 140 140 W207811 
13 64 90 W207812 
12 82 120 W207813 
11 150 250 W207814 
10 41 520 W207866 
7.7 52 170 W207897 
5.5 130 140 W207899 
7. 1 130 280 W207900 
11 140 120 W207901 
8.9 210 62 W208056 
7.6 210 74 W208057 
5.0 140 140 W208058 
31 210 200 W208200 
6.5 140 100 W208201 
8.7 52 200 W208221 
24 38 110 W208222 
21 170 290 W208223 
4.4 98 130 W211179 
4.4 91 110 W211180 
4.2 89 130 W211181 
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Table 2. - -Major- and Mi nor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 
Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland River District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE ASH 5102 AL203 CAO MGO NA20 K20 H203 TI02 P205 SAMPLE 
NUMBER (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) NUMBER 
W211182 92.0 60 25 .34 1.5 .18 4.7 4.6 1.1 .OIL W211182 
W211183 91. 7 59 26 .38 1.6 .19 5.0 4.1 1.0 .01 W211183 )> 
~ 
W211184 88.6 58 26 .35 1.8 .23 5.1 4.9 1.0 .02 W211184 ~ 
ITI 
W211185 9 .9 57 27 .48 1.8 .26 5.1 4.8 1.2 .06 W211185 :z 
Cl 
W211186 91.8 68 21 .24 1.2 .14 3.2 2.8 1. 3 .Oll W211186 ...... x 
...... 
W211187 77 .8 54 31 .32 1.4 .22 5.3 3. 7 1.1 . 01 W211187 ...... .. 
W211638 15.9 54 34 .56 .93 .24 3.6 2.2 2 .1 . 06L W211638 
W211639 12.7 46 25 1.3 .46 .20 1.4 20 1.9 1.0 W211639 ('") 
W213022 6.6 42 26 2. 0 . 85 . 35 1.9 20 1.6 1.2 W213022 ::r: ITI 
W213023 3.6 39 24 1.9 1.4 .59 2.9 22 .92 .28L W213023 3:: ...... 
('") 
)> 
W213024 16.9 50 29 1.1 1.0 .61 3.4 10 1.3 1.1 W213024 r-
W213944 4 .1 43 29 1.8 1.3 .53 2.8 15 1.1 . 24 W213944 )> :z 
W213945 13.3 58 27 . 59 1.1 .28 3.0 4.4 1. 5 .17 W213945 )> r-
W213946 2 .1 44 30 2.1 1.0 .66 2.7 12 1.2 . 48L W213946 -< (./') 
W214792 3.5 46 31 1.9 1.0 .20 3.1 9.0 1.2 .57 W214792 ITI (/') 
W214793 9.0 34 28 7.0 1.5 .45 1.9 13 1.0 . Ill W214793 
W215389 3.6 45 30 2.8 .90 .19 2.2 7.7 1. 5 . 28L W215389 
W215390 3.4 45 32 5.2 .86 .27 .73 5.9 1. 5 2.1 W215390 
W215391 11.6 44 26 1.4 .80 .19 2.8 20 1.2 .78 W215391 
W215392 4.9 50 26 1.5 .90 .19 2.3 13 1. 4 .61 W215392 
W215404 1.4 45 25 2.2 .73 1.2 1. 7 15 1.4 .86 W215404 
W215405 5.0 45 33 2.0 .63 .67 1.8 11 1.3 .20L W215405 
W215406 1 .0 53 32 .78 .70 .43 3.0 4.3 1.6 .24 W215406 
...... 
w 
W215407 9.0 51 31 .88 1.1 .67 4.3 4.6 1.1 .11 W215407 
...... 
W215409 8.0 49 29 4.3 . 53 .14 1.3 6.4 1.6 3. 0 W215409 
Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine ..... w 
Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland River District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. N 
)> 
::z 
SAMPLE 503 AG-S B-S BA-S BE-S co 
)> 
CE co CR cs SAMPLE ' -< 
NUMBER (PERCENT) PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM 
(./') 
PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER ...... (./') 
0 
'Tl 
W21 l182 .73 . lOL 99 570 3.8 .38 100 16 110 9.9 W211182 ("") 
0 W211183 .75 · . lOL 11 0 610 4.1 .24 98 9.6 9] 8.6 W211183 )> 
' W211 184 .88 . lOL 130 730 4.5 . 50 120 21 110 9.6 W211184 
(./') W211185 . 77 .lOL 120 690 3. 0 .40 130 19 120 12 W211185 )> 
3: W211186 .70 . lOL 93 470 2.9 .38 130 5.6 81 6.5 W211186 ~ 
' r,, 
W21 1187 .90 .10L ]50 570 4 .1 .50 160 20 130 11 W211187 
(./') 
W211 638 .47 .lOL 180 640 11 .48 150 30 170 11 W211638 'Tl :::0 
W211639 1.1 .40 220 760 10 1. 5 210 68 170 3 .1 W211 639 0 3: 
W213022 1. 7 .36 360 1, 100 19 .97 320 67 220 6 . 1 W213022 -I 
W213023 2.5 1.0 300 1,400 12 1.3 170 39 160 14 W213023 :x: r,, 
c:: 
W213024 .93 . 37 280 940 7. 1 . 77 200 40 150 8.3 W213024 ~ ~ W213944 2.7 .89 250 710 13 2. 0 290 180 180 7.3 W213944 r,, :::0 W213945 .80 .44 220 680 40 .88 220 160 180 7.5 W213945 ("") 
W213946 3.0 1.6 310 830 110 1.8 290 210 190 14 W213946 c:: 3: W214792 1.9 . 50 220 470 13 .72 540 150 440 29 W214792 0:, r,, 
:::0 
' W214793 9.5 1.8 320 1,500 70 .81 67 48 48 1.1 W21 4793 )> ::z W215389 3.5 .88 500 2,600 38 1.1 290 140 170 5.6 W215389 c, 
W215390 3.3 . 79 400 1,800 38 .96 320 68 170 2.9 W215390 c, ...... W215391 1.3 .56 250 670 8.9 .92 200 24 120 10 W215391 (./') 
W215392 2.0 .76 320 1,800 1.0L 1.1 200 180 W215392 
-I 140 14 :::0 ...... 
("") 
\.1215404 3.3 1. 5 100 3, !00 74 . 60 290 250 210 .OB W215404 -I 
W215405 1. 7 .83 320 900 34 .60 260 150 150 6.0 W215405 
W215406 .95 .53 290 840 17 . 72 270 55 160 8.0 W215406 
W215407 1.2 .49 290 1.100 14 .92 270 57 140 21 W21 5407 
W215409 1.6 .37 250 770 20 .92 390 27 120 6.3 W215409 
iiii iiii ... - """"- ..-.. .-. -· - ,.... - _.. --- · - -.ii - ....... - - ... .._. !!!! - - .. ---
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Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 
Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland River District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE cu DY-S ER-S EU GA-S GD-S GE-S HF HO-S LA SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W211182 33 22L lOL 1. 5 30 15L 1.SL 4.2 6.8L 55 W211182 
W211183 31 22L lOL 1. 5 28 15L 1. SL 3.9 6.8L 55 W211183 )::,, 
W211184 45 22L lOL 2. 0 28 15l 1.SL 4.0 6.8L 67 W211184 -0 
-0 
W211185 40 22l lOL 1. 7 31 15L 1.SL 4.7 6.8L 73 W211185 IT1 :z 
W211186 19 22L lOL 1.9 22 15L 1. SL 9.6 6.8L 62 W211186 c:, ...... 
x 
W211187 66 22L lOL 2.7 30 15l 1.Sl 4.4 6.8L 89 W211187 ...... 
W211638 120 22L lOL 3.0 47 15L 14 6.3 6.8L 88 W211638 
...... 
W211639 240 22l lOL 4.6 42 ISL 7.7 6. 3 6.8L 120 W211639 
W213022 260 22L lOL 6.4 56 69 17 11 6.8L 170 W213022 
("") 
:c 
W213023 300 22L lOL 3.9 55 ISL 46 5.6 6.8L 83 W213023 IT1 3: ...... 
("") 
W213024 150 22L 10 3.6 46 ISL 10 5.9 6.8L 110 W213024 )::,, r 
W213944 490 22l 10L 7.3 46 ISL 20 7.3 6.8L 150 W213944 )::,, 
W213945 230 22L 18 5.6 51 15L 31 9.0 6.8L 110 W213945 :z )::,, 
W213946 570 22L lOL 8.1 90 27 280 9.5 6.8L 140 W213946 r -< 
W214792 180 22L lOL 11 45 15l 5.8 14 6.8L 310 W214792 (./) 
IT1 
(./) 
W214793 36 22L lOL 1.6 82 15L 41 1.1 6.8L 33 W214793 
W215389 240 22L 20 6. 7 46 16 22 8.3 7.3 170 W215389 
W215390 230 19 23 9.7 37 36 28 8.8 8.5 180 W215390 
W215391 110 22L lOL 4.1 52 15 17 6.0 6.8L 110 W215391 
W215392 290 22L 10L 5.3 54 15L 60 8.2 6.8L 100 W215392 
W215404 650 22l lOL 7 .1 90 15L 160 7.1 6.8L 140 W215404 
W215405 380 22L lOL 6.8 48 IS L 9. 0 8.0 6.8L 120 W215405 
W215406 270 22L 14 5.5 61 27 18 8.0 6.8L 130 W215406 ..... 
W215407 210 22L lOL 5.7 50 15L 2.6 4.4 6.8L 120 W215407 w w 
W215409 210 22L 18 4.4 50 ISL 5.0 15 6.8L 210 W215409 
-
Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 
Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberl and River District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE LI LU MN MO-S NB- S 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM 
W211182 85 . 5 130 1.0L 23 
W211183 93 . 4 95 1.0L 25 
W211184 75 . 5 130 1.0L 17 
W211185 110 . 5 160 1.0L 15 
W211186 92 .6 100 1.0L 22 
W211187 110 .6 76 l.OL 19 
W211638 270 1.1 98 1.0L 20 
W211639 270 1. 4 120 9 . 2 20 
W213022 150 2.0 210 39 32 
W213023 140 1.1 130 130 15 
W213024 280 1.1 54 8.7 23 
W213944 62 2.4 150 18 13 
W21394 5 76 2.2 120 9 .1 30 
W213946 51 3.3 140 89 39 
W214792 120 2.3 110 27 23 
W214793 43 .8 190 43 9 
W215389 110 2.8 82 35 23 
W215390 130 2.6 96 22 28 
W215391 140 1.0 62 24 8 
W215392 110 2.9 76 32 17 
W215404 88 2.9 240 51 17 
W215405 140 2.4 88 55 15 
W215406 160 1.8 68 15 11 
W215407 140 1.6 100 11 8 
W215409 190 2 .1 72 15 25 
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PR-S RB SAMPLE 
PPM PPM NUMBER 
68L 160 W211182 
68L 160 W211183 
68L 180 W211184 
68L 200 W211185 
68L 120 W211186 
68L 190 W211187 
68L 160 W211638 
68L 47 W211639 
69 140 W213022 
75 140 W213023 
68L 120 W213024 
68L 730L W213944 
68L 90 W213945 
68L 950L W213946 
68L 460 W214792 
68L 56L W214793 
68L 560L W215389 
68L 590L W215390 
68L 150 W215391 
68L 410L W215392 
68L l,400L W215404 
68L 600L W2i5405 
68L 190 W215406 
68L 260 W215407 
69 250L W215409 
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Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 
Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland River District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE SC SM SN-S SR-S TA TB TH TL-S TM u SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W211182 20 6.1 2.0 230 1. 5 1.1 17 4.6L 4.6L 4.5 W211182 
W211183 18 5.6 6.4 280 1.6 1.1 16 4.6L 4.6L 5.3 W211183 )> 
W211184 21 7.9 3.1 270 1. 5 1.2 18 4.6L 4.6L 6.2 W211184 -0 
-0 
W211185 23 7.2 3.5 240 1.8 .97 19 4.6L 4.6L 4.2 W211185 IT1 z 
W211186 16 8.1 5.5 150 2.0 1.4 18 4.6L 4.6L 4.6 W211186 c:, ...... 
x 
W211187 24 10 6.1 270 1. 7 1.6 24 4.6L 4.6L 6.6 W211187 ...... 
W211638 39 12 9.3 470 2.7 1.9 26 4.6L 4.6L 7.5 W211638 
...... 
W211639 45 19 1. SL 2,000 2.9 3.5 33 4.6L 4.6L 15 W211639 
W213022 63 24 1.5L 1,600 2.6 4. 7 36 4.6L 4.6L 30 W213022 
('"') 
::x: 
W213023 38 17 1. SL 800 1. 4 2.5 28 4.6L 4.6L 31 W213023 IT1 3: ...... 
('"') 
W213024 38 15 5.7 2,800 2.0 1.8 25 4.6L 4.6L 11 W213024 )> ' W213944 49 29 6.3 440 1. 7 5.4 32 4.6L 4.6L 21 W213944 )> 
W21394 5 80 20 6.7 350 2.5 4. 0 31 4.6L 4.6L 20 W213945 z )> 
W213946 140 29 3.7 490 3.3 8.6 33 4.6L 4. 6L 37 W213946 ' -< W214792 83 46 5.1 560 4.6 7. 1 80 4.6L 4.6L 32 W214792 (./) IT1 
(./) 
W214793 14 5.6 2.3 1,700 .44 1.3 8.9 4.6L 4. 6L 3. 0L W214793 
W215389 56 28 5.5 1,100 2.2 7.1 32 4.6L 4.6L 9.2 W215389 
W215390 64 41 4. 4 2,100 1.5 8.8 35 4.6L 4.6L 7.4L W215390 
W215391 32 18 1. SL 1,200 1.5 4.0 25 4.6L 4.6L 28 W215391 
W215392 82 18 1. SL 840 2.0 5.1 24 25 4.6L 12 W215392 
W215404 100 29 1. SL 420 16 7 .1 21 4.6L 4.6L 21L W215404 
W215405 48 28 5.9 1,600 2.6 6.0 36 26 4.6L 25 W215405 
W215406 47 23 4.2 1,200 2.5 4.3 38 4. 6L 4.6L 18 W215406 ..... 
W215407 43 22 2.1 1,200 1.8 4.9 29 4.6L 4. 6L 14 W215407 w (J1 
W215409 43 30 11 2,400 3.6 5.9 40 4. 6L 4.6L 26 W215409 
.. 
Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 





















































































YB ZN ZR-S SAMPLE 
PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
4.0 110 160 W211182 
3.5 100 190 W21 l 183 
4. 2 130 92 W211184 
4.3 120 81 W211185 
5. 0 53 170 W211 186 
5.0 92 120 W211187 
7.5 54 120 W211638 
9.4 46 99 W211639 
15 140 350 W213022 
8. 3 510 170 W213023 
7.7 77 150 W213024 
17 440 110 W213944 
17 190 250 W213945 
24 340 250 W213946 
23 170 200 W214792 
5.6 210 140 W214793 
19 300 210 W215389 
24 110 230 W215390 
10 180 61 W215391 
18 260 180 W215392 
29 190 120 W215404 
18 88 170 W215405 
15 110 120 W215406 
12 110 74 W215407 
16 94 340 W21 5409 
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Table 2. --Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 
Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland River District , Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE ASH SI02 AL203 CAO MGO NA20 K20 FE203 TI02 P205 SAMPLE 
NUMBER (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT ) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) NUMBER 
W2154]6 2.6 41 33 3.5 . 73 .14 .80 11 1.1 1.3 W215416 
\.1215417 5.6 52 33 1. 5 .86 . 49 2.6 5 .1 1.6 .43 W21541 7 
W2l5421 4 .o 54 31 .39 1.1 .14 4.0 4.6 1.6 .13 W215421 
W215422 68.4 56 23 .85 1.2 .11 3.4 10 1.2 .26 W215422 
W215423 15.6 48 26 1.0 1. 0 .16 3.5 15 1.1 .46 W215423 
W215424 6.4 47 29 3.2 .93 .32 1.2 4.7 1.2 .38 W215424 
W215425 5.2 42 27 2.5 .83 .1] 2.0 20 1.1 .96 W215425 
\.1215426 12 . 0 55 27 .69 1. 6 .57 4. 2 6.3 1.1 . 08 \.1215426 
W215427 7.5 39 23 1.3 .63 .38 2.0 29 1.1 .13L \.1215427 
W215428 13.9 49 27 4.5 .91 .78 1.6 6.0 1.1 .14 W215428 
\.1215429 7.3 46 29 1.4 • 71 .67 1. 7 14 1.1 . 25 W215429 
W215430 5.3 30 20 3.1 .80 .62 2.4 32 .82 .40 W215430 
W215431 13.6 51 27 .63 .76 .63 2.9 14 1.1 .15 W215431 
W215432 13.8 61 26 .63 .4] .42 2.5 2.4 1.8 . 51 W215432 
W215433 8.4 55 25 .88 .35 .42 1.6 12 1. 5 .20 W215433 
W215434 8.5 49 29 1. 7 .46 .31 1.9 14 1.4 .45 W215434 
W215553 12.8 47 29 .64 .85 .35 3.] 7.8 1.4 .23 W215553 
W215554 14.0 5] 30 .94 1.1 .34 3.4 7.9 1.5 .43 W215554 
W215555 16.0 48 30 .77 1.0 .36 5.3 16 1.1 .44 W215555 
W215556 7.6 49 27 .88 .71 .28 2.7 5.8 1.4 .26 W215556 
):> 






















Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 
Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland River District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE 503 AG-S 8-S BA-S 
NUMBER (PERCENT) PPM PPM PPM 
W215416 4.0 1.6 460 930 
W215417 1. 2 1.0 410 520 
W215421 .53 . lOL 99 470 
W215422 . 77 . lOL 74 450 
W215423 .85 .27 220 870 
W215424 3.8 .65 600 3.000 
W215425 2.8 .86 320 1,400 
W215426 .85 .32 230 770 
W215427 1.6 .47 300 640 
W215428 2.8 . lOL 170 550 
W215429 1.9 .60 310 950 
W215430 4.8 .58 250 1, 200 
W215431 1.2 .35 220 390 
W215432 . 77 .26 150 530 
W215433 1. 2 .53 260 680 
W215434 1. 5 .49 170 430 
W215553 1.2 .52 180 580 
W215554 1. 3 .18 150 890 
W215555 1.4 .42 170 1.200 
W215556 1.4 .30 140 520 
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Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 
Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland River District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE cu OY-S ER-S EU GA-S GO-S GE-S HF HO-S LA SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W215416 490 60 32 15 46 71 14 23L 13 350 W215416 
W215417 230 22L 18 5. 2 41 15L 6.7 7.1 6.8L 160 W215417 
W215421 110 22L lOL 2.6 40 15L 21 6.0 6. 8L 88 W215421 
W215422 78 22L lOL 2.3 26 15L 1.5L 5.0 6. 8L 67 W215422 
W215423 190 22L lOL 3.7 45 15L 7.7 5.8 6. 8L 120 W215423 
W215424 280 22L 36 6.7 50 33 92 lll 9.5 140 W215424 
W215425 270 22L lOL 7.7 56 29 60 5.8 11 130 W215425 
W215426 220 22L lOL 3.9 43 15L 9.6 4.2 6.8L 100 W215426 
W215427 190 22L lOL 3. 7 48 15L 12 6.7 6.8L 110 W215427 
W215428 140 22L lOL 3.1 39 15L 18 5.0 6.8L 79 W215428 
W215429 340 22L lOL 5.6 46 1 SL 4.6L 27L 6.8L 96 W215429 
W215430 350 22L l OL 3.8 32 15L 6.1 9.4L 6.8L 94 W215430 
W215431 210 22L lOL 2.9 44 15L 39 5.9 6.8L 81 W215431 
W215432 160 22L lOL 3.3 35 15L 2.7 8.0 6.8L 100 W215432 
W215433 120 22L 17 4.0 46 23 12 18 7.0 240 W215433 
W215434 220 22L lOL 3.8 39 15L 9.1 7.1 6.8L 94 W215434 
W215553 210 22L lOL 4.5 52 16 18 5. 5 6.8L 130 W215553 
W215554 120 22L lOL 3.6 51 lSL 7.4 5.7 6.8L 100 W215554 
W215555 160 22L 11 3.6 49 23 23 5.0 6.8L 88 W215555 






























Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-E l ement Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Ni ne 
Rock Samples from the Upper Cumber l and River District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE LI LU MN 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM 
W215416 110 4.2 84 
W215417 130 2.5 54 
W21542l 210 ]. l 64 
W215422 160 .9 1.000 
W215423 180 1.6 58 
W215424 94 3 . 1 240 
W215425 110 2. 7 640 
W215426 140 l.6 200 
W215427 120 1. 5 170 
W215428 120 1.0 640 
W215429 140 1.6 150 
W215430 94 .9 160 
W215431 120 1.0 150 
W215432 270 ]. 4 38 
W215433 48 2.7 41 
W215434 100 1.2 58 
W215553 llO 1.3 83 
W215554 150 .9 55 
W215555 86 1.0 53 
W215556 85 1. 4 43 
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PR-S RB SAMPLE 
PPM PPM NUMBER 
110 l,500L W215416 
68L 710L W215417 
68L 180 W215421 
68L 120 W215422 
68L 380L W215423 
68L 630L W215424 
87 770L W215425 
68L 200 W215426 
68L 670L W215427 
68L 360L W215428 
68L 550L W215429 
68L 750L W215430 
68L 370L W21543l 
68L 360L W215432 
68L 600L W215433 
68L 470L W21 5434 
68L 110 W215553 
68L 130 W215554 
68L 190 W215555 
68L 260L W215556 
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Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations i n the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 
Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland River District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SA~1PLE SC SM SN-S SR-S TA TB TH TL-S TM u SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W215416 58 69 3.6 1,800 7. 7L 11 42 4.6L 4.6L lll W215416 
W215417 37 23 6.2 640 1.8 4.3 36 4.6L 4.6L 14 W21541 7 
W215421 31 11 4.4 500 2.2 1.8 22 4.6L 4.6L 6.3 W215421 
W215422 21 9.6 3.2 440 1.8 2 .1 18 4.6L 4.6L 5.4 W215422 
W215423 32 18 1. SL 430 1.9 3.3 28 4.6L 4.6L 19 W215423 
W215424 59 30 2. 7 1,600 1.3 6.4 19 4. 6L 5.0 4.5L W215424 
W215425 84 31 1. 5L 1,400 5.8L 6.7 29 4.6L 4.6L 12 W215425 
W215426 34 18 3. 5 890 2.1 3. 0 28 4.6L 4.6L 13 W215426 
W21 5427 31 17 1. 5L 780 2 .1 3.1 24 4.6L 4.6L 4.3L W215427 
W215428 31 13 5.9 470 2.0 2.2 27 4. 6L 4.6L 12 W215428 
W215429 39 18 1. SL 1. 200 1.2 4 .1 25 4.6L 4.6L 29 W215429 
W215430 23 13 1. SL 1,900 3.8L 2.8 25 60 4. 6L 19 W215430 
W215431 37 12 5.6 420 1.8 3.5 25 4.6L 4.6L 13 W215431 
W215432 40 14 11 1, 200 3.3 2.9 28 4. 6L 4.6L 7.8 W215432 
W21 5433 41 36 7.6 670 3. 0 7.3 62 37 4.6L 27 W215433 
W215434 30 15 7.5 520 2.5 3.8 28 26 4.6L 10 W215434 
W215553 36 20 1. SL 760 1.8 4.8 32 4.6L 4.6L 21 W215553 
W215554 35 14 3.0 1,600 2 .1 4 .1 26 4.6L 4.6L 17 W215554 
W215555 38 14 5.2 1,400 1.8 4.1 31 4.6L 4.6L 14 W21555 5 






















Table 2.--Major- and Minor-Oxide and Trace-Element Concentrations in the Laboratory Ash of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine 
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110 W2 15429 
100 W215430 
110 W215431 
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Tab1e 3.--Content of 23 Trace Elements in 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberl and District, 
Eastern Kentucky. 
!Analys i s performed on whole-coal. Values in parts-per-million (ppm). L, less than the value shown; 8, not determined.) 
SAMPLE AS Cf CL co CR cs EU F HF HG SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
--
l:a 
W207811 "'O 32 .6 37 SO L 7.4 32 2.9 . 67 200 1.3 . 25 W207811 "'O 
W20781 2 9.0 160 
..., 
1.6 3.4 6.9 .3 .20 20L .3 .030 W207812 ::z 
W207813 1.9 18 190 2.5 11 1.0 150 1.0 .030 W207813 
0 
.36 ...... 
W207814 2. 7 14 140 2.9 9.6 .6 . 23 60 .8 . 020 W207814 >< 
W207866 7.6 28 190 2 .4 15 .5 .38 180 1.4 .046 W207866 
...... ...... 
W207897 64.6 49 SOL 2.7 21 1. 3 .58 120 3.4 .18 W207897 ("') 
W207899 3. 4 45 SOL 5.8 37 2.7 .72 160 2.3 .045 W207899 :c ..., 
W207900 4. 0 35 110 9.9 30 2.0 .58 120 1.2 .032 W207900 3: ...... 
W207901 3.8 8.0 60 1. 5 6.4 . 3 .15 30 .3 .030 W207901 ("') l:a 
W208056 76.5 37 SOL 5.9 26 2 .1 .78 110 1.1 . 27 W208056 r 
l:a 
::z 
W208057 97.2 31 SOL 4. 7 21 1.9 .64 120 .9 .15 W208057 l:a r 
W208058 58. 7 26 SOL 7.9 19 1. 4 .46 100 .8 .15 W208058 -< v, 
W208200 2.7 17 80 3.1 7.2 .3 .41 30 .3 .19 W208200 ..., v, 
W208201 7.3 31 SOL 6.4 27 1.9 . 59 150 1.0 .13 W208201 
W208221 44.5 25 120 2.6 13 .5 .39 220 1.1 .16 W208221 
W208222 .8 16 120 2.6 8. 5 .2 .40 40 .4 .055 W208222 
W208223 1.8 12 240 5.4 8.3 .3 .36 40 .4 .060 W208223 
W211179 2.4 96 lOOL 5.8 75 7.4 1.5 550 3.8 .050 W211179 
W211180 18.4 91 lOOL 19 80 7.5 1. 5 500 2.8 . 040 W211180 






Table 3.--Content of 23 Trace Elements in 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland District , 
Eastern Kentucky.--Continued . 
SAMPLE LA LU 
NUMBER PPM PPM 
W207811 21 .2 
\.1207812 5 .1 
W207813 11 .2 
\.1207814 7 .1 
W207866 16 . 2L 
W207897 27 . 3 
\.1207899 25 .3 
W207900 19 . 3 
\.1207901 4 . l 
W208056 22 .3 
W208057 19 .2 
W208058 14 . 2 
W208200 9 . 1 
W208201 18 .2 
W208221 13 .1 
W208222 7 .2 
W208223 7 . 1 
W211179 54 • 4 
W211180 50 . 3 
W2 11181 54 .4 
....,_ - - ......... - - -
NA p RB 
PPM PPM PPM 
510 44L 62 
150 44L 40L 
190 770 40L 
180 470 28 
210 1,400 40L 
310 580 77 
660 150 58 
320 44 l 45 
llO 44l 30L 
500 130 41 
460 44 L 32 
580 44l 28 
210 44L 20L 
480 66 41 
210 1,700 9 
98 100 20L 
62 44L lOL 
1,500 44L 130 
790 44L 120 
1,000 44L 170 






































































SM TB SAMPLE 
PPM PPM NUMBER 
3.0 .3 W207811 
.90 .2 W20781 2 
1.6 .3 \.1207813 
1. l .2 W207814 
2.6 .3 W207866 
3.5 .4 W207897 
3.6 .3 W207899 
2.8 .3 W207900 
.80 . l W207901 
4.0 . 6 W208056 
3.3 .3 W208057 
2.3 .3 \.1208058 
1. 7 .5 W208200 
2. 5 .5 W208201 
2.0 .4 W208221 
1.6 . 5 W208222 
1. 5 .5 W208223 
6.1 1 W211179 
5.9 .9 W211180 
5.8 .9 W211181 
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Table 3.--Content of 23 Trace Elements 
Eastern Kentucky.--Continued. 
SAMPLE TH u YB 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM 
W207811 5.6 1.8 1. 5 
W207812 1.1 .52 .6 
\.1207813 3.3 .94 1.2 
\.1207814 1.8 . 61 .9 
\.1207866 4. 7 1.6 1.3 
W20789 7 9.9 3.5 1.6 
\.1207899 6.9 2.2 1.8 
\.1207900 5 .1 1.8 I. 4 
W207901 1.0 .32L .4 
W208056 5.8 2.4 1. 7 
W208057 4.8 2.5 1.4 
W208058 3.6 1.6 1.0 
W208200 1.1 1. 5 1.1 
W208201 4.8 1.8 1.4 
\.1208221 4.4 2.0 .9 
W208222 1.3 . 59 I. 2 
W208223 1.5 .44 .8 
W211179 14 3.6 3.4 
W211180 14 4.7 2.9 
W211181 16 4.7 3.7 





















Table 3. - -Content of 23 Trace Elements in 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland District. 
Eastern Kentucky.--Continued. 
SAMPLE AS CE 
NUMBER PPM PPM 
W211182 3.7 96 
W211183 3.2 90 
W211184 9.1 110 
W211185 9.3 120 
W21 l 186 3. 0 120 
W211187 9. 7 130 
W211638 2.0 24 
W211 639 33.8 27 
W213022 1 .8 21 
W213023 24.6 6.0 
W213024 4. 3 33 
W213944 12.4 12 
W21394 5 3.1 29 
W213946 6.1 6.0 
W214792 5.8 19 
W214793 5.7 6. 0 
W215389 3.3 11 
W21 5390 .9 1l 
W21 5391 39 . 7 23 
W215392 12.9 10 
\o/215404 !.'1 4.0 
W215405 19.7 13 
W215406 3.4 27 
W215407 1.6 24 
W215409 11. 4 31 






































8. 6 22 
4.4 15 















2. 2 9.4 





















































































HF HG SAMPLE 
PPM PPM NUMBER 
3.9 .050 W211182 
3.6 .050 W211183 
3.5 .060 W211184 
4.3 .050 W211185 
8.8 . 060 W211186 
3.4 .060 W211187 
1. 0 .058 W211638 
.8 .075 W211639 
. 7 .18 W213022 
.2 .075 W213023 
1. 0 .049 W213024 
. 3 .12 W213944 
1.2 .090 W213945 
.2 .050 W213946 
.5 .030 W214792 
.1 .020 W214793 
.3 .050 W215389 
. 3 .072 W215390 
. 7 . 065 W215391 
. 4 .050 W215392 
. 1 .17 W2!5404 
.4 .1 3 W215405 
.8 .10 W215406 
. 4 .12 W215407 
1. 2 . 26 W215409 
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Table 3.--Content of 23 Trace Elements in 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland District. 
Eastern Kentucky. --Continued . 
SAMPLE LA LU NA p RB SB SC SE SM TB SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W211182 51 .5 1.200 44L 150 1. 5 19 .9 5.6 1 W211182 
W211183 so .4 1,300 44 150 .90 16 2.0 5.1 1 W211183 )::> 
-0 \.1211184 59 . 5 1,500 87 160 1.2 19 2.3 7.0 1 W211184 -0 m W211185 66 . 5 1,700 220 180 1. 7 21 4.0 6.5 .9 W211185 :z 
0 W211186 57 .6 920 44L 110 1.4 15 1.0 7.4 1 \.1211186 .... 
>< 
W211187 69 . 5 1.200 44 150 1. 5 18 4.3 8.1 1 W211187 
.... .... 
W211638 14 . 2 290 44 L 26 1.1 6.2 5.6 1.9 .3 W211638 
W211639 15 .2 190 550 6 1.0 5.7 4.4 2.4 .4 W211639 n 
W213022 11 . 1 170 340 9 .70 4.1 3.1 1.6 .3 W213022 :c m 
\.1213023 3 .1 L 160 44L 5 1.0 1.4 2.4 .60 .1 W213023 3: .... 
n 
\.1213024 19 .2 760 830 20 .30 
)::> 
6.4 4.9 2.5 .3 W213024 r 
\.1213944 6 . 1 160 44 30L .20 2.0 2.4 1.2 .2 W213944 )::> :z \.1213945 15 .3 280 100 12 1.0 11 4.5 2.7 .5 W213945 )::> r W213946 3 . 1 100 44L 20L .70 3.0 1.9 . 60 .2 W213946 -< v, 
W214792 11 . 1 52 87 16 .50 2.9 6.0 1.6 .3 W214792 m v, 
W214793 3 . 1 300 44L SL .80 1.3 2.4 .so .1 W214793 
W215389 6 . 1 so 44L 20L .30 2.0 2.8 1.0 .3 W215389 
W215390 6 . 1 68 310 20L . 20 2.2 4.0 1.4 .3 W215390 
W215391 13 . 1 160 390 17 1.4 3.8 3.8 2 .1 .5 W215391 
W215392 5 . I 69 130 20L .60 4.0 2.3 .90 .3 W215392 
W215404 2 . IL 130 52 20L .50 1.4 .9 .40 .1 W215404 
W215405 6 . I 250 44L 30L .80 2. 4 3.3 1.4 .3 W215405 
W215406 13 .2 320 100 19 1.1 4. 7 4.0 2.3 .4 W215406 ...... ~ 
W215407 11 .1 450 44 23 .70 3.8 4.6 2. 0 .4 W215407 " 
W215409 17 .2 80 1,000 20L .40 3.4 2.4 2.4 .5 W215409 
Table 3.--Content of 23 Trace Elements in 
Eastern Kentucky.--Continued. 
56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland District , 
SAMPLE TH u YB 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM 
W21 l182 16 4.1 3. 7 
W211183 14 4.9 3.2 
W211184 16 5.5 3. 7 
W211185 17 3.9 3.9 
W211186 17 4.3 4. 6 
W211187 19 5.1 3.9 
W211638 4.2 1. 2 1.2 
W211639 4.2 1.9 1.2 
W213022 2.4 2.0 1.0 
W213023 1.0 1.1 .3 
W213024 4.2 1.8 1.3 
W213944 1.3 .86 .7 
W213945 4. l 2.6 2.2 
W213946 .7 .78 .5 
W214792 2.8 1.1 .8 
W214793 .8 . 27L .5 
W215389 1.2 . 33 . 7 
W215390 1.2 .25L .8 
W215391 2.9 3.3 1.2 
W215392 1.2 .58 .9 
W?l5404 .~ . 10! , 4 
W215405 1.8 1.2 .9 
W215406 3.8 1.8 1. 5 
W215407 2.6 1. 3 1.1 
W215409 3.2 2.1 1.3 
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Table 3.--Content of 23 Trace Elements in 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland District. 
Eastern Kentucky.--Continued. 
SAMPLE AS CE CL co CR cs fU F HF HG SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W215416 7.5 18 270 8.8 9.2 .OB .38 60 .6L .17 W215416 
W21541 7 5.0 13 180 3.1 11 .4 .29 80 .4 . 22 W215417 
W215421 7.8 60 lOOL 8.8 62 4.5 1.0 390 2.4 .14 W215421 
\o/215422 15.3 77 lOOL 15 70 6.0 ]. 5 660 3.4 .25 W215422 
W215423 118 30 lOOL 3.8 25 1.6 .58 220 .9 .29 W215423 
\o/215424 2.] 17 lOOL 3.9 20L .2 .43 90 .7L .27 \o/215424 
W215425 6.9 15 lOOL 9.8 14 . 5 .40 40 .3 .24 W215425 
\o/215426 5.2 22 170 8.5 16 1.9 .47 120 .5 .16 W215426 
W2154 27 73.1 13 400 3.7 11 . 5 .28 70 . 5 .24 \o/215427 
\o/215428 4.3 20 130 9.2 18 1.3 .43 150 . 7 .18 \o/215428 
W215429 12.8 13 180 4.9 8.7 .8 .41 90 2.0L .14 \o/215429 
W215430 77 .1 8.0 150 3.6 6.2 .5 .20 70 .SL .11 W215430 
\o/215431 100 18 390 5 .1 14 1. 5 .40 40 .8 .21 W215431 
\o/215432 2.2 24 190 3.0 22 . 7 .45 180 1.1 .25 W215432 
W215433 23.6 36 200 2. 1 12 . 7 .34 70 1. 5 .23 W215433 
\o/215434 27.0 16 130 3.9 12 .5 .32 100 .6 . 22 W215434 
W215553 16.8 29 200 6.3 22 1. 5 .58 100 .7 . 14 W215553 
\o/215554 93.0 25 200 4. 7 24 2. 3 .50 180 .8 .27 W215554 
W215555 39.1 28 400 12 28 2. 4 .57 310 .8 . 50 W215555 
W215556 1 . 9 13 600 3.9 13 1.0 .27 60 .4 . 44 W215556 
L ~ 
)> 























Table 3.--Content of 23 Trace Elements in 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper Cumberland District, u, 




r-SAMPL E LA LU NP p RB SB SC SE SM TB SAMPLE -< u, NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER ...... u, 
0 ,, 
W215416 9 . 1 26 150 40L .50 1. 5 2.7 1.8 . 3 W215416 ("") 
0 W2154P 9 . 1 200 100 40L .70 2 .1 4. 0 1.3 .2 W21541 7 )> r-W215421 35 . 5 400 230 73 2 .1 13 6.0 4.4 . 7 W215421 
u, W215422 46 .6 550 790 84 1.4 14 5.3 6. 6 1 W215422 )> 
W215423 19 .3 190 310 60L 2.3 5.0 5.1 2.8 . 5 W215423 3: "'C 
r-,.,, 
\.1215424 9 .2 150 100 40 L .50 3.8 1.9 1.9 . 4 W215424 
u, 
\.1215425 7 . 1 42 220 40L .80 4.4 2.4 1.6 . 4 W215425 
,, 
;;:o 
W215426 12 .2 500 44 24 1.1 4. l 4.2 2. 2 .4 W215426 0 3: W215427 8 . 1 210 44 L SOL 1.1 2.3 3.5 1. 3 .2 W215427 -I W215428 1] . 1 810 83 SOL 1.0 4. 3 2.0 1.8 .3 W215428 :r ,.,, 
c W215429 7 . 1 360 79 40L 1.2 2.8 3.7 1.4 .3 W215429 "'C "'C W215430 5 . 1 240 92 40L 1.1 1.2 2.4 . 70 .2 W215430 ,,, ;;:o W215431 11 .1 640 87 SOL 2 .1 5.0 4.3 1. 7 .5 W215431 
("") W21 5432 14 .2 430 310 SO L .50 5.6 3.6 1.9 . 4 W215432 c 
3: W215433 20 . 2 260 74 SOL .60 3.5 2.3 3. 0 .6 W215433 c:c ,.,, 
;;:o 
r-W215434 8 .1 200 170 40L . 70 2.6 5.7 1.3 .3 W215434 )> 
:z W215553 17 . 2 330 130 14 .80 4.6 5.3 2.5 .6 W215553 c::, 
W215554 14 . l 350 260 18 1.] 4.9 7.0 2.0 .6 W215554 c::, ...... W215555 14 . 2 430 310 31 1. 7 6. 0 4.2 2.3 . 7 W215555 u, 
W215556 7 . 1 160 87 20L .80 2.6 6.1 1.0 .2 W215556 -I ;;:o ...... 
("") 
-I 
-. ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. -_._.. - - _. --- ._ - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - ~ 
- - 1- - '- - - I- 1- i- - - I- .. I- i- .. - -
Table 3.--Content of 23 Trace Elements 
Eastern Kentucky.--Continued. 
SAMPLE TH u YB 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM 
W215416 1.1 .28L .8 
W21541 7 2.0 . 77 .9 
W2154 21 8.9 2.5 2.7 
W215422 12 3.7 3.2 
W215423 4. 3 3.0 1. 7 
W215424 1.2 .29L 1.3 
W215425 1. 5 .64 1.0 
W215426 3.4 1.6 1.2 
W215427 1.8 .32L .9 
W215428 3. 7 1. 7 1.1 
W215429 1.8 2.1 .9 
W215430 1. 3 1.0 .5 
W215431 3.4 1. 7 1.0 
W215432 3.9 1.1 1.3 
W215433 5.2 2.3 1. 7 
W215434 2.4 .86 .8 
W215553 4.1 2. 7 1.3 
W215554 3. 6 2.5 1.1 
W215555 4.9 2. 3 1.5 
W215556 l. 7 . 83 .7 





























Table 4.--Major-. Minor-. and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper l.T'I 
N Cumberland District, Eastern Kentucky. 
)> 
::z !Values in percent or parts-per-million. 23 elements are from direct determinations on whole coal: all other elements )> 
' calculated from analyses of ash. S means analysis by emission spectography; L, less than the value shown; H, -< 
(./') 
interference for an element which cannot be resolved by any routine method; B, not determined; G, greater than. Sample ...... 
(./') 
number is laboratory sample number. I 
0 .,, 
n 
SAMPLE SJ AL CA MG NA K FE Tl AG-S AS SAMPLE 
0 
)> 




W207811 6.2 3.3 .10 .21 .051 .93 1.3 .17 .024L 33 W207811 ' rr, W20781 2 ]. 1 . 70 .056 .024 .015 .091 .20 .039 .016 1.6 W207812 (./') 
W207813 2. 4 1.6 .16 .044 . 019 . 17 .27 .080 .015 1.9 W207813 
.,, 
:::0 
W207814 2.0 1.3 . 10 . 036 .018 .14 .22 .068 .015 2.7 W207814 0 3: 
W207866 3.6 1. 7 .30 .040 .021 .17 .26 . 14 .048 7.6 W207866 -I 
:J: 
rr, 
W20789 7 6.0 2.4 .16 .075 . 03] .31 1.3 .23 .025 65 W207897 c:: W207899 8.8 4.7 .15 .25 .066 1.1 1.2 .27 . 033 3.4 W207899 ""O 
""O W207900 5.0 3.3 . 11 .1 7 .032 .72 . 51 .18 .030 4.0 W207900 rr, 
:::0 W207901 .78 .65 . 063 .026 .011 .093 .22 .033 .017 3.8 W207901 n W208056 4.2 2.6 . 11 .17 .050 .58 2.0 . ll .034 77 W208056 c:: 
3: 
co 
rr, W20805 7 3.8 2.4 .13 .16 .046 .50 2. 4 .099 .044 97 W208057 :::0 
' W208058 5.3 2.7 .071 .22 .058 .67 1.0 .14 .044 59 W208058 )> ::z W208200 . 73 .55 .062 .023 . 021 .073 .27 .022 .047 2.7 W208200 c:, 
W208201 5.5 3.] .099 .17 .048 .75 1.1 .14 .022L 7.3 W208201 c:, 





W208222 1. 3 .86 .048 .014 .010 .060 .095 . 043 .008 .80 W208222 
...... 
n 
W208223 .88 .73 .084 .020 .006 .056 .10 .054 .013 1.8 IJ208223 -I 
W211179 22 10 .18 .62 . 15 2.9 1.9 .54 .078L 2.4 W211179 
W211180 16 9.4 .16 .54 .079 2.9 3.8 .41 .066L 18 W211180 
W211181 23 13 .22 .70 .10 3.4 2.7 .56 .087L 5.1 W211181 
------- - - - - - ----"T - 1- - - - !!!!!!!!! 
L 
- - - - - - - 1- - I- - .. !- .. 1, .. i'- 1, .. - -
Table 4.--Major- , Minor-, and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper 
Cumberland District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE B-S BA-S BE-S BR co CE CL co CR cs SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W207811 39 240 2 1.4 .15 37 SOL 7.4 32 2.9 W20781l 
W207812 18 100 1 1.0 .06 9.0 160 3.4 6.9 .3 W207812 
W207813 30 98 1 2.3 .08 18 190 2.5 11 1.0 W207813 
W207814 26 74 1 2 .1 .07 14 140 2.9 9.6 .6 W207814 
W207866 35 150 3 3.4 .04 28 190 2.4 15 .5 W207866 
W20789 7 31 140 1 2.4 .07 49 SOL 2.7 21 1.3 W207897 
W207899 46 290 2 1.1 .14 45 SOL 5.8 37 2.7 W207899 
W207900 28 120 2 1.2 .12 35 110 9.9 30 2.0 W207900 
W207901 22 37 1L 1.6 .04 8.0 60 1.5 6.4 .3 W207901 
W208056 55 120 l 1.4 .15 37 SOL 5.9 26 2.1 W208056 
W208057 55 110 1 1.0 .15 31 SOL 4. 7 21 1.9 W208057 
W208058 42 140 2 2.0 .07 26 SOL 7.9 19 1. 4 W208058 
W208200 18 61 2 1.2 . 02 17 80 3.1 7.2 .3 W208200 
W208201 71 180 2 1.1 .06 31 SOL 6.4 27 1.9 W208201 
W208221 21 94 1 3.5 .06 25 120 2.6 13 .5 W208221 
W208222 22 23 2 3.9 .05 16 120 2.6 8.5 .2 W208222 
W208223 11 12 2 1.8 .04 12 240 5.4 8.3 .3 W208223 
W211179 78 450 3 2.3 .30 96 100L 5.8 75 7.4 W211179 
W211180 98 550 3 1.9 .26 91 100L 19 80 7.5 W211180 
W211181 87 510 4 1.9 .12 100 lOOL 12 99 9.6 W211181 
):> 
























Table 4. - -Major-, Minor- , and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper u, 




' SAMPLE cu DY-S ER-S EU F GA-S GD-S GE-S HF HG SAMPLE -:: 




W207811 20 5.3l 2. 4L .67 200 6.6 3.6L 1. 0 1.3 .25 W207811 ("") 
W207812 9.7 1.0L . SL .20 20L 1. 7 . 69L 1. 7 .3 . 030 W207812 
0 
)> 
W207813 12 2.2L 1.0L .36 150 3.1 1. SL . 57 1.0 . 030 W207813 ' 
W207814 11 1.8L .SL .23 60 3.2 l.2L 1.4 .8 .020 W207814 
(./') 
)> 
W207866 16 2.8L 1. 3L .38 180 5.1 1.9L 3. 1 1.4 .046 W207866 3: "'O 
' W207897 23 4. 6L 2. ll . 58 120 7 .1 rri 3.ll 1. 5 3.4 .18 W207897 (./') 
W207899 22 7. 2L 3. 3L . 72 160 10 4 .9L .49L 2.3 .045 W207899 "'Tl :;:o 
\.1207900 16 5.9 2.0L . 58 120 8.1 12 1.4 1.2 .032 W207900 0 3: W207901 8.1 l. 1 .4L .1 5 30 l. 3 .89 . 78 .3 .030 W207901 -i W208056 36 4.2l l.9L .78 110 8.2 2.9L .69 l. l .27 W208056 ::c rri 
c W208057 37 4.0L l.8L .64 120 7.2 2.8L .98 .9 .15 W208057 "'O 
"'O W208058 19 4.4L 2.0L .46 100 7.6 3.0L 4.4 .8 .15 W208058 rri 
:::0 W208200 15 1.8 1.0 . 41 30 2.5 1. 7 1.3 .3 .19 W208200 
("") W208201 17 4.8L 2. 2L . 59 150 10 3. 2L 2. 2 l. O .13 W208201 c 
3: W208221 17 2.3L 1.0L .39 220 3.4 1.6L 2.0 l.1 .16 W208221 0:, 
rri 
:;:o 
W208222 15 1.2 . 7 40 1. 7 1.0 W208222 ' .40 .74L .4 .055 )> W208223 11 .9L . 7 .36 40 1.3 .59L .86 W208223 :z .4 .060 c:, 
W21 ll 79 29 17L 7. 8L 1. 5 550 20 12L l.2L 3.8 . 050 W2111 79 c:, 
W211180 48 14l 6.6L 1. 5 500 20 9.8L .98L 2.8 .040 W211180 
....... 
(./') 
W211181 31 19L 8. 7L 1. 4 450 29 13L 1.3 3.3 .050 W211181 -i :::0 ....... 
("") 
-i 
------------------------- - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - ----- - - - -
~ 
- - i- - - 1- .. I- - '- - ... i- .. \ ... - :1111 .. -
Table 4.--Major-, Minor-, and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bitumi nous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper 
Cumberland District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE HO-S LA LI LU MN MO-S NB-S ND-S NI-S p SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W207811 1. 7L 21 51 .2 34 1.1 4.6 19 16 44L W207811 
W207812 . 31L 5 12 . 1 5.1 .69 .83 3.7 5.1 44L W207812 
W207813 .67L 11 24 .2 11 .34 1. 7 7.6 4.6 770 W207813 
W207814 . 54L 7 22 . 1 17 . 59 2.7 8.0 5.5 470 W207814 
W207866 .85L 16 30 .2L 8.8 .74 7.0 18 7.8 1,400 W207866 
W207897 1. 4L 27 50 .3 18 1. 7 4.4 11 8.5 580 W207897 
W207899 2.2L 25 56 .3 82 .36 6.9 llL 15 150 W207899 
W207900 1. 3L 19 35 .3 26 .20L 5.3 15 24 44L W207900 
W207901 .25L 4 5.6 . 1 6.7 .70 .35 2.3 2.8 44L W207901 
W208056 1.3L 22 23 .3 57 5.0 2.3 13 18 130 W208056 
W208057 1.3L 19 22 .2 68 2.6 1.6 13 15 44L W208057 
W208058 l.4L 14 28 .2 40 2.6 3.8 16 16 44L W208058 
W208200 .24L 9 5.8 .1 4.7 1.6 . 79 10 6.8 44L W208200 
W208201 1. SL 18 32 .2 78 .78 4.1 13 16 66 W208201 
W208221 . 71L 13 28 . 1 10 .74 2 .1 7.0 6.3 1,700 W208221 
\o/208222 .33L 7 13 .2 4.2 .17 .59 5.4 2.7 100 W208222 
W208223 .27L 7 7.0 .1 8.6 . 51 1.3 6.2 11 44L W208223 
\o/211179 5.3L 54 85 . 4 74 .78L 19 30 17 44L W211179 
\o/211180 4. 5L 50 60 .3 54 1. 4 9.2 26 50 44L W211180 



























Table 4.--Major-, Minor- , and Trace-flement Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper <.n 




r SAMPLE PB PR-S RB SB SC SE SM SN-S SR-S TA SAMPLE -< (/) NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER ...... 
(/) 
0 ,, 
W207811 10 17L 62 .80 6.8 5.4 3.0 .90 70 .39 W207811 n 
0 W207812 2.9 3. ll 40L .50 2 . 1 2.4 .90 .18 38 .07 \./207812 )> r W207813 6.3 6. 7L 40L .40 4. 1 2.0 1.6 .95 290 .22 W207813 
28 1.8 140 
(/) W207814 5 .1 5.4L .40 3.5 1.1 .79 .18 W207814 )> 
W207866 7.6 8.5L 40L .50 4. 7 3.0 2.6 1.8 300 .37 W207866 3: -0 
r 
rr, 
W207897 11 14L 77 1.3 5.8 7.3 3.5 1.3 210 .77 W207897 
(/) 
W207899 13 22L 58 .50 7.9 2.8 3.6 .79 140 .50 W207899 
,, 
;o 
W207900 9.5 13L 45 .60 6.4 4.7 2.8 .89 51 .34 W207900 0 3: 
W207901 2.3 2.5L 30L .60 1.8 2.3 .80 .18 25 .07 W207901 -i 
W208056 10 13L 41 1. 7 5.6 2.5 4.0 1.9 130 .26 W208056 :c rr, 
c W208057 9.4 13L 32 1. 7 4.7 2.0 3.3 .28L 99 .21 W208057 -0 -0 W208058 8.2 14L 28 1.1 5 .1 2.2 2.3 1.0 92 .21 W208058 rr, ;o 
W208200 3.6 3.2 20L .70 3.2 .8 1. 7 .12 43 .08 W208200 n W208201 14 15L 41 .40 6.3 2.7 2.5 1.1 93 .34 W208201 c 3: W208221 7.6 7. ll 9 1.1 3.9 6.8 2. 0 1.5 180 .49 W208221 co 
rr, 
;o 
r W208222 3.1 3.3L 20L .30 4. 2 2.6 1.6 .29 54 .10 W208222 )> 
::z W208223 3.8 2.7L l OL .40 2.3 4.2 1.5 . 59 17 .16 W208223 c:, 
W211179 20 53L 130 1. 7 15 4.5 6. 1 5.6 180 1.3 W211179 c:, 
W211180 9.2 45L 120 1.9 14 3.3 5.9 3.1 200 .96 W211180 
...... 
(/) 
W21 l 181 11 59L 170 1. 7 18 1.0 5.8 7. 1 220 1.3 W211181 -i ;o ..... 
n 
-i 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - !!!! !!!!!! --
L 
- - "- - - 1- - i- - - - - - - \ ... - '.1111 - -
Table 4.--Major - , Minor-, and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper 
Cumberland District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE TB TH TL-S TM-S u V-S w Y-S YB ZN SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W207811 .31 5.6 1. lL 1.1 L 1.8 39 .80 8.7 1. 5 34 W207811 
W207812 .15 1.1 . 21L .21L .52 6.9 .30 2.6 .6 2.9 W207812 
W207813 .27 3.3 . 45L .45L .94 11 .90 4. 0 1.2 8. 0 W207813 
W207814 .17 1.8 . 37L .37L .61 13 .90 4.4 .9 12 W207814 
W207866 .27 4. 7 .SSL .SSL 1. 6 21 1.2 8.0 1.3 5.1 W207866 
W207897 .42 9.9 2.5 .96L 3.5 21 1.2 4.0 1.6 11 W207897 
W207899 .29 6.9 1. SL 1. SL 2.2 39 .70 5.6 1.8 43 \.1207899 
W207900 .25 5.1 .91L .91l 1.8 33 .60 6.9 1.4 26 W207900 
W207901 . 10 1.0 .17L .1 7L .32L 5.6 .20 1.5 . 4 5.2 W207901 
W208056 .60 5.8 .88L .88L 2.4 25 .70 4.6 1. 7 40 W208056 
W20805 7 .30 4.8 .SSL .SSL 2. 5 26 .50 5.7 1.4 39 W208057 
W208058 .32 3.6 .92L .92L 1.6 32 3.3 7.6 1.0 28 W208058 
W208200 .48 1.1 .17L .17L 1.5 11 .30 5.8 1. 1 7.6 W208200 
W208201 .49 4.8 .99L .99L 1.8 39 .50 4.3 1. 4 30 W208201 
\.1208221 .40 4.4 .48L .48L 2.0 15 .OB 4.3 .9 5.4 W208221 
W208222 .53 1. 3 .23L .23L .59 8.3 .OB 4. 0 1.2 1.9 W208222 
W208223 .46 1. 5 .18L .18L .44 8.2 . OB 5.1 .8 6.6 W208223 
W211179 .95 14 3.6L 3.6L 3.6 100 1. 4 21 3.4 76 W211179 
W211180 .87 14 3.0L 3.0L 4. 7 120 1.3 16 2.9 60 W211180 

























Table 4.--Major-, Minor-, and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper 
Cumberland District , Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
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Table 4.--Major-, Minor-, and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper 
Cumberland District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE SI AL CA MG NA K FE TI AG-S AS SAMPLE 
NUMBER (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) PPM PPM NUMBER 
W211182 26 12 .22 .84 . 12 3.6 3.0 .61 .092L 3.7 W211182 
W211183 25 12 .25 .86 . 13 3.8 2.6 .56 .092L 3.2 W211183 ::t> 
W211184 24 12 .22 .97 .15 3.8 3.0 .53 .089L 9.1 W211184 
-0 
-0 
W211185 24 13 .3] 1.0 .17 3.9 3.0 .65 .091L 9.3 W211185 l'T1 :z 
W211186 29 10 .16 .64 .092 2.5 1.8 .74 .092L 3.0 W211186 
c:, ...... 
>< 
W211187 19 13 .18 .65 .12 3.5 2.0 . 51 .078L 9.7 W211187 ...... ...... 
W211638 4.0 2.8 .064 .089 .029 .47 .24 .20 .016L 2.0 W211638 
W211639 2.7 1. 7 .12 .035 .019 .14 1.8 . 14 .051 34 W211639 n 
W213022 1.3 .90 .094 .034 .017 .11 .92 .062 .024 11 W213022 :c l'T1 
W213023 .66 .46 .049 .030 .016 .088 .56 .020 .036 25 W213023 3: ...... 
n 
W213024 4.0 2.6 .14 .10 .076 .49 
::t> 
1.2 .13 .063 4.3 W213024 r 
W213944 .83 .63 .052 .032 .016 .097 .42 .027 . 036 12 W213944 ::t> :z W213945 3.6 1.9 .056 .086 .028 .33 .41 .12 .059 3.] W213945 ::t> r W213946 .43 .33 .032 .013 .010 .048 .18 .015 .034 6.1 W213946 -< 
U') W214 792 .75 .58 .048 .022 .005 .089 .22 .025 .018 5.8 W214792 l'T1 
U') 
W214793 1. 4 1.3 .45 .083 .030 .14 .83 . 055 .16 5.7 W214793 
W215389 .76 .58 .072 .019 .005 .065 . 19 .033 .032 3.3 W215389 
W215390 .72 .58 . 13 .018 .007 .021 .14 .031 .027 .90 W215390 
W215391 2.4 1.6 .12 .056 .016 .27 1.6 .081 .065 40 W215391 
W215392 1.2 .67 .054 .026 . 007 .093 . 45 .042 .037 13 W215392 
W215404 .30 .18 . 022 .006 .013 .020 .15 .011 .021 1.4 W215404 
W215405 1.1 .88 .070 . 019 .025 . 075 .38 .040 .042 20 W215405 
W215406 2.5 1. 7 .056 . 042 . 032 .25 .30 .096 .053 3. 4 W215406 ..... u, 
W215407 2 .1 1. 5 .057 .061 .045 .32 .29 . 061 .044 1.6 W215407 I.O 
W215409 1.8 1.2 . 25 .026 .008 .088 .36 .076 .030 11 W215409 
L 




r-SAMPLE B-S BA-S BE-S BR CD CE CL co CR cs SAMPLE -< 
U') NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER ...... 
U') 
0 ,, 
\.1211182 91 520 3 1. 5 .35 96 l OOL 15 98 9.1 W211182 ('") 
W211183 100 560 4 1.0 .22 90 lOOL 8.8 83 7.9 W211183 0 )::> 
W211184 120 650 4 1.0 .44 110 lOOL 18 99 8.5 W211184 r 
W211185 110 630 3 1.6 .36 120 lOOL 17 110 11 \.1211185 
U') 
)::> 
W21l 186 85 430 3 1.8 .35 120 lOOL 5.1 74 6.0 W211186 3: "'O 
r ,.,., 
\.1211187 120 440 3 1. 7 .39 130 lOOL 16 100 8.7 \.1211187 U') 
W211638 29 100 2 1.9 .08 24 lOOL 4.8 27 1.8 W211638 
,, 
::0 W211639 28 97 1 1. 3 .19 27 330 8.6 22 .4 W211639 0 3: \.1213022 24 73 1 1. OL . 06 21 110 4.4 15 .4 W213022 -f \.1213023 11 50 ll 2.0L . 05 6.0 120 1.4 5.9 . 5 W213023 :::c: ,.,., 
c \.1213024 47 160 1 1.0L .13 33 120 6.7 25 1.4 W213024 "'O 
"'O W213944 10 29 1 .SL . 08 12 130 7.5 7.4 .3 W213944 ,.,., 
::0 W213945 29 90 5 .5L .12 29 130 21 25 1. 0 W213945 
('") W213946 6.5 17 2 .SL . 04 6.0 lOOL 4.4 3.9 .3 W213946 c 
3: W214792 7. 7 16 lL 3.4 .03 19 lOOL 5.2 15 1.0 W214792 co ,.,., 
::0 
W214793 29 130 6 4.1 .07 6.0 100L 4. 3 4.3 .1 W214793 r )::> 
W215389 18 94 1 4.5 . 04 11 350 4.9 6.3 .2 W215389 :z c::, 
W215390 14 61 1 5.3 .03 1 l 500 2.3 5.7 .1 W215390 c::, 
\.1215391 29 78 1 3.9 .11 23 250 2.8 14 1.2 W215391 ...... U') 
\.1215392 16 88 lL 5.5 .05 10 260 8.6 6.8 . 7 W215392 -f ::0 ...... 
('") 
W215404 5.6 43 1 5.3 .01 4. 0 890 3.5 2.9 .OB W?l 540 4 -f 
W215405 16 45 2 3.5 .03 13 130 7.5 7.6 .3 W215405 
W215406 29 84 2 3.7 .07 27 180 5.5 16 .8 W215406 
W215407 26 99 1 3.1 .OB 24 250 5.1 13 1.9 W215407 
\.1215409 20 62 2 2.7 .07 31 330 2.2 9.4 . 5 W215409 
- - - - - - - - - - - - !!!!! -- -- -- --- - -- -
- - - - - - - - - ·- I- - - - illl - ·- - .. 
Table 4.--Major-, Minor- . and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper 
Cumberland District, Easte·- Kentucky--Cont inued. 
SAMPLE cu D1-S ER-S EU F GA-S GD-S GE-S HF HG SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W211182 30 20L 9.2L 1.4 600 28 14L 1. 4L 3.9 .050 W211182 
W211183 28 20L 9.2L 1.4 630 26 14L 1.4L 3.6 .050 W211183 )> 
-0 W211184 40 19L 8.9L ]. 7 740 25 13L l.3L 3.5 .060 W211184 -0 
l'T1 W211185 36 20L 9.1L ]. 5 450 28 14l 1.4L 4.3 .050 W211185 :z 
9.2L 20 8.8 .060 W211186 
c::, W211186 17 20L 1.8 460 14L 1.4L ...... 
x 
W211187 7.8L 390 23 12L 1.2L 3.4 .060 W211187 
...... 51 17L 2. 1 ...... 
W211638 . 19 3.SL 1.6L .48 70 7.5 2.4L 2.2 1.0 .058 W211638 
W211639 30 2.8L 1. 3L .58 140 5.3 1.9L .98 .8 .075 W211639 n 
W213022 17 l. SL .7L .42 50 3.7 4.6 1.1 .7 .18 W213022 :r: l'T1 
W213023 11 .SL .4L .14 20 2.0 .54L 1.7 .2 .075 W213023 3: ...... 
n 
W213024 25 3.7L ]. 7 .60 130 7.8 
)> 
2.SL 1. 7 1.0 .049 W213024 r 
W213944 20 .9L . 4L .30 110 1.9 .62L .82 .3 .12 W213944 )> :z W21394 5 31 2.9L 2.4 . 74 150 6.8 2.0L 4.1 1.2 . 090 W213945 )> r W213946 12 .SL .2L .17 40 1.9 .57 5.9 .2 .050 W213946 -< 
Vl W214792 6. 3 .SL .4L .37 50 1.6 .53L .20 .5 .030 W214792 l'T1 
Vl 
W214793 3.2 2.0L .9L .14 70 7. 4 1.4L 3.7 . 1 .020 W214793 
W215389 8.6 .SL . 7 .24 70 1. 7 .58 .79 .3 .050 W215389 
W215390 7.8 .6 .8 .33 90 1.3 1.2 .95 .3 .072 W215390 
W215391 13 2.6L 1.2L .48 120 6.0 1. 7 2.0 . 7 .065 W215391 
W215392 14 1.1 L .SL .26 70 2.6 .74L 2.9 . 4 .050 W215392 
W215404 9.1 .3L .lL .10 70 1.3 .21L 2. 2 . 1 . 17 W215404 
W215405 19 1. lL . SL .34 90 2.4 .75L .45 .4 .13 W215405 
W215406 27 2.2L 1.4 .55 170 6. 1 2.7 1.8 .8 .10 W215406 ....... 0\ 
W215407 19 2.0L .9L . 51 170 4.5 1.4L .23 .4 .12 W215407 ....... 
W215409 17 1.8L 1.4 .35 320 4.0 1.2L .40 1.2 . 26 W215409 
L 
..... 
Table 4.--Major-, Minor- , and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bi tuminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper O'I 
N 




' SAMPLE HO-S LA LI LU MN MO-S NB-S ND-S NI -S p SAMPLE -< V) 




W211l82 6.3L 51 78 . 5 120 .92L 21 39 43 44L W211182 n 
0 W211183 6. 2L 50 85 . 4 87 .92L 23 46 40 44 W211183 )> 
W211184 ' 6.0L 59 66 .5 120 .89L 15 34 51 87 W211184 
V) W211185 6.2L 66 100 . 5 150 .91 L 14 29L 31 220 W211185 )> 
W211186 6. 2L 57 84 .6 92 .92L 20 29 21 44L W211186 3: -0 
' 1'11 
W2111 87 5.3L 69 86 . 5 59 .78L 15 48 44 44 W211187 
V) 
W21l638 l. ll 14 43 .2 16 .16L 3. 2 11 7.6 44 l W211638 "Tl ::0 
W211639 .86L 15 34 . 2 15 1.2 2.5 8.4 14 550 W211639 0 3: 
W213022 .45L 1] 9.9 . ) 14 2.6 2. 1 9.9 13 340 W213022 ..... 
W213023 .24L 3 5. 0 .1 L 4.7 4. 7 . 54 3.0 6.5 44L W213023 :c 1'11 
c::: 
W213024 l. ll 19 47 . 2 9 .1 1.5 3.9 20 13 830 W213024 -0 -0 W213944 .28L 6 2.5 .1 6.2 .74 .53 4. 0 10 44 W213944 1'11 ::0 W213945 .90L 15 10 .3 16 1.2 4. 0 16 31 100 W213945 n W213946 .14L 3 1.1 .1 2.9 1.9 .82 2.3 7 .8 44l W213946 c::: 
3: W214792 .24L 1] 4.2 . 1 3.9 .95 .81 5.3 5.6 87 W214792 CJ 
1'11 
::0 
' W214793 .61L 3 3.9 .1 17 3.9 . 79 8.8 31 44 L W214793 )> 
W21 5389 :z .26 6 4. 0 .1 3.0 1.3 .83 4. 7 10 44 L W21 5389 Cl 
W21 5390 .29 6 4.4 .1 3.3 . 75 .95 6.8 6.1 310 W215390 Cl 
W21 5391 .79L 13 16 . 1 7.2 2.8 .97 5.7 8.8 390 W215391 
...... 
V) 
W215392 .33L 5 5.4 .1 3. 7 1.6 .83 3.8 13 130 W215392 ..... ::0 ..... 
n 
W215404 .lOL 2 l. 2 . ll 3. 4 . 71 . 24 .6 3.9 5? W2}"404 ..... 
W215405 .34L 6 7. 0 . 1 4.4 2.8 . 75 6.0 12 44 l W215405 
W215406 .68L 13 16 . 2 6.8 1.5 1.1 14 13 100 W215406 
W215407 .6ll 11 13 .1 9.0 .99 . 68 9.9 12 44 W215407 
W215409 .54L 17 15 .2 5.8 1.2 2.0 14 5.4 1,000 W215409 
-------~._._._, _ _._ - -- -- -- - -- - - - -- - - -- -
- - - - - - - - - ·- I- ... ·- - I- - .!- I- -
Table 4. - -Major-, Minor-, and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coa l Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper 
Cumberland District. Eastern Kentucky--Continued . 
SAMPLE PB PR-$ RB SB SC SE SM SN-S SR-S TA SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W2111B2 34 63L 150 1.5 19 .9 5.6 1.8 210 1.4 W211182 
W211183 28 62L 150 .90 16 2.0 5 .1 5.9 260 1.4 W211183 )::,, 
"t:I W211184 29 60L 160 1.2 19 2.3 7.0 2. 7 240 1.3 W211184 "t:I 
rri W211185 40 62L 180 1. 7 21 4. 0 6.5 3. 2 220 1. 7 W211185 :z 
CJ W211186 56 62L 110 1. 4 15 1.0 7.4 5. 0 140 1.8 W211186 ..... 
x 
W211187 
..... W211187 5.4 53L 150 1. 5 18 4.3 8. 1 4. 7 210 1.3 ..... 
W211 638 8. 7 Il l 26 1.1 6.2 5.6 1.9 1.5 75 .43 W2,11638 
W211639 9.9 8.6L 6 1.0 5.7 4.4 2.4 .19L 250 . 37 W211639 n 
W213022 4.6 4.6 9 .70 4.1 3 .1 1.6 .lOL 110 .17 W213022 :r: rri 
W213023 1.8 2.7 5 1.0 1.4 2.4 .60 .05L 29 .05 W213023 3: ..... 
n 
W213024 8.8 lll 20 .30 6. 4 4.9 
)::,, 
2.5 . 96 470 .34 W213024 ' W213944 3.2 2.8L 30L .20 2.0 2.4 1.2 .26 18 .07 W213944 )::,, :z W213945 12 9.0L 12 1. 0 11 4. 5 2.7 .89 47 .33 W213945 )::,, 
' W213946 2.5 1. 4L 20L .70 3. 0 1.9 .60 . 08 10 .07 W213946 -< v, 
W214792 l.8 2.4L 16 .50 2.9 6.0 1.6 .18 20 .16 W214792 rri v, 
W214 793 6.0 6. lL SL .80 1.3 2. 4 .50 . 21 150 . 04 W214793 
W215389 1.8 2.4L 20L .30 2.0 2.8 1.0 .20 40 . 08 W215389 
W215390 1. 4 2.3L 20L .20 2.2 4.0 1.4 .15 71 .05 W215390 
W21 5391 3.7 7.9L 17 1.4 3.8 3.8 2.1 .17L 140 . 17 W215391 
W2 15392 3.9 3.3L 20L .60 4. 0 2.3 .90 .on 41 .10 W215392 
W215404 1.1 1.0L 20L .50 1.4 .9 .40 . 02L 5.9 .23 W215404 
W215405 4. 0 3.4L 30L .80 2.4 3.3 }. 4 . 30 80 .13 W215405 
W215406 12 6.8L 19 1.1 4.7 4.0 2.3 . 42 120 .25 W215406 
..... 
°' W215407 9. 0 6. lL 23 .70 3.8 4. 6 2.0 .19 110 .16 W215407 w 
W215409 7.2 5.5 20L .40 3.4 2.4 2.4 .88 190 .29 W215409 
..... 
Table 4.--Major- , Minor-, and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper O'I 




r SAMPLE TB TH TL-S TM-S u V-S w V-S VB ZN SAMPLE -< (/') NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM Nl:IMBER ....... 
(/') 
0 ,, 
W211182 1.0 16 4.2L 4.2L 4 .1 140 1.5 24 3.7 100 W211182 n 
0 W211183 .98 14 4.2L 4.2L 4.9 140 1.4 25 3.2 92 W211183 ):> r W211 l84 l. l 16 4. ll 4. ll 5.5 120 1. 5 21 3.7 120 W211184 
(/') W211185 .88 17 4.2L 4. 2L 3.9 120 1.8 17 3.9 110 W211185 ):> 
3: W21 l 186 1.3 17 4.2L 4.2L 4.3 78 2. l 23 4.6 49 W211186 -0 
r ,.., 
W211187 1.2 19 3.6L 3.6L 5.1 130 1.6 24 3.9 72 W211187 
(/') 
W211638 .31 4.2 . 73L . 73L 1.2 27 1.0 6.5 1.2 8.6 W211638 
,, 
;o 
W211639 .44 4.2 .58L .58L 1.9 19 .80 4.3 1.2 5.8 W211639 0 3: W213022 .31 2.4 .30L .30L 2. 0 24 .SOL 7.9 1.0 9.2 W213022 ..... W213023 .09 1.0 .17L .17L 1.1 10 .40 2.6 .3 18 W213023 :c ,.., 
c W213024 .30 4.2 .78L .78L 1.8 34 1.0L 8. 5 1. 3 13 W213024 -0 -0 W213944 .22 ]. 3 .19L .19L .86 8.2 .30 2.3 . 7 18 W213944 ,.., ;o W213945 .53 4. 1 .61L .61L 2.6 53 1.0 15 2.2 25 W213945 n W213946 . 18 .70 . lOL . lOL .78 5.7 .70 2.5 . 5 7.1 W213946 c ::3: W214 792 .25 2.8 .16L .16L 1.1 8.4 1.0L 2.6 .8 6.0 W214792 CJ ,.., 
;o 
r W214793 .12 .80 .4ll .41L .27L 21 .70L 11 . 5 19 W214793 ):> ::z W215389 .26 1.2 .17L .17L .33 9.4 .SOL 5.0 . 7 11 W215389 c:, 
W215390 .30 1.2 .16L .16L .25L 8.5 .20 5.8 .8 3.7 W215390 c:, 
W215391 . 46 2.9 .53L .53l 3.3 19 .40 3.2 1.2 21 W215391 
....... 
(/') 
W215392 .25 1. 2 1.2 .23l .58 8. 3 .40 4.0 .9 13 W215392 ..... ;o ....... 
n 
W215404 .10 .30 . 06L .06L .30L 3.5 .40 1 ] ,! 2.7 H21540~ ..... 
W215405 .30 1.8 1.3 .23L 1.2 16 . 60 4.9 .9 4.4 W215405 
W215406 .43 3.8 .46L .46L 1.8 27 1.1 7.5 1. 5 11 W215406 
W215407 .44 2.6 .4ll .41L 1.3 23 . 60 5.5 1.1 9.9 W215407 
W215409 .47 3.2 .37L .37L 2 .1 14 .60 8.0 1.3 7.5 W215409 
- - - - - - - - - !!!!!! I!!! I!!!! !!!!!! - -- -- !!!!! -- -
- - - - - - - - - ·- ·- - - - i- - ;- ;- -
Table 4.--Major-, Minor-, and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper 
Cumberland District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 





















W215391 7. l 
W215392 8.8 
W215404 1. 7 
W215405 8.5 
W215406 12 































• SAMPLE SI AL CA MG NA K FE TI AG-S AS SAMPLE -< (/) NUMBER (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) (PERCENT) PPM PPM NUMBER ........ (/) 
0 ,, 
W215416 .50 .45 .065 .011 . 003 .017 .20 .017 .042 7.5 W215416 n 
0 W2154] 7 1. 3 .96 .062 .029 .020 .12 .20 .055 .056 5.0 W215417 )> • \.1215421 10 6.6 .11 .27 .040 1. 3 1.3 .38 .040L 7 .8 W215421 
(/) W215422 18 8.3 .42 .49 .055 1.9 4.9 .48 .068L 15 W215422 )> 
3: W215423 3.5 2.2 .12 .093 .019 .45 1.6 .10 .042 120 W215423 " • ,.,., 
W215424 .036 (/) 1.4 .99 .15 .015 .064 .21 .046 .042 2 .1 W215424 
W215425 1.0 .75 .094 .026 .004 .088 . 74 .033 .045 6.9 W215425 
,, 
,0 
W215426 3 .1 1. 7 .059 .12 .050 .42 .53 .077 .038 5.2 W215426 0 3: W215427 1.4 .92 .072 . 028 .021 .13 1. 5 .051 . 035 73 W215427 -I W215428 3.2 2.0 .44 .076 .081 .18 .58 .092 .014L 4. 3 W21 5428 ::c ,.,., 
c W215429 1.6 1.1 .071 .031 .036 .10 .73 . 048 .044 13 W215429 " " W215430 .75 .56 . l 2 .025 .024 . 11 1. 2 .026 .031 77 W215430 ,.,., ,0 W215431 3.2 1.9 .061 .062 .064 .33 1. 3 .091 .048 100 W215431 n W215432 3.9 1.9 .062 .034 .043 .29 .23 .15 .036 2.2 W215432 c 3: W215433 2.2 1.1 .053 . 018 .026 . 11 .69 .075 . 045 24 W215433 OJ ,.,., 
::0 • W215434 2. 0 1. 3 .10 .024 .020 .14 .82 .071 .042 27 W215434 )> ::z W215553 2.8 1.9 .058 .065 .033 .34 .69 .10 .067 17 W215553 c:, 
W215554 3.3 2.2 .094 .091 . 035 .40 .78 .12 .025 93 W215554 c:, 
........ W215555 3.6 2.6 .088 .096 .043 . 71 1. 7 .11 .067 39 W215555 (/) 






- - - - - - - - - '- - - - - I- - ·- - -
Table 4. - -Major-, Minor-, and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper 
Cumberland Distri ct, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE B-S BA-S BE-S BR CD CE CL co CR cs SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W215416 12 24 1 2.1 .02 18 270 8.8 9.2 .OB W215416 
W21541 7 23 29 1 1. 4 .03 13 180 3.1 11 . 4 W215417 
W215421 40 190 4 1.3 .16 60 lOOL 8.8 62 4.5 W215421 
W215422 51 310 3 1.2 .36 77 lOOL 15 70 6.0 W215422 
W215423 34 140 1 2.9 . 08 30 lOOL 3.8 25 1.6 W215423 
W215424 38 190 4 2.0 .03 17 lOOL 3.9 20L .2 W215424 
W215425 17 73 2 2.2 .08 15 lOOL 9.8 14 . 5 W215425 
W215426 28 92 2 1.1 .05 22 170 8.5 16 1.9 W215426 
W215427 23 48 2 2.6 .04 13 400 3.7 11 . 5 W215427 
W215428 24 76 2 .7 .07 20 130 9.2 18 1.3 W215428 
W215429 23 69 1 1.0 .05 13 180 4.9 8.7 .8 W215429 
W215430 13 64 l l 1.6 .03 8.0 150 3.6 6.2 .5 W215430 
W215431 30 53 2 1.9 .05 18 390 5 .1 14 1.5 W215431 
W215432 21 73 2 1.2 .10 24 190 3.0 22 . 7 W215432 
W215433 22 57 3 1. 4 .06 36 200 2 .1 12 .7 W215433 
W215434 14 37 1 1.2 .02 16 130 3.9 12 .5 W215434 
W215553 23 74 4 1. 7 .13 29 200 6.3 22 1.5 W215553 
W215554 21 120 1 3.2 . 11 25 200 4. 7 24 2. 3 W215554 
W215555 27 190 3 4.8 .13 28 400 12 28 2. 4 W215555 


































SAMPLE cu DY-S ER-S EU F GA-S GD-S GE-S HF HG SAMPLE -< v, 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER ...... v, 
0 
"'Tl 
\.1215416 13 1.6 .8 .38 60 1.2 1.8 .36 .6L .17 \.1215416 n 
0 \.121541 7 13 1. 2L 1. 0 .29 80 2.3 .84L .38 .4 .22 W215417 ::i:,. ,--W215421 44 8.8L 4.0L 1.0 390 16 6.0L 8.4 2.4 .14 W215421 v, \.1215422 53 15L 6.BL 1. 5 660 18 lOL 1.0L 3.4 .25 \.1215422 ::i:,. 
W2J5423 30 1.6L .58 7.0 2.3L .9 \.1215423 
3: 3. 4L 220 1.2 .29 '"O ,--,..., 
\.1215424 18 1. 4L 2.3 .43 90 3. 2 2.1 5.9 .7L .27 \.1215424 
v, 
\.1215425 14 1. JL .SL .40 40 2.9 1.5 3. 1 .3 . 24 W215425 "'Tl ;o 
W215426 26 2.6L l.2L .47 120 5.2 1.BL 1.2 .5 .16 W215426 0 3:: 
W215427 14 1. 7L .BL .28 70 3.6 1. ll .90 .5 .24 W215427 -i 
W215428 19 3.1 L l.4L .43 150 5.4 2.lL 2.5 . 7 .18 W215428 :i: ri, 
c 
W215429 25 1.6L .7L .41 90 3.4 1.1 L .34L 2.0L . 14 W215429 '"O '"O W215430 19 1.2L .SL . 20 70 1. 7 .SOL .32 .SL . 11 W215430 ri, ;o 
W215431 29 3.0L l .4L .40 40 6.0 2.0L 5.3 .8 .21 W215431 n W215432 22 3.0L 1.4L .45 180 4.8 2. l L .37 1.1 .25 \.1215432 c 3: W215433 10 l.BL 1.4 .34 70 3.9 1.9 1.0 1. 5 . 23 \.1215433 co 
ri, 
;o 
r-\.1215434 19 1. 9L .9L .32 100 3.3 l.3L . 77 . 6 .22 W215434 ::i:,. ::z W215553 27 2.BL l. 3L .58 100 6. 7 2.0 2. 3 . 7 .14 W215553 c:, 
W215554 17 3. 1 L 1.4L .50 180 7 .1 2. ll 1.0 .8 .27 W215554 c:, 
W215555 26 3.5L 1.8 . 57 310 7.8 3.7 3.7 .8 
..... 
.50 W215555 v, 
W215556 12 1. 7L .BL .27 60 3.3 1.1 L .91 . 4 .44 W215556 -i ;o ...... 
n 
-i 
-------- - - ---- ._ ._ ....._. - -- - - -- - -- -- !!!!! - - --
- - - - - - - - - ·- - - ·- - - - I- - -
Table 4. --Major-, Minor-, and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper 
Cumberland District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE HO-S LA LI LU MN MO-S NB-S NO-S NI-S p SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W215416 . 34 9 2.9 . 1 2. 2 1.8 .78 9.1 23 150 W215416 
W215417 .38L 9 7.3 . 1 3.0 1.3 1.4 8. 4 11 100 W21541 7 
W215421 2. 7L 35 84 .5 26 .60 9.2 24 29 230 W215421 
W215422 4. 7L 46 110 .6 700 .68L 7.5 22L 28 790 W215422 
W215423 1. ll 19 28 .3 9.0 3.3 2.5 10 12 310 W215423 
W215424 . 61 9 6.0 .2 15 1.3 1. 7 13 12 100 W215424 
W215425 .57 7 5.7 .1 33 3.0 1.5 8.3 21 220 W215425 
W215426 .82L 12 17 .2 24 1.] 1.3 11 17 44 W215426 
W215427 . 51 L 8 9.0 .1 13 .61 1.5 6.2 8.3 44L W215427 
W215428 .95L 11 17 . 1 89 .67 1.9 4.4L 15 83 W215428 
W215429 .SOL 7 10 .1 11 2.9 .80 6. 4 11 79 W215429 
W215430 .36L 5 5.0 . 1 8.5 2.0 .69 4.2 6.9 92 W215430 
W215431 .92L 11 16 . 1 20 1. 5 1.6 4.4L 12 87 W215431 
W215432 .94L 14 37 .2 5.2 .84 4.1 9.8 10 310 W215432 
W215433 .59 20 4.0 .2 3. 4 1.4 2.4 15 6.1 74 W215433 
W215434 .58L 8 8.5 .1 4.9 1.9 1.3 3.8 8.5 170 W215434 
W215553 .87L 17 14 .2 11 2.3 2.9 17 14 130 W215553 
W215554 .95L 14 21 . 1 7.7 1.5 2.4 6.9 10 260 W215554 
W215555 1.1 L 14 14 .2 8. 5 2.4 1.9 13 19 310 W215555 































' SAMPLE PB PR-S RB SB SC SE SM SN-S SR-S TA SAMPLE ~ 




W215416 2.9 2.9 40L .50 1. 5 2.7 1.B .09 47 . 20L W215416 n 
W21541 7 4.9 3.8L 40L . 70 2 . 1 4.0 1.3 .35 36 .10 W215417 0 )> 
W215421 26 27L 73 2 .1 13 6.0 4.4 1.8 200 .88 W215421 ' W215422 38 47L 84 1.4 14 5.3 6.6 2.2 300 1.2 W215422 (./') )> 
W215423 15 lll 60L 2.3 5.0 5.1 2.8 .23L 67 .30 W215423 3: "'O 
' W215424 6.4 4.4L 40 L .50 3.8 1.9 rr, 1.9 .17 100 .08 W215424 (./') 
W215425 5. 2 4.5 40L .80 4.4 2.4 1.6 .08L 73 .30L W215425 "Tl :;:Q 
W215426 13 8.2L 24 1. 1 4.1 4.2 2.2 .42 110 .25 W215426 0 3: W215427 3.6 5. ll SOL 1.1 2.3 3.5 1.3 . llL 58 .16 W215427 -f W215428 7.4 9.5L SOL 1.0 4.3 2.0 1.8 .82 65 .28 W215428 :c rr, 
c W215429 6.4 5.0L 40L l. 2 2.8 3.7 1.4 .ll l 88 .09 W215429 "'O 
"'O W215430 2.0 3.6L 40L 1.1 l. 2 2.4 .70 .08L 100 . 20L W215430 rr, 
:;:Q W215431 9.5 9.2L SOL 2.1 5.0 4.3 1. 7 . 76 57 .25 W215431 n W215432 6.5 9.4L SOL .50 5.6 3.6 1.9 1. 5 170 .46 W215432 c 





W215434 5.9 5.8L 40L .70 2.6 5.7 1.3 .64 44 .21 W215434 ' )> W215553 10 8. 7L 14 .80 4.6 5.3 2.5 .19L 97 .23 W215553 :z c:, 
W215554 7.6 9.5L 18 1.1 4.9 7.0 2.0 . 42 220 .30 W215554 c:, 
W215555 9.4 1 ll 31 l. 7 6.0 4.2 2.3 .83 220 .28 W215555 ...... (./') 




______________ : ____ _ 
Table 4. --Ma jor- , Minor- , and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper 
Cumberland District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued. 
SAMPLE TB TH TL-S TM-S u V-S w Y-S YB ZN SAMPLE 
NUMBER PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM NUMBER 
W215416 .28 1.1 .12L .12L .28L 8.6 .80L 8.1 .8 7.3 W215416 
W21541 7 .24 2.0 .26L . 26L .77 15 .30 5.5 .9 7.8 W21541 7 
W215421 .70 8.9 1.8L 1.8L 2.5 72 1.6 21 2.7 34 W215421 
W2154 22 1. 4 12 3. ll 3 .1 L 3.7 67 2.4 12 3.2 160 W215422 
W215423 .51 4.3 .72L .72L 3.0 30 .70 6.2 1. 7 22 W215423 
W215424 .41 1.2 .29L .32 .29L 27 .60 13 1. 3 6.4 W215424 
W215425 .35 1.5 .24L .24L .64 24 2. 0L 7.8 1.0 18 W215425 
W215426 .36 3.4 .55L .55L 1.6 28 .70 7.0 1.2 17 W215426 
W215427 . 23 1.8 . 35L .35L .32L 11 .60 4. 7 .9 7.5 W215427 
W215428 .30 3.7 .64L .64L 1. 7 22 .50 7.4 1.1 15 W215428 
W215429 .30 1.8 .34L .34L 2 .1 18 .65 4.5 .9 8.0 W215429 
W215430 .15 1.3 3.2 .24L 1.0 9.0 .90L 2.3 .5 5.8 W215430 
W215431 .47 3.4 .63L .63L 1. 7 22 .60 3.8 1.0 13 W215431 
W215432 .40 3.9 .63L .63L 1.1 22 2.0L 7.7 1.3 4.6 W215432 
W215433 .61 5.2 3 .1 .39L 2.3 12 .50 8.4 1. 7 8.4 W215433 
W215434 .32 2.4 2.2 .39L .86 11 .90L 2.8 .8 12 W215434 
W215553 . 61 4 .1 .59L .59L 2.7 31 .70 9.7 1.3 29 W215553 
W21 5554 . 57 3.6 .64L .64L 2. 5 27 .70 4.2 1.1 12 W215554 
W215555 .66 4.9 .74L .74L 2.3 40 1.0 7.0 1.5 11 W215555 
























Table 4.--Major-, Minor- , and Trace-Element Concentrations of 56 Bituminous Coal Samples and Nine Rock Samples from the Upper 
Cumberland District, Eastern Kentucky--Continued . 










































































I APPENDIX I II: PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSES 173 
I APPENDIX Ill : PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSES 
I Maceral Composition and Vitrinite Reflectance 
of Upper Cumberland River District Coals 
I VIT - Vitrinite EX - Exinite PVT - Pseudovitrinite RES - Resinite 
I 
FUS - Fus inite Rmax - Vitrinite maximum reflectance 
SFS - Semifusinite (Oil immersion: 546 nm) 
MIC - Micrinite S/D - Standard deviation 
MAC - Macri nite Rmn - Vitrinite mean reflectance 
I (Oil immersion: 546 nm) 
USGS# KCER# VIT PVT FUS SFS MIC MAC EX RES Rmax S/D Rmn S/D 
I W-
207811 6008 70.9 9.8 6.0 2.8 3.6 . 1 6.4 . 4 .85 . 04 . 80 .05 
I 207812 6001 44.4 32.6 4.5 2.9 7. 0 .4 8.0 .2 .82 .09 .75 . 09 207813 6004 58.0 18.5 9.9 2.3 4. 9 6.1 .3 .83 .09 .76 .09 
207814 6005 73.2 7.2 3.9 3.8 3. 1 .1 8. 7 .85 .04 . 79 .06 
I 
207822 6023 58.6 3.2 13.6 6.7 9.6 8.4 .75 .04 • 70 • 05 
207866 6018 65.3 4.3 12.3 4. 2 5.6 7.7 .6 .93 .03 . 88 . 06 
207897 6029 65 . 2 4. 0 9.9 10. 1 3.3 .4 6. 5 . 6 . 83 .05 . 77 . 07 
I 
207899 6024 66.8 6.4 11.6 5.3 4.6 5.3 .88 .04 . 82 .06 
207900 6026 62.3 3.9 9.8 9.2 7. 5 .5 5.9 .9 . 79 .04 . 73 . 06 
207901 6028 69. 3 11.1 7.7 3.1 2.6 .1 5.7 .4 • 76 .04 .71 .06 
I 
208056 6036 78 .8 9.3 2. 1 1.1 4. 1 4. 5 .1 .83 . 04 . 78 . 05 
208057 6037 77 .9 8.8 2.4 . 7 5.6 4.6 .76 . 04 . 72 . 05 
208058 6038 64.l 10.1 5. 2 4. 3 8.5 7. 1 .7 .83 . 04 . 79 . 05 
208200 6019 81.3 5. 8 4.2 1. 2 3.2 4. 4 . 95 . 04 . 91 . 05 
I 208201 6027 62.4 12.1 4.9 4.8 7.5 .9 7. 2 .2 . 88 . 05 .84 . 05 208221 6011 64.3 4.3 8.3 9.4 6.2 .3 6.6 .6 • 86 . 05 . 79 • 07 
208223 6006 55.0 5.0 9.8 10.9 7.7 .3 9.9 1.4 .78 .04 . 71 . 06 
I 211638 6039 62.6 10. 6 9.7 5.9 2.5 7.9 .8 . 95 . 04 . 90 . 06 211639 6040 52.7 6.6 10 . 1 9.6 8.1 .5 9.9 2.5 . 78 . 04 . 7 4 . 06 
213022 6041 64.5 7. 1 6.0 6.8 4.7 1.4 7. 8 1. 7 . 88 . 04 . 84 . 09 
I 213023 6042 82.9 4.1 2.2 1. 3 4. 2 .2 3.9 1.2 . 88 . 05 . 84 . 06 213024 6043 52.0 4.5 8.4 5. 6 18.1 9.8 1.6 .83 .05 • 79 .06 
213944 6044 67 .6 14.4 4.7 3. 3 3. 6 . 2 5. 0 1.2 . 86 . 04 .80 .05 
I 213945 6045 63.6 4.0 9.6 7.7 3.5 1. 7 7.7 2.2 . 92 . 04 • 88 . 05 213946 6046 70 . 6 14.1 2.4 1.6 5.0 . 1 5. 2 1.0 . 93 . 05 . 86 . 07 
214792 6047 59 .8 9.8 6.3 4. 0 8.6 10.5 1.0 . 77 . 05 . 72 . 07 
I 
214793 6048 64 .0 16. 8 2. 1 1. 3 5.9 9.0 .9 . 82 . 04 . 76 . 06 
215389 6063 65. 9 11. 2 3.9 6.5 5.3 5.6 1.6 .90 .04 .84 .06 
215390 6064 54.5 4.3 4.2 15. 1 8.0 . 2 9. 2 4. 5 . 90 .04 . 85 . 06 
I 
215391 6065 74.4 8.4 2. 4 3.6 4.3 5.8 1.1 . 82 .04 . 78 . 05 
I 
II 
174 ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES FROM THE UPPER CUMBERLAND DISTRICT II I 
USGS# KCER# VIT PVT FUS SFS MI C MAC EX RES Rmax S/0 Rmn S/0 
II W-
215392 6066 65. 5 11. 8 4. 4 3.3 1. 7 11. 3 1.8 . 80 . 04 . 76 . 05 
215404 6049 67 . 7 17.9 3.0 3. 1 3.0 .1 4.4 .8 • 92 • 04 .. 87 • 06 II 215405 6050 67.2 11.1 4.8 4.7 2.7 .1 7 .0 2.4 . 85 . 03 . 80 . 05 
215406 6051 60.2 8.0 3.4 11.2 5.9 . 3 8.0 3.0 .91 .03 . 87 .06 
215407 6052 59 .8 16. 3 4.5 5.9 4.2 .2 6.4 2.6 . 90 • 04 .. 85 • 05 ll 215409 6053 59.8 6.4 3.7 11.9 8.1 .3 8. 3 1.5 . 84 • 04 • 79 . 06 
215416 6054 61.1 15.2 4.2 3.7 7.1 .2 7.5 1.0 .85 .03 .. 81 .05 
215417 6055 56.9 3.7 5.2 16.3 6.1 .7 8.0 3.1 .80 .04 .. 75 .05 II 215421 6056 64.7 12.3 5.3 6.0 1.3 .4 8.5 1.5 . 78 . 04 • 7 4 • 06 
215422 6057 6.8 .2 3.8 7.2 62.5 .2 19.0 .3 
215423 6058 68.3 7.6 4.0 7.5 4.6 .2 5.9 1.9 . 85 • 04 . 80 • 05 II 215424 6059 67.6 10.8 3. 2 4.9 4.2 . 1 6.5 2.7 . 84 • 03 . 79 • 05 
215425 6060 66.2 9.9 3.9 5.2 5.4 .1 7.6 1. 7 .84 . 03 .80 .05 
215426 6061 54. 9 13. 3 4.6 11.7 4.7 .2 6.7 3.8 . 89 . 05 . 83 . 05 II 215427 6062 67. 9 11. 1 3.7 3.3 3. 4 .3 9.1 1.2 . 84 . 04 . 79 . 06 
215428 6067 61.6 7.4 8.7 5.6 8.2 .3 5.9 2. 3 . 77 . 04 . 7 4 • 05 
215429 6068 64 .8 14. 2 4. 5 2.2 4.5 7.9 1.9 . 84 . 05 . 79 • 06 
II 215430 6069 74.0 7.0 5. 3 1.1 3.9 .2 6. 7 1.8 . 7 4 . 04 . 71 . 04 215431 6070 66.4 6.6 6.6 5.0 6.6 .3 6.8 1. 7 . 79 . 05 . 7 4 . 06 
215432 6071 54 .8 4. 2 8.7 12.1 9.6 .9 8.6 1.1 . 78 . 05 . 7 4 . 05 
II 215433 6072 62 . 6 6. 5 6.4 7.1 8.0 7 .8 1.6 . 84 . 04 . 78 . 05 215434 6073 50.5 4 .1 9.9 14.6 8. 5 .8 9.5 2.2 . 82 . 06 . 77 • 0 7 
215553 6074 68.4 9.5 7.7 4.3 3. 1 .1 6.5 .4 . 92 . 04 . 87 . 06 
II 215554 6075 64.l 14.4 7.2 2.7 2.2 8.9 .7 . 94 . 04 . 89 . 05 215555 6076 74 . 5 12.4 1.1 1. 5 2.6 5.9 2.0 . 95 . 04 . 90 • 06 










I INDEX OF COAL SAMPLES BY COUNTY, SORTED BY QUADRANGLE 175 
I INDEX OF COAL SAMPLES BY COUNTY, SORTED BY QUADRANGLE 
I COUNTY 7 1/2 1 QUADRANGLE COAL NAME USED ON GQ USGS IO NUMBER 
Bell Balkan Hance W213022 
I Bell Balkan Mason W213023 Bell Balkan Path Fork W213024 
Bell Balkan Hance W213944 
I Bell Balkan Hance W213945 Bell Balkan Hance W213946 
Bell Fork Ridge Buckeye Spring W207866 
I Bell Fork Ridge Buckeye Spring W207897 Bell Fork Ridge Buckeye Spring W208221 
Bell Fork Ridge Buckeye Spring W208222 
I Bell Fork Ridge Hignite W215389 Bell Fork Ridge Stray W215390 
Bell Fork Ridge Stray W215391 
I 
Bell Fork Ridge Stray W215392 
Bell Fork Ridge Sterling W215409 
Bell Fork Ridge unmapped W215421 
I 
Bell Fork Ridge unmapped W215422 
Bell Fork Ridge Stray W215423 
Bell Fork Ridge Stray W215424 
I 
Bell Fork Ridge Stray W215425 
Bell Kay jay Lower Hignite W207811 
Bell Kay jay Lower Hignite W207812 
Bell Kay jay Poplar Lick W207813 
I Bell Kay jay Poplar Lick W207814 Bell Kay jay Hignite W207822 
Bell Kay jay Hignite W207899 
I Bell Kay jay Red Springs W207900 Bell Kay jay Red Springs W208223 
Bell Kay jay Mingo W215404 
I Bell Kay jay Low Splint W215416 Bell Kay jay Low Splint W215417 
Bell Vari 11 a Hance W207901 
I Bell Vari 11 a Mason W208056 Bell Vari 11 a Mason W208057 
Bell Vari 11 a Spl itseam W208058 
I 
Be11 Vari 11 a Hance W208200 
Bell Vari 11 a Hance W208201 
Harlan Evarts Lower Path Fork W211638 
I 
Harlan Evarts Path Fork W211639 
Harlan Evarts Limestone W215428 
Harlan Evarts Harlan W215429 
I 
Harlan Evarts Kellioka W215430 
I 
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COUNTY 7 1/2' QUADRANGLE COAL NAME USED ON GQ USGS ID NUMBER 
Harlan Evarts Creech W215431 
Harlan Harlan Smith w21543;~ 
Harlan Harlan Wa 11 ins Creek W21543] 
Harlan Harlan Morris w21543,1 
Harlan Louellen High Splint W214792 
Harlan Louellen Harlan W21540!.i 
Harlan Loue 11 en Darby W21542fi 
Harlan Nolansburg Harlan W215406 
Harlan Nol ans burg Darby W215407 
Harlan Nolansburg Creech W215427 
Harlan Pennington Gap Morris W214793 
Letcher Flat Gap unmapped W215553 
Letcher Flat Gap unmapped W215554 
Letcher Fl at Gap unmapped W21555ti 
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I INDEX OF COAL SAMPLES BY BED NAME, WITH SAMPLED INTERVAL AND SAMPLING REGIME 
I COAL NAME USED INTERVAL SAMPLED SAMPLING REGIME USGS ID ON GQ NUMBER 
I Buckeye Spring bottom bench Holmes W208222 Buckeye Spring full thickness Swanson & Huffman W207866 
Buckeye Spring full thickness Swanson & Huffman W207897 
I 
Buckeye Spring top bench Holmes W208221 
Co 11 i er ful 1 thickness Holmes W215556 
Creech full thickness Holmes W215427 
Creech ful 1 thickness Holmes W215431 
I Darby full thickness Holmes W215407 Darby full thickness Holmes W215426 
Hance top split Holmes W213022 
I Hance 3d sp 1 it f bot Holmes W213944 Hance 2d split f bot Holmes W213945 Hance bot tom sp 1 it Holmes W213946 
Hance bottom split Swanson & Huffman W207901 
I Hance middle split thick partings included W208201 Hance top split Holmes W208200 
Harlan full thickness Holmes W215405 
I Harlan fu 11 thickness Holmes W215406 Harlan full thickness Holmes W215429 
High Splint full thickness Holmes W214792 
I 
Hignite bottom bench Swanson & Huffman W207822 
Hignite full thickness thick partings included W207899 
Hignite ful 1 thickness Holmes W215389 
Kellioka full thickness Holmes W215430 
I Limestone ful 1 thickness Holmes W215428 Low Splint bottom sp 1 it Holmes W215416 
Low Sp 1 int top split Holmes W215417 
I 
Lower Hignite full thickness Swanson & Huffman W207811 
Lower Hignite full thickness Holmes W207812 
Lower Path Fork full thickness Holmes W211638 
Mason full thickness Swanson & Huffman W208056 
I Mason full thickness Swanson & Huffman W208057 Mason full thickness Holmes W21 3023 
Mingo f u 11 thickness Holmes W215404 
I Morris full thickness Holmes W214793 Morris full thickness Holmes W215434 Path Fork full thickness Holmes W211639 
I 
Path Fork ful 1 thickness Holmes W213024 
Poplar Lick full thickness Holmes W207813 
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ful 1 thickness 
ful 1 thickness 
1st split f bot 
2nd split f bot 
3rd split f bot 
4th split f bot 
5th split f bot 
6th split f bot 
1st split f bot 
2nd split f bot 
bot tom sp 1 it 
fu 11 thickness 
ful 1 thickness 
full thickness 
SAMPLING REGIME 
Swanson & Huffman 
Holmes 
Holmes 
thick partings included 
Holmes 
Holmes 
Holmes 
Holmes 
Holmes 
Holmes 
Holmes 
Holmes 
Holmes 
Holmes 
Holmes 
Holmes 
Holmes 
USGS ID 
NUMBER 
W207900 
W208223 
W215432 
W208058 
W2 15409 
W215390 
W215423 
W215392 
W215424 
W215425 
W215391 
W215554 
W215555 
W215553 
W215421 
W215422 
W215433 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
11 1 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
11 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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